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A NEW BREED OF MODERN HARDTAIL 

FROM THE UK’S MOST ESTABLISHED 

MOUNTAIN BIKE BUNKER

www.stif.co.uk/morf



Stif - New York Mills - Summerbridge - N. Yorks - HG3 4LA  01423 780 738
visit out new site now at: www.stif.co.uk

Progressive, long, low and slack frame designed to mimic  
the riding position of a modern full-suspension bike.

65 degree head angle, optimized for a burly 130 mm fork  
with a 35 mm reach stem.

27.5” Wheels

12 Bore Chain-stay Bridge and super short 420 mm 
chainstays give clearance for 2.4” tyres with  
up to a 36T chainring.

4130 Chromo, Tig-Welded, Steel frame

3 Year Warranty / 5 Year Crash Replacement Pricing 
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Frame: £499   Full XT Bike: £1,999
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READY FOR THE WEIGH-IN
The champ is back for another round with a few new tricks and some classic moves to keep challengers on the ropes. 

Building on the lightest, most versatile production carbon crankset on the planet, the Next generation G4 couples CINCH 
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KING OF THE RING
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Wickens &Soderstrom
Drivetrain Lubricant just got better

The No 5 lube is the best chain

lube we have used, period. Our

mechanics are very, very fussy and

having tested most chain lubes on

the market, this is the only one that 

makes it into our workshop. 

If you want a lube that keeps your

pride and joy running like a dream

and your chain looking spotless,

Wickens & Soderstrom No.5 lube 

is the only choice.

Andy Rowland

Cranc Cycle Sport

A dream drivetrain lube from a

mechanics point of view. Keeps the

drivetrain running clean and pretty

much silent. It’s neither too wet, or

too dry, nor too sticky and doesn’t 

wear off too quickly. In fact, it

appears to last far longer than any 

other oil I’ve come across. 

Josh Finney

ubyk

The moment we first got No.5 we

knew we had a product a cut above 

the rest on our hands (or even

chains!). We use the lube on our

race bikes, trail bikes, commuter

bikes - you name it! Always super

smooth, clean and long lasting! 

Matt Allingham

Head Mechanic

FMD/Transition Factory Racing

& Founder of The Bicycle Service
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Wickens & Soderstrom No.5 Drivetrain Lubricant
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“We paid Peaty a visit for a ride

and a chat about the glory

days over a pint or two”

GET IN TOUCH!

http://twitter.com/mbukmagazine

mbuk@immediate.co.uk

www.facebook.com/mbukmag

THE NEWEST TRENDS

The Sea Otter Classic in
California is the best place for
a first peek at the newest bikes
and gear on the market. See
what was trending on page 34.

CALIFORNIAN GOLD RUSH

Gnarly trails, carved out by years
of dynamite blasting and the
search for riches in California.
It’s a golden nugget of an
adventure on page 88.

BIKES FOR BIG HITS

Direct-buy bikes can ofer some
serious performance for the
cash. Find out which ones pedal
eiciently but are still downhill
powerhouses on page 114.

THIS MONTH

DANNY WALTER EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

EDITO
R’SLE

TTER

A
s icons of the sport go, they simply don’t come any bigger than

Steve Peat. Pretty much synonymous with mountain biking, it feels

like we’ve all been following Peaty’s career for as long as riding bikes

off-road has been around. So it does feel kind of weird to be

embarking on the final episode of his World Cup racing career as he gets

ready to bow out at the end of 2016. In recognition of this momentous year

we wanted him back on the cover of MBUK – a place he made his own for

many of the early years. So we paid him a visit on his home turf in Sheffield

for a ride and chat about the glory days over a pint or two. After all the

success he’s had, Steve is still as welcoming and down to earth as ever, and

he made it clear he plans to keep the fun times coming and go out with a

bang. So join us in raising our glasses to him on page 70, and here’s hoping 

for something special at Fort Bill this year!

We’ve also had a bit of a freshen up here at MBUK – and I’m not just

talking about Jimmer finally washing his bib shorts. We hope you enjoy

the new look, packed full of the best mix of features, gear testing and ride 

inspiration. Let us know what you think, by any of the ways below.
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LAST ORDERS p70
After 20 years at the top Steve Peat is
racing his final World Cup season. We
raise our glasses to a true MTB legend

#330–JULY2016

contents

  FEATURES

GOLD COUNTRY p88
Riding 100-year-old mining trails

in rugged Northern California, Dan

Milner finds gold in them thar hills

– including an 8km descent

littered with switchbacks, rock 

gardens and loamy berms

MAKING TRACKS p80
Ever wondered how the trails we

love riding actually get made?

Rowan Sorrell, the man behind

some of South Wales’s best-loved

singletrack, reveals all the work that 

goes on behind the scenes.

p16

Having it large at Cruz
Fest New singletrack in
Betws-y-Coed The rise
of the ‘hack bike’ Sam
Hill’s signature Five Ten
Impacts Stevie Smith

– gone but not
forgotten
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p25

We get excited about
the Fort Bill World Cup
Sam Reynolds hits New

Zealand Spectator’s
survival kit From the

archives – riding the ring
of fire! The King of

components and more

p40

Your name up in lights.
This month featuring a

mad over-the-bars down
Snowdon, a severely

bruised pair of
buttocks and a flesh

wound that’ll turn
your stomach

p48

We give the hotly
anticipated Yeti SB5.5c a
thrashing, sling a leg over
Nukeproof’s Scout 290

and put the Knolly
Endorphin through its

paces to see if it really is
the ultimate all-rounder

1

p56

The hottest new bikes
and gear, from the Evil

Insurgent and Fox
Metah helmet to

Fabric’s Chamber
multi-tool

p39

Oicially the longest
standing member of the

MBUK team – more
adventures from

everyone’s favourite
mountain biking sheep, 

Mint Sauce 

SEND
it!

&
win!
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BIKETEST p114
Big thrills for fewer bills – we put
four carbon enduro bikes to the
test to see if buying direct really
can get you a trail-taming bargain

WRECKED & RATED p97
Our test team report back on the latest
batch of new products, including Öhlins’
RXF 34 fork and Shimano’s AM9 SPD shoes

SIX OF THE BEST p106
We rate the latest ‘enduro’ packs, which
combine hydration bladders with minimal
storage for those who prefer to pack light

LONG-TERM p108
The latest on our team bikes – where we’ve
ridden, what we’ve changed on them and 
what we’ve broken this month!

p68

Subscribe to MBUK
for just £5 for five

issues plus get a free
Torq energy drink
pack worth £27!

GROUPTEST p132
Fifteen baggy trail shorts tested – find out
which ones will keep you cool, calm and 
comfortable this summer
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“IT’S SIMPLY THE FASTEST, MOST

CONFIDENT AND FLAT-OUT

FUN BIKE HERE” – PAGE 114

p150

The answers to all your
technical questions.

What ‘reach’ actually
means, how to fit a
direct-mount single

chainring and a blufer’s
guide to fork dials 

p152

Natural trail riding at its
very best. We explore the

rugged landscape of
Arkengarth Dale in
Yorkshire for a real

all-weather experience 

p160

New trail alert from
BikePark Wales!

Hotstepper and Terry’s
Belly give plenty back if
you’re ballsy enough but

are great for building
confidence too
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Your questions
answered

TIME
Grime 

p63

Cube’s Two15 downhill
bike went from design
board to the World Cup

top 10 in a matter of
months. We check out

Greg Williamson’s
personal bike
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p141

How to… master
technical climbs,

conquer the Fort William
downhill track, enter

your first race, achieve
better body position and
warm up before rides
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[O] STERLING LORENCE RIDER WADE SIMMONS

EASTONCYCLING.COM

“Ride it like you stole it” on Heist wheels. The wider internal rim widths create a better
contact patch between tire and corner to give you traction for when you need it most.
Ready-to-ride and easily-serviced, these Tubeless Ready wheels come with spare spokes,
and endcaps for axle convertibility for whatever your getaway vehicle. Best of all, they are
available in 3 width options for optimal use: 24mm, 27mm, 30mm for 27.5” or 29” wheels.

A PERFECT

27.5” or 29” wheels 
24mm 27mm 30mm
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The FEST Series is back for

2016 and shows no signs of

calming down! Some of the

world’s best big-mountain and

slopestyle riders turned up to

throw down at Cruz Fest, the first

stop on the rider-run freeride

tour. And the locals – host Kyle

Jameson, Jef Herb and Ryan

‘R-Dog’ Howard – showed them

the Californian dream, with a

week of surfing, barbecues and

huge jumps on all kinds of bikes.

The venue for the madness

was moto rider Arik Swan’s

private track in Santa Cruz,

CRUZ CONTROL
FEST SERIES 2016

nicknamed ‘The Swanpound’. The 

builders had added to the already 

rowdy 2015 course, creating a 

flowing mix of hips, berm kickers 

and trick jumps, designed for one 

thing – going high and sideways.

“Cruz Fest went of this year!” 

says Kyle. “Andreu [Lacondeguy, 

pictured here pulling a huge 

Superman seatgrab] took home 

the Cruz King award after 

showing up and shredding 

everything that was put in front of 

him – bikes, motos, mini motos, 

surf boards and cruiser bikes!” 

Check out www.festseries.com 

for highlights of the action and 

brace yourselves for round two 

– Aggy’s Reunion, in Kamloops, 

BC. Oh, huck yeah bud!  
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CELEBRATING THE  
LIFE OF A LEGEND

STEVIE SMITH

The mountain bike world has

been left reeling by the death of

Stevie Smith. The popular and

hugely successful Canadian

downhill racer died in his

hometown of Nanaimo, British

Colombia, on May 10 after

sufering a massive brain injury

in an enduro motocross crash.

Stevie was one of mountain

biking’s greats, winning the 2013

DH World Cup overall title and

fighting his way back onto the

podium this year after two

seasons of because of injury.As

Canada’s most successful DH

racer ever, the 26-year-old

helped inspire a new generation

of riders, including the likes of

Devinci teammate Mark Wallace.

Beyond his amazing results,

Stevie was known for his fun

and friendly attitude – he

embraced his fans, who

nicknamed him the ‘Chainsaw

Massacre’ after his skilful yet

powerful riding style. He also 

featured in numerous bike

movies, including Seasons,

Follow Me and unReal.

Stevie passed away with his

family by his side. He’ll be sorely

missed but never forgotten.

Ride in peace, Stevie.
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Regularly touted by the world’s mountain bike press as one of

the most comprehensive and smartly designed series of

mountain bikes ever made, our Process line is all about

offering discerning cyclists the bike that perfectly fits their

personal equation of discipline, terrain, size and style. 

 MTB
ENDURO, GRAVITY

KONAWORLD.COM/PROCESS

G
raham

 Agassiz/Iceland. P
hoto: H

arookz KONAWORLD.COM
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NEW TWIST ON
A CLASSIC XC TRAIL

BETW
S-Y-C

OED

The Marin Trail at Betws-y-Coed 

was one of Wales’s first 

waymarked routes and it’s about 

to get its first major addition 

since it opened in 2002. 

This 25km red loop has always 

had a natural feel, thanks to its 

narrow hand-dug singletrack and 

views of Snowdonian mountains. 

The new 2km extension has been

designed to retain this character

but introduce elements of

modern sculpted flow trails.

Located halfway around, it

replaces a big chunk of forest

road with a flowing traverse and

descent, before a challenging

climb called Dwsin Drwg (‘Bad 

Dozen’ – it has 12 switchbacks) 

and another downhill. Expect a 

mixture of singletrack, berms, 

rollers and jumps.

Andy Braund, MTB Ranger for 

Natural Resources Wales, told us: 

“I’m super-excited to get this new 

section open. It solves some 

safety issues by taking riders of 

the forest and public roads, and 

Trailcraft have done a great job of 

creating a trail in keeping with the 

Marin’s character. It’s a fantastic 

addition to an old classic.”

Trailcraft are Shaun Bevan and 

Nikki Whiles, of Black Mountains 

Cycle Centre fame, and if that’s 

anything to go by, this is going to 

be one flowy trail section! By the 

time you read this it should be 

open, so get over there while the 

dirt is still fresh!  
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Imagine the situation. It’s 

raining, your gear hanger has 

snapped, your carbon 11-speed 

mech is bent in your wheel and 

the spares your friend has won’t 

fit. If only bikes were simpler! 

Don’t get us wrong – modern 

bikes are lighter, stronger and 

faster than ever before. It’s just 

there’s lots to go wrong. There’s 

something to be said for a bike 

that needs nothing more than an

occasional lube of the chain. 

Enter the hack bike, the 

modern reincarnation of the 

original ‘clunker’ – modified 

beach cruisers that MTB 

pioneers such as Gary Fisher and 

Charlie Kelly used to bomb down 

HACK IT
BACK

REBIRTH OF RETRO

the hills north of San Francisco 

on. Now this type of bare bones 

bike is seeing a revival. Earlier 

this year, a group of frame 

builders from UK brands met up 

to race their own handmade 

creations on a course they’d 

scratched out with spades, at the 

inaugural Hack Bike Derby. This 

is surely the roots of mountain 

biking revived, reminding us you 

don’t need the latest and greatest 

kit to have fun on two wheels.

If this sounds like a laugh but 

you don’t have a welding torch 

handy, then fear not. Have a look 

at the rigid forked, stripped back 

likes of Marin’s plus-size Pine 

Mountain and Kona’s singlespeed 

Unit 29er. If you want to be even 

more authentic, then Transition 

make the Klunker – an almost 

exact copy of the original. So dig 

out your jeans and flannel shirt, 

go out and do some skids!
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Think foot out, flat out and on

flat pedals, and Sam Hill is the

first name that springs to mind.

For 2016 the Aussie DH legend’s

signature shoe gets a makeover,

with a new look and materials.

The chunky Stealth S1 sole of 

Five Ten’s original Impact 

remains, but the padding around

the foot has been slimmed down, 

though not quite to the same

extent as on the lightweight

Impact VXi. The synthetic upper

is claimed to be faster drying too,

which should stop the shoe

ending up like a sponge in wet

conditions – a problem with

earlier models – and the toe cap

is reinforced for protection

against rock strikes. All black

with an outlined green logo, the

design is subtle. While they’ll no

doubt inspire some foot-out

drifts, the sticky rubber of these

shoes should keep your feet

glued to the pedals.

Five Ten Impact Sam Hill 3

£110 www.bigstone.co.uk

STICKY
DOWN
UNDER

NEW FIVE TENS

n nn



NEW MODEL FOR 2016

OST+ SUSPENSION FOR BETTER COMFORT AND PEDALLING EFFICIENCY

A NEW PIVOT POINT POSITION FOR A BETTER SUSPENSION CURVE

NEW PROGRESSIVE GEOMETRY: LONGER REACH AND SHORTER SEAT TUBE

E:I SHOCK AUTO COMPATIBLE

GREATER TYRE CLEARANCE AND SLIMMED DOWN REAR TRIANGLE

ALUMINIUM SUPREME 6: LAPIERRE’S SPECIAL LIGHT STRONG ALLOY

120MM REAR TRAVEL & 130MM FRONT TRAVEL

RRP £2249.99

A SHOT





It’s time to get wild with
excitement – the Fort William
World Cup is fast approaching

THIS MONTH: Sam Reynolds in NZ, Tahnée Seagrave, spectator’s survival kit, Ring of Fire, Chris King, girls on the charge
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STEVE PEAT CROSSES the line

and, on seeing his time lit up in

green, lofts his bike above his head

amid deafening cheers from the

crowd. It’s one of the defining

moments in the 14-year history of

the Fort William World Cup, when

Britain’s favourite racer finally won

on home soil. If Peaty were to do it

again in this, his final year of top

level downhill racing, wouldn’t it be

a fairytale ending? Okay, so it may

be unlikely but this is Fort Bill and

it’s where the magic happens.

WHERE THE

 MAGIC HAPPENS 
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WHY DOES THIS PARTICULAR RACE

GET THE BLOOD PUMPING LIKE NO

OTHER EVENT ON THE CALENDAR?

Over the years of racing at The Fort 

there have been countless

moments that have had the

spectators yelling even louder than

usual from the sidelines or jumping

back from the tape in alarm. As

excitement builds for the annual

MBUK roadtrip to the Highlands we

can’t stop talking about our

favourite moments and trying to

predict just what magic might

come out this year. And it’s not just

in the MBUK office that this sort of

thing is happening – why does this

particular race get the blood

pumping like no other event on the

mountain bike calendar?

Sure, it’s our home World Cup

round and therefore the best

chance many of us have of seeing

the race action and pro riders up

close. But it’s more than just that.

The 2.8km course down the

exposed slopes of Aonach Mor is

one of the fastest, most physical

tracks the sport has ever seen.

Each year thousands of us flock

there to watch the world’s best try

to outdo each other, and each year

the ever-rougher track, which is

ridden at speeds that defy most

mortals’ comprehension, throws

up new challenges.

In 2015 snow and torrential rain

left the upper sections battered

and the woods a mess of roots and

deep holes. The Brit girls showed

their dominance of women’s

downhill when the conditions got

filthy by taking four out of the top 

five spots, even with a huge

over-the-bars crash by Manon

Carpenter under the Visit Scotland

arch on the approach to the finish

arena. There was disappointment

for the British men – although

Laurie Greenland narrowly missed

out on the top slot in the Junior

race and Gee Atherton finished

fourth in Elite – so they’ll no doubt

be keen to set things right this year.

We’re crossing our fingers for

sun, but a dry track throws up its

own challenges – higher speeds

and a loose surface perfect for

balls out drifting! Regardless of the

weather, one thing’s for sure – the

crowd will be just as loud and the

intensity of the racing at Fort Bill is 

never going to relent.

 

SHAKE THE
FOUNDATIONS

The sheer speed at
which the top riders hit
the rock sections can
only be appreciated

first hand. You can feel
the ground move as

the likes of Aaron Gwin
and Brook MacDonald

thunder past. 

STAY ON YOUR
BIKE, DANNY!

In 2011, Danny Hart
was the definition of

loose. Feet of and
nearly going over the
bars, he hung on to
take second behind

Greg Minnaar. Can he
go one better? 

MOTORWAY
MADNESS

With four big jumps in

WHAT TO WATCH  
FOR IN 2016

Top Greg Minnaar
sends it of the final
table on his way to
victory in 2015

Above left Brits pack
out the women’s
podium, with Rachael
Atherton, Tahnée
Seagrave, Manon
Carpenter and Katy
Curd all in the top five

Above right The rabid
fans are part of what
makes Fort Bill great

Opening page
Britain’s Brendan
Fairclough keeps it
pinned as he nears
the finish arena

a row, the lower
section of the track is
the best place to see

the big guns throwing 
it sideways.

SAM HILL

Australia’s flat pedal
destroyer has had his
ups and downs at Fort
William, winning the

World Champs in 2007
but ending his season
with a huge crash in
2010. Will it be death

or glory this year?

PITS AND
PROTOTYPES

If you want to catch a
look at the latest

yet-to-be-released
bikes and meet the

pros, then the pits is
the place to be. Stop in

and say hi at the
MBUK tent too!

Fancy having
a go yourself? Turn
to page 144 for the

full lowdown on
the track
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“Crankworx was always the Super

Bowl of slopestyle. For me and my

mates watching it on TV, it was a

dream to one day ride the Red Bull

Joyride course. ‘Wow do you think

you’d try that drop? Yeah, for sure!’

– we loved it. So I guess the kids of

this next generation were as stoked 

as us riders when Crankworx

announced the Triple Crown of

Slopestyle – a three-stop tour from

New Zealand, through France and

onto the grand finale in Canada.

“The first round just went down

in New Zealand, with some of the

best riding ever! The Triple Crown

has really upped the prize money,

and with it the motivation and

level of all the riders – including

Nicholi Rogatkin, who pulled the

first ever ‘twister’ (a 720 frontflip,

essentially). Sam Pilgrim and I were

representing the UK. He killed it

with a fifth place, while I came in

10th with a less than perfect run,

but one I was happy with!

“Unfortunately the event was

overshadowed by the passing

of the legendary Kelly McGarry,

who built the course and had a

huge part in making the event the

success it is. We all miss you buddy

– hope you’re shredding up there in 

the next life!”

SHE GREW UP
IN FRANCE

1
Although she’s English
born and bred, Tahnée
spent 10 years in the

Alps, living in the
ever-popular Morzine and
learning to ski and ride
bikes at an early age. She
was inspired to start racing
by the 2004 DH World
Champs in neighbouring
Les Gets, where Vanessa 
Quinn took the win.

CHAMPION IN
THE MAKING

2
Winning the women’s
Junior World Cup
series in 2012 and

2013 and taking the Junior
World Champion title in
2013, Tahnée is no stranger
to success. She’s yet to win
her first senior World Cup
but has already stood on
the second step of the
podium so we’re sure it’s
only a matter of time.

IT’S A FAMILY 
AFFAIR

3
Tahnée’s dad, Tony,
set up the FMD
(Follow My Dream)

Racing squad to support
his children’s racing
ambitions and help other
up-and-coming youngsters 
too. Tahnée and her
brother Kaos are now
riding for Transition Bikes,
along with honorary family 
member Neil Stewart.

TAHNÉE
SEAGRAVE

ro’s
Life

The British young gun
gathering momentum on
the DH World Cup circuit

SAM

REYNOLDS

The UK slopestyle star heads
to New Zealand for the first 
of the Crankworx series

A toZ
T

When Ben
Deakin’s in tow

trouble’s never too
far away...

Sam pays
his respects to

kiwi freerider Kelly
McGarry, who died
of a heart attack

in February

You know a
jump’s big when

your shadow is in
a diferent
time zone
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Don’t forget  
your brolly and 

sunglasses – 
available from  

the MBUK stand  
at Fort Bill! 
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Want

That!

1. Baselayer Look for something breathable and

quick drying. Helly Hansen Active Flow ½ zip,

£45 www.hellyhansen.com

2. Sun hat A baseball cap is ideal, preferably with

white space for pros’ signatures! Sombrio Badge

Flatbrim, £20 www.cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk

3. Waterproof phone case We like the roll-top dry

bag type best. Topeak Smartphone Dry Bag,

£19.99 www.extrauk.co.uk

4. Wet wipes Got a face-full of roost or fallen in

the mud? These have got your back. WaterWipes,

£2.49 www.waterwipes.com

5. Midge hood You’ll look daft, but you can focus

on the racing, not your itchy head. Lifesystems

Headnet, £6.99 www.lifesystems.co.uk

6. Insect repellent Essential, but keep it away

from your eyes! Jungle Formula Maximum, £8.99

(90ml spray) www.jungleformula.co.uk

7. Waterproof socks Keep bogs at bay and avoid

cheesy feet. SealSkinz Thin Mid Length, £30

www.sealskinz.com

8. Bike T-shirt The more bears with chainsaws,

the better! Shaperideshoot NFJR T-shirt,

£10.50 + £6 P&P www.shaperideshoot.com

9. Beanie hat Stay warm and cover up your

helmet hair in style. Anthony Oram AOP Type

Bobble, £28 www.anthonyoram.com

10. Gloves If they’re touchscreen friendly you’ll

stay warm and dry but still get those trackside

Insta-bangers. SealSkinz Ultra Grip, £35

www.sealskinz.com

11. Packable waterproof jacket Essential for any

race fan – and useful on the bike too. Troy Lee

Designs Ruckus, £129.99 www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

12. Hiking boots Nothing beats the comfort of a

worn-in pair of leather boots for a full day on the

hill. Scarpa Terra GTX, £139.99 www.scarpa.co.uk

13. Wireless speakers Bring the party trackside!

No substitute for the cowbell, but slightly more

tuneful. Skullcandy Air Raid (Bluetooth),

£129.99 www.skullcandy.co.uk

14. Insulated jacket Layering is the key to staying

warm. A down jacket between your baselayer and

waterproof works great on cold days. Howies

Hewaddywaddy, £79 www.howies.co.uk

15 Backpack You’ll need space for everything on

this list, plus your chosen form of noisemaker and

maybe a few trackside bevvies. A rain cover’s a

good idea for when things get wet. Osprey

Escapist 32, £90 www.ospreyeurope.com

SPECTATOR’S 

SURVIVAL KIT

Whether you’re watching the pros or 

cheering on a buddy, here’s all you need

When it comes to things that 

naturally go well together, 

mountain bikes, wads of straw, 

paraffin and a lighter aren’t the 

first things that comes to mind. 

But back in 1995 this was exactly 

the point. For these provided the 

perfect blend of ingredients for 

MBUK’s resident crash test dummy  

(or maybe just dummy? ~ Ed) 

Justin Loretz to prove his worth as 

he took the challenge to ride his 

bike through a burning hoop of fire. 

This was a period in MBUK and 

mountain biking’s early life when, 

not just content with riding bikes 

in nice places, we pushed things 

to insane limits by jumping out 

of planes, riding at the bottom of 

oceans and, on occasion, getting up 

real close to the burning hot stuff.

The set-up for the ring of fire was 

relatively straightforward. Justin 

would don his not particularly fire 

retardant MBUK skinsuit, stuff it 

with some straw (naturally) and 

ride his bike full pelt up a ramp and 

through a blazing inferno. The ring 

was basically some copper pipe 

twisted into a hoop, covered in old 

rags and straw, and then doused 

in paraffin. Woosh! All this in the 

middle of a field conveniently sited 

next to a jet-ski lake, just in case we 

needed some extra water. 

You see, they were less stringent 

with the health and safety 

regulations back in ‘95. In fact, the 

procedure was loosely:

 “Are you on fire?”

“Yes!”

“OK guys, put him out!”

Thankfully it all went off without a 

hitch. Justin and skinsuit survived 

several runs through the fire, save 

for a few scorched chest hairs, and 

MBUK chalked up a spectacular 

flame-grilled whopper of a cover. 

GREAT BALLS OF FIRE!
Some stories are too good to forget. We rescued this shining 
beacon from the paraffinalia (sorry!) in the MBUK vaults

THE MBUK ARCHIVES

One MBUK 
skinsuit, padded 
with straw. That 

should be fire 
retardent, 

right?



The career choice I was a cyclist

in high school and cycling was

more environmental than driving,

so riding and making bikes made

sense. If you’re making a product

that goes into a responsible use

you’re already on a good foot.

The good life I worked 70 to 80-

hour weeks non-stop for 11 years

and made maybe $5 an hour, but

I was happy and it was fun. A good

life isn’t necessarily built on money.

It’s built on people appreciating

what you do and benefiting from

what you do in a direction you

believe in. Success from mountain 

biking didn’t come until 1991.

The changeover When roadies

who’d been cult believers in my

headset in the mid ’70s crossed

over they took the product with

them. They literally pulled the

headsets off their road bikes and

stuck them on their mountain

bikes. With other headsets you

could maybe get two rides before

a bearing tumbled out. So if you

wanted to ride a bike seriously,

there was nothing you could buy

except what I made. The only guys 

who knew that were roadies.

The industry Bikes are pretty

affordable and you can get some

pretty fun technology for much

less than buying a Formula 1 car.

That’s what we in the bike industry

have been living off – people’s

fascination with technology and

excitement. If I wanted to make

a lot of money it wouldn’t be

through bike parts. The best thing

about this industry is that it’s full

of people who just have a passion

for this stuff. There’s a lot of really

good people and there isn’t a lot

of space for supporting a lot of 

empty ego stuff.

THE KING OF

COMPONENTS

We meet Chris King, known
for producing immaculately
machined and long-lived
headsets, hubs and BBs

THE BEST THING ABOUT THIS INDUSTRY

IS THAT IT’S FULL OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE A

 PASSION FOR THIS STUFF. THERE’S NOT A

LOT OF SPACE FOR EGOS

30 Mountain Biking UK

WASTE NOT

1
“Waste for waste’s sake
has never been big with
me. Our first headset

box was printed in black
and white – that was as far
as we wanted to go with
waste and toxic inks. When
we started shipping hubs, 
we had corrugated
cardboard boxes. To
minimise the printing, we
made a branding iron!”

NON TOXIC

2
“When I started in the
mid ’70s I struggled
with the idea of doing

machine work, partly
because of the power
consumption but also the
toxic chemicals involved.
So we went out and found
straight mineral oil – no
chlorine, sulphur or any
other crap. This was 
back in 1988.”

WELL OILED

3
“Later we found we
could replace the
mineral oil with soya

oil. I figured, if I don’t do
machine work there’s
going to be someone else
ou there who does and
maybe they won’t be as
responsible. So I had to
figure out how to be as
responsible as I could,
within a reasonable cost.”

INDUSTRY INSIDER

GREEN PIONEER
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C. “MEGA TALENTED, COULD TRY HARDER!”

D. “WELL HE’S JUST A HIPPY AT HEART, AIN’T

HE! HE’S JUST A HIPPY RAT!”

A. “LOOKS LIKE EVERYTHING I TAUGHT HIM

HAS NOW GONE INTO HIS FILMMAKING!”

B. “VERY PROFESSIONAL. WHY DID

HE HAVE A YEAR OFF?!”

E. “MEGA TALENTED, SMOOTH AND

COMMITTED TO TRAINING AND RACING.”

F. “HE JUST LIKED TO RIDE TRAILS.

A SHIT-HOT BIKE HANDLER.”

The Scot made his name racing but now
spends his time behind the camera,
directing bike and music videos,
including Danny MacAskill’s Imaginate
and The Ridge. He featured in MBUK just
a couple of issues ago.

Two-time World Cup winner ‘Slugger’, as
he’s afectionately known, is back on the
DH circuit this season after a year
presenting YouTube videos for GMBN.
This cool and calculated character is 
capable of great results.

Probably the least well-known of Peaty’s
apprentices, Rich’s riding ability was
catching the big Yorkshireman’s eye at
about the same time as Donny. He now
spends much of his time riding BMX 
trails in Shrewsbury.

Throughout his time at the top, this

month’s cover star Steve Peat has

consistently made time to progress the

racing careers of others. Over the years

he’s selected some of the most

promising mountain bike talent in the UK

and taken them under his wing to pass

on his years of invaluable experience.

Most of them we’ve followed closely in

the pages of MBUK.

But has it always worked out? There’s

no denying that most of these names

have gone onto big things but here’s

what the big man has to say about each

of them. The only thing is, we’ve jumbled

them up a bit and left it to you to match

up the rider with Steve’s quotes. Answers 

at the bottom.

PEATY’S

PROTÉGÉS  
We find out what’s become of
Steve Peat’s young apprentices

2. STU THOMPSON

3. RICH BARLOW

4. MARC BEAUMONT

HOW TO PICK A WINNER

Match up
the quotes

with the
riders

‘Ratboy’ was always a stylish rider and
his domination in 2014 (he was World
Cup champ and just missed out on the
World Champs gold) proved he had the 
necessary pace too. We’re looking
forward to more antics this year.

1. JOSH BRYCELAND

The stylish ‘freeracer’ knows how
to flick a bike around. Racing since

2000 and hitting up Red Bull
Rampage as well as the DH World
Cups, ‘Brendog’ is a thrilling rider
to watch but still lacks a big race

result on the World Cup circuit.

5. BRENDAN FAIRCLOUGH

‘The Don’ has been racing mountain bikes
for years and has long been considered
one of the most stylish riders out there.
He turned his hand to skills coaching a
few years back, and more recently to 
presenting for GMBN.

6. NEIL DONOGHUE
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The top sights from this 
year’s Sea Otter festival

THE ANNUAL SEA Otter 

Classic in California is the 

traditional kickoff of the 

North American cycling 

season. It’s a chance for 

racers to test their early 

season fitness against each 

other and for the bike 

industry to show off their 

latest and greatest. Here are 

the eight things that stood 

out at this year’s festival.

SOME LIKE

IT OTTER

“We made it because we can.”

That pretty much sums up Hope’s 

motivation for building a 160mm 

travel carbon trail/enduro bike. The 

company’s expertise with 

aluminium allowed them to create 

the mould in-house. As you might 

expect, it’s fully decked-out with 

Hope components, some of which 

are proprietary pieces made just 

for this frame. Expect to see a 

limited production run. 

HOPE’S HB 211 ENDURO BIKE

Developed as a design

concept, the bike uses very

few modern ‘standards’

The HB 211 has a carbon  

fibre front triangle and a 

CNC’d aluminium rear end

The carbon mainframe was 

laid up in Hope’s factory in 

Barnoldswick, Lancs

34  Mountain Biking UK
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Fox Float X2 and DHX2 shocks with

low-speed compression damping

knobs have been spotted under pro

enduro racers since early last season,

allowing them to firm up the rear

suspension for transition stages. It

seems Fox have finally decided to

bring them to production. These

adjusters can also be retrofitted to

current X2 and DHX2 shocks.

FOX INTRODUCE

“CLIMB LEVERS”

Question: where can you ride a full-

suspension fatbike? Answer,

according to Trek: pretty much

wherever you choose. The new Farley

EX rolls on 27.5x3.8in tyres and serves

up 120mm of suspension travel,

allowing its rider to conquer virtually

any terrain. There’ll be one carbon

and one alloy bike in the line-up.

TREK GO FULL FAT

WITH THE FARLEY EX

It seems the bike industry have

decided that 26in wheels and tyres

aren’t dead after all — they just

weren’t wide enough. Surly pioneered

the 26+ platform and it looks like a

few other companies, including WTB

and Jamis, are also onboard. One

benefit of this size is that 26x3.0 tires

fit in nearly all modern 650b trail bikes.

26 AIN’T DEAD!

JUST FATTER

Tired of fighting to inflate

stubborn tubeless tires? Topeak’s

new JoeBlow Booster might do the

trick. Like Bontrager’s Flash

Charger TLR, this new floor pump

uses compressed air held in a

chamber to blast air into tyres to

rapidly seat the bead. If you’re

looking for something more

compact and travel-friendly than

a traditional air compressor, this

could be the way to go.

TOPEAK JOEBLOW

BOOSTER PUMP

The new ATB-1T trail helmet from 6D

nests an EPS foam liner inside an EPS

foam exterior covered with a

polycarbonate shell. Sandwiched

between the two foam layers are 27

rubber bumpers. The company claim

this design mitigates rotational forces,

like the MIPS system, while also

serving to decelerate impact forces.

It’s said to exceed the US CPSC and

European CE safety standards.

THE 6D ATB-1T  IS TWO

HELMETS IN ONE

Just before Sea Otter got underway, Norco launched their new trail bike, the 

Optic. This short-travel steed comes in both 650b and 29er flavours to suit your 

tastes. The 650b version has 130mm of travel up front, with 120mm out back. 

The 29er version is scaled back slightly, with 120mm of squish at the front and 

110mm bringing up the back.

Shimano are nothing if not predictable with product 

cycles. Still, a slightly more reasonably priced electronic 

mountain bike drivetrain is a welcome addition. The new 

Deore XT Di2 features the same tech as XTR Di2 and 

introduces wireless connectivity with third-party platforms, 

as well as the ability to update the system via smartphone. 

SHIMANO XT DI2

NORCO’S OPTIC

COMES ANY WAY

YOU WANT IT
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GIRLS ON THE CHARGE
With more female-only events cropping up, Aoife Glass headed
over to BikePark Wales to check out their first Women’s Weekend

More women are mountain biking than

ever but some aspects of the sport can

still be intimidating for female riders.

That’s why BikePark Wales have just run

their first Women’s Weekend – a fun,

friendly and relaxed event offering the

chance to meet new riding buddies, brush 

up on skills and have a laugh blasting

around the trails.

“Having a balance of men and women

helps push a sport to the next level,” says

organiser Anna Astley, one of the directors

at BPW. “We tried to create an event that 

enabled women to meet other women in a

relaxed and informal way.” And it worked,

with the percentage of female riders at the

park jumping from five to 38 over the two

days – well over the UK norm of 15 per cent.

“As we were doing the skills course, more

than half the people who passed had poor

technique. That made it less intimidating,

knowing we were learning real skills while

some of the guys going at breakneck speed

weren’t in complete control,” one group of

girls told us. Here’s what others involved in 

the weekend had to say about it...

GENDER AGENDA

TRACY MOSELEY, DH

& ENDURO CHAMP

“Any time you get a
bunch of women
together it creates
enthusiasm – that
feeling of wanting to
get out and ride, meet
new people and make
new connections. I
love it. There’s been
a good vibe from
everyone here.”

ANDREA THOMAS,

SOUTHAMPTON

“I really enjoyed the
workshops. I normally
just jump on my bike
and go, and felt a little
useless when it came to
maintenance. Now I
could easily bleed my
brakes, change a gear
cable or adjust the sag
– I understand what it 
should be doing.”

ZANNY SHIRLEY-

SMITH, EXETER

“You feel more relaxed
when you’re riding
with other women and
less intimidated. And
you get to meet people
at all levels.”

JESS GREAVES,

DH RACER

“It’s great to see
girls watching other
girls trying stuf,
which is giving them
the confidence to try  
it themselves.”

WHAT DID THE
RIDERS THINK?

ONES FOR
THE LADIES
If you’re looking to
get more involved in
the action, look out
for these and similar
women’s-specific 
events to try

Get chased down a

mountain by the

most successful

woman in mountain

biking, DH world

champ Rachael

Atherton. The catch

is there’s 100 other

girls to overtake too!

www.redbull.com

A series of events in

Scotland encouraging

women to get their

wheels off the ground

and learn to jump.

This year there’s an

all-girls enduro race

as well as two

coaching sessions.

www.airmaiden.com

These get-togethers

give women the

chance to ride with

no pressure and

meet fellow mountain

bikers. They’re held

across the country

– search for

#trailtakeover. www.

trailtakeover.com.

RED BULL FOX HUNT

AIR MAIDEN
TRAIL TAKEOVER

 



PERSONAL

GAINS
Welcome to the trail. It’s you versus the mountain.

Always challenge your limits. Each pedal stroke, every

breath, brings you closer to your goal. Redefine your best.

Make it personal with Madison Clothing.

WWW.MADISON.CC

FLUX SUPER LIGHT
SOFTSHELL JACKET

Waterproof, breathable,
fitted hood and stretch fabric
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YOUR MAIL, PHOTOS, IDEAS AND RANTS

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

SINGLETRACK SMILES
After much persuasion I dusted

of my old hardtail to take part in a

charity bike ride at Whinlatter. On

my return my then nine-year-old son

thought it would be a good idea for us

to go mountain biking together. This

was by far the best idea he’s ever had!

After a few trips and some expensive 

bike changes we’re thoroughly

enjoying our new hobby.

Now, I should point out that

my son is autistic. This shy social

introvert comes to life on the trails.

Where he’d normally avoid any

interaction with strangers, he’s more

than happy to greet other riders

and even smile at them, which isn’t

something anyone outside of the

family usually sees. This is testament

to the camaraderie between bikers.

So, to anyone we’ve greeted over

the years, anyone who’s asked if we’re

OK as they’ve passed us or given

us advice, I’d like to say a big ‘thank

you’. These simple acts have helped

my son no end and meant that, in a

world that he finds very scary and

strange, he has something to focus

on, particularly when things aren’t

going well. Routine and structure are

paramount to anyone with autism, 

&
win!

Gary Pottage managed to capture the glorious

moment his mate went OTB riding down Snowdon

WINNER!

STACK IT!

WIN
ALL

THIS!

STACK IT!
SHOT OF

THE MONTHTHAT’S

GOTTA HURT

I N A S S O C I A T I O N W I T H

Lezyne
Port-A-Shop
tool package

worth
£99.99

Lezyne CNC
Dirt Floor
Drive track
pump worth

£89.99

Effetto
Mariposa
tubeless kit

worth
£49.99

DMR
Vault
pedals
worth

£99.99

STAR

LETTER
WINS...

WINS...

WINS...
WINS...

Tom Rooke from Devon captured

this masterpiece – can you

guess how much this tree is worth now?

Chris Scott came a cropper after

hitting a soggy bit of trail. Luckily Mark

Keating’s GoPro caught all the action!

Here’s Rue Morris-Ridout getting

gnarly at BikePark Wales on a visit with

his brother Noah and their mate Charlie

WINNER!

STAR LETTER
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Sam Holmes from Wensleydale lost his
front wheel in a clay bog and was thrown
20ft. He limped the two miles home and
even washed his bike before going to A&E,
where he was taken straight into theatre
due to internal bleeding from a ruptured
muscle in his leg. Two operations and four
lost pints of blood later he returned home 
with a 12-week riding ban. Yeow!

WINNER!

SHOT OF

THE MONTH

WINNER!

THAT’S

GOTTA HURT

Grant Parker wheelies his way down Whiteless 

Pike in the Lakes, back to his house at the

bottom of the hill. Lucky for some, eh?

Toby Ruck gives it some welly during a

sunny day’s shredding at BPW. His mate

Marc Reese took this banger of a snap

and his pre-ride (weather check,

route plan, test ride, etc) and post-

ride (including cleaning BOTH our

bikes so they’re fit to go back into the

showroom!) rituals form part of the

experience he enjoys so much.

I’d urge any parent to get out there

with their son or daughter and enjoy

the great outdoors on two wheels. It’s

certainly rejuvenated my son’s zest

for life, and in a few years his brothers

and sister will be joining us. Mum may 

be a diferent matter!

Thanks for a great mag, even

though I usually have to hunt the

house to find it should my son beat 

me to the post!

Mick Saywell, Preston

It’s great your son is getting out there

and experiencing the camaraderie

that mountain biking can ofer, Mick.

Let’s hope your wallet can keep up 

with his passion!

WHAT A BUMMER
Last Sunday a group of us hit the

Forest of Dean for a blast. I’m the

new guy so it was nice to be shown

some hidden spots. One of them

was a 40ft drop. I decided to sit

this one out while the boys showed

me how it was done. With two lads

down safely it was my mate’s turn.

He rolled over the top confidently,

hanging of the back, but as he

landed the bike flipped backwards,

slamming him into the ground.

Unfortunately he landed on a rock,

which resulted in the bruises in

this photo (I won’t mention the

damage to his new Evil – he’d cry).

A few days of to recover and then

he’s hoping to be back up there to

drop in again. I’m sure it’ll put a big

smile on his face if he recognises 

his arse in your magazine!

Jay, Nottingham

Sounds like you’ve found a good

group of riders there, Jay! Your pic

reminds me I must replace the fruit

in my fruit bowl. The peaches are

on the turn and the banana’s in a 

particularly sorry state.

WHO ATE ALL THE PIES?
As a 36-year-old keen MTBer (still

15 at heart) I attended Sheield’s

living legend’s annual race, Peaty’s 

Steel City DH, to ofer support

to one of my buddies – up the

Yorkshire Puddings! This was my

first time at a race and I caught the

bug. I can only imagine how my

mate must have felt roaring down

the track, knowing all his friends

were there to cheer him on, and I

want a piece of that. I’ll have my

boy and girl watching too, hopefully

inspiring them to get into the sport. 

Having a chat with the one and 

Phil Wood took on a hardcore hike-a-bike mission

with his mate Shane Thompson over the Boredale

Hause pass in the Lakes. How steep does that look?!

CONTENT TOO GRUESOME

FOR PUBLIC VIEWING

*WARNING!
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only Peaty and Tracy Moseley just

topped the day of and convinced

me that I need to enter next year. 

Bring on 2017!

Danny Jackson, via email

Everyone should try racing at least

once – although it wouldn’t be a

bad idea to get some training in if

you want your kids to be inspired

by their old man, not embarrassed

by him! Good luck with your racing

career – keep us posted…

CRACKIN’ RIDE
As we neared the end of our first

run at the Blessingbourne trails

in Northern Ireland, my brother and

I sprinted in front of my dad to

jump a few tabletops. Before the

final few rollers the sound of a

carbon hardtail hitting the deck

made me look back. My brother

had crashed. Like any MTB addict 

he got straight back up and

examined his steed. At first it

seemed there was no damage, but

as we reached the van we noticed a

crack in the chainstay. We had no

choice but to pack up and drive

home, but we live to ride another 

day – and another bike!

Ryan, via email

That’s the spirit, lads! We’re not

surprised the bike broke though – 

carbon can be used to build very

tough DH and enduro machines,

but lightweight XC rigs aren’t really

designed for hitting the jumps on!

STOLEN GOODS
After a sleepless night I’m writing

to you guys for some advice. I’m

really paranoid about my bike being

stolen, because of lots of thefts in 

my local area. I’ve looked into

insurance and it’s either too

expensive or not available due to

my location. Don’t you think it’s

time the bike industry fought back

and manufacturers started thinking

more about security for

customers? We have seatposts that

go up and down as if by magic and

frame geometry that changes at

the flick of a switch – surely having

a GPS system wouldn’t be diicult?

Matt Minton, via email

Oxford Products (www.oxprod.com)

make a GPS tracker that you can

fit yourself, but at £199.99 it’s

not cheap – and for that reason,

manufacturers are unlikely to start

fitting them. Our best advice is to

keep your bike out of sight, invest in

a decent lock and floor anchor, and

register it at www.immobilise.com

to have a better chance of getting

the bike back if it does get stolen.

@Razorborg1 looks like

he’s ready to spread his wings!

@magili_gili’s golden hour shot

has whetted our appetite for riding!

@m4undo captured this

banger while out on an evening ride

INSTA-
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@deano_eyre’s got loads

of style on his Scott Gambler

Write to: MBUK Send it! Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN
Email:mbuk@bikeradar.com
Visit: www.bikeradar.com/forums

WHAT YOU COULD WIN…
Tag your Instagram pics with #mbukletters.
We’ll pick four each issue and the best one will win
a set of CrankBrothers Mallet E pedals worth £124.99,
courtesy of www.crankbrothers.com. Usual T&Cs apply.

WINNER!
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KEEP THE GREAT BRITISH CRUD AND GUNK AT BAY
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WILD ON THE
ISLE OF ARRAN

Marc Beaumont and Ric

McLaughlin get stuck

into the trails (and a

little whisky) 

PLUS-SIZE
TRAIL BIKES

ON TEST
Do wider rims and fatter

tyres make sense on

full-sus bikes?

HOW TO…
Smash through

rock gardens,

use your brakes

smarter, and

loads more

PLUS:
Fort William World Cup,

trail tyres test, Isle of

Wight Big Ride, Martyn

Ashton’s GeoMetron  

and more…
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THE JOEBLOW BOOSTER
Tubeless Tyre Track Pump

topeak.com Distributed in the UK exclusively by Extra UK extrauk.co.uk

The JoeBlow Booster makes it easier to install tubeless 

tyres. The aluminium chamber stores an air charge of 1 litre 

up to 160psi / 11bar to quickly seat and fill tubeless tyres for 

proper installation. Switch from ‘charge’ to ‘inflate’ mode to 

fine tune tyre pressure like a traditional pump. 

BUILT 
FOR 
TUBELESS





TOP STEP DOWN UNDER
Congratulations to Loïc Bruni on taking his irst World Cup 

win in Cairns. The sprint-heavy track, which is notoriously 

loose, dusty, and snake-infested, proved no match com-

pared to his combination of the Demo 8 and Butcher/

Slaughter tires. And when only 0.493 seconds stood be-

tween the top step and second place, we’d like to think it 

helped make the fastest guy on the hill that much faster. 
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Could 2016 be the year of the

long-travel 29er? We’ve already seen

new big-wheelers from Santa Cruz,

Evil and YT, and now Yeti are in on

the action too. While their short-

travel SB4.5c is more than capable

for general trail riding, the SB5.5c is

aimed at riders looking to tackle

terrain that’s a little bit wilder.

The frame

Tucked neatly in just above the

SB5.5c’s bottom bracket is Yeti’s

Switch Infinity system, which allows

the main pivot to move up or down

depending on where the bike sits in

its travel. Geometry wise, the SB5.5c

is on trend with other aggressive

29ers. Yeti pair the 140mm travel

frame with a 160mm travel fork to

produce a slack 66.3-degree head

angle. This lifts the bottom bracket

£6,899 Super-fast and very capable big-wheeled trail tamer

YETI SB5.5C X01

around 345mm off the floor and 

gives a seat angle of 73.6 degrees. 

The chainstays measure just under 

440mm, while the reach on our 

medium bike was 421mm.

Like the SB4.5c, the SB5.5c is 

designed around 1x drivetrains only. 

Other features include ISCG-05 

tabs, 12x148mm Boost spacing at 

the rear and internally routed cables.

The Shimano E-Thru rear axle sits 

proud of the frame but we had no 

issues with knocking it on the trail. 

The lack of a small frame size 

means that, according to Yeti’s 

sizing chart, if you’re under 5ft 7in 

(170cm) you’ll struggle to find one to

fit. The tall seat tube also means 

upgrading to a longer-travel dropper

post won’t be possible for everyone.

The kit 

It’s no surprise to see a top-end 

Factory series Fox fork and shock 

bolted to the SB5.5c. Yeti have opted

to use a 160mm travel 36 Float with 

the FIT4 rather than RC2 damper. 

This limits adjustment but makes 

Frame Carbon, 
140mm (5.5in) travel 
Fork Fox 36 Float 
Factory FIT4 Boost,  
160mm (6.3in) travel  
Shock Fox Float X 
Factory DPS 
Drivetrain SRAM X01 
with Race Face Turbine 
cranks (1x11) 
Wheelset DT Swiss 
XM481 rims on DT 
Swiss 350 Boost hubs, 
Maxxis Minion DHF 
29x2.5in (f) and 
Maxxis Aggressor 
29x2.3in (r) tyres 
Brakes SRAM Guide 
RSC Bar/stem  
Easton Havoc 35, 
800mm/Easton  
Havoc 35, 35mm 
Seatpost/saddle 
RockShox Reverb 
Stealth (dropper)/
WTB custom Weight 
13.0kg (28.6lb), 
medium size without 
pedals Price £6,899 
(complete bike) 
Contact Silverfish  
www.silverfish-uk.com 

SPEC

1



PUSH THINGS HARDER AND THE SB5.5C 

JUST KEEPS ON GIVING. IT’S NOT THE 

PLUSHEST BIKE OUT THERE, BUT IT 

COULD WELL BE ONE OF THE FASTEST
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set-up quicker. To help stiffen the big

hoops, the front also gets a Boost

hub. Grippy Maxxis rubber paired

with 30mm (internal) DT Swiss rims

means big tyre volumes and plenty

of support, even at low pressures.

While the SB5.5c won’t take ‘plus’

tyres, it will accept 2.4in rear rubber. 

The ride

The SB5.5c is eager to get moving.

Climbing feels comfortable, no 

matter how steep it gets, thanks to

ample cockpit room. We never felt

the need to toggle the shock’s

low-speed compression lever either,

leaving it fully open during even the

most awkward, slow uphill sections.

Over rough ground the big wheels,

wide rims and high-volume tyres do

a great job of ironing out chunder

and really claw onto any available

traction. As speeds creep up and the

frequency of hits increases, the

SB5.5c’s keenness to carry speed

really shines. The rear shock never

delves into its stroke more than

required and offers enough feedback

through the bike to ensure you know 

what’s going on, but without it

feeling harsh or uncomfortable.

Thanks to the stumpy head tube,

we had no issue getting our desired

bar height, something that can be a

problem with tall-forked 29ers. This,

coupled with the taut chassis and

stiff wheels, meant we never felt the

big hoops held us back in the turns, 

remaining lively and agile through

fast, successive corners and not

afraid to be properly cranked over.

The SB5.5c really stands out

when the pace picks up and the trail

gets nasty. The stiff 36 fork with

its smooth, well controlled action

loves being pummelled head-on

into the rough stuff while the back

end of the bike works away in a

stealthily efficient manner, dishing

out confidence and sustaining speed

without feeling like you’re on the

edge of the bike’s limits. Push things

harder and the SB5.5c just keeps

on giving. It’s not the plushest ride

out there, but it could well be one of 

the fastest. ROB WEAVER

Extremely expensive, but accurate, efficient  

and seriously fast

H I G H S

Lightweight build
and decent

geometry make
the SB5.5c

capable going
up or down

Uses travel very
eiciently

Carries speed 
well

L O W S

Tall seat tube
means some

riders won’t be
able to upgrade

to a longer-travel
dropper post

It’s certainly
not cheap

The top-end Fox shock

metes out its travel

extremely efectively

The SB5.5c is a seriously

speedy and hard hitting 

long-travel 29er

1nq



HAVE MORE FUN WITH EARLY RIDER’S

LIGHTWEIGHT KIDS BIKES THIS EASTER

ea r l y r ide r.com
isheroutdoor.co.uk

BELTER 20" TRAIL 3S BELTER 20" TRAIL 3 BELTER 16" TRAIL

“I can ride as
fast as you!”
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Nukeproof’s new 29er hardtail

uses the same basic DNA as its

650b little brother, but they’ve

incorporated some of the

lessons learned on last year’s 

smaller-wheeled debut.

The frame

The almost straight line from

seatstay to head tube gives

the Scout 290 an immediately

purposeful look. The extended

seat tube is buttressed, with

internal dropper post routing

and room for a clamp-on front

mech. There are ISCG tabs on

the trusty threaded BB shell, a

142x12mm rear axle and a forged

chainstay yoke. There’s no small

size but the XL takes reach up

to a generous 455mm and the

73-degree seat angle is steeper 

than the Scout 275’s.  

The kit

SRAM’s ROAM 30 wheels are a bit

skinny but they’re light enough 

£1,599.99 Hard as nails

hardtail trail weapon

to boost acceleration of the

otherwise heavyweight spec. This

includes ‘Tough’ carcass WTB

tyres and the chunky RockShox

Yari fork. SRAM’s GX 1x11 gears

are excellent but the solid-armed

S1000 cranks and DB5 brakes

are basic rather than bonus gear.

The Nukeproof cockpit and slow

reacting OKLO dropper post are

also heavy but mean you’re ready 

to rage straight away.

The ride

The Scout 290 is a great example

of why 29ers are coming back

into favour. It certainly isn’t

forgiving over baked braking

bumps or rock and root stutter

bumps, but it’s a lot more

controlled and comfortable than

the foot bruising, kick-around ride

of last year’s 275. There’s plenty

of room for bigger rubber too –

potentially even 2.8in ‘plus’ tyres. 

The frame also sits lower

between the axles of the big

wheels, as well as lower to

the ground, which increases

high-speed stability. The bigger

wheels don’t just carry speed

better through corners and rough

sections, they also breed it better

between sections, leaving 650b

riders sprinting to keep up even

when we were freewheeling. While

its damping can occasionally feel 

crude, the thick-walled 35mm

legs of the Yari give rock-solid

tracking accuracy. The tyres

wisely trade smoothness and

easy acceleration for lower

pressure survival and stability.

Add the long 440mm chainstays

and 1,175mm wheelbase (on

the large size), 66-degree head

angle, 760mm bar and block

50mm stem, and the Nukeproof

is a seriously determined hard

carving, speed sustaining bike.

You’ll still need some finesse to

smooth of the edges of the basic

brakes and the blunt feel of the

fork and frame, but you’ve

hopefully accepted the latter if

you’re considering a hardtail over

a full-susser. The 290’s hefty

weight, length and stability make

the 275 a better choice for riders

who like to flick and kick their way

along the trail. But if you’re after

a no nonsense, of the peg

hardtail with particularly good

speed sustain and stability then

the Scout 290 will literally take

some beating. GUY KESTEVEN

NUKEPROOF SCOUT

290 COMP Frame Hydroformed
6061-T6 aluminium
Fork RockShox Yari
RC, 130mm (5.1in)
travel Drivetrain
SRAM GX (1x11)
Wheelset SRAM
ROAM 30 wheels,
WTB Vigilante (f) and
WTB Trail Boss (r)
29x2.3in tyres
Brakes SRAM DB5
Bar/stem Nukeproof
Warhead, 760mm/
Nukeproof Warhead,
50mm Seatpost/
saddle Nukeproof
OKLO (dropper)/
Nukeproof Trail
Weight 13.5kg
(29.7lb), large size
without pedals
Price £1,599.99
(complete bike)
Contact
Nukeproof
www.nukeproof.com

Heavy and occasionally blunt, but a bombproof

maximum speed, high thrill hardcore hardtail

SPEC

1nq

Nukeproof are leading the

charge when it comes to

aggressive 29er hardtails

The SRAM GX 1x11

transmission is a

quality spec choice
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Knolly describe the third

incarnation of the Endorphin as

a bike designed to dominate your

local enduro race as well as take

on remote epic rides. We threw

it down steep, gnarly of-piste

bum clenchers to see how it fared. 

The frame

Version 3.0 of the Endorphin

has moved with the times and

changed from 26in to 650b

wheels. Constructed from

noticeably hydroformed 6066

aluminium and sporting Knolly’s

Horst Link based Fourby4

suspension design, which they

use throughout their range, the

Endorphin’s aesthetics were

always going to be Marmite.

The 130mm of rear wheel

travel comes by way of a highly

adjustable Cane Creek DBinline

CS shock and the back end is

clamped tight via a 12x142mm

axle. Stealth dropper post and

part-internal cable routing 

£1,799.99 (frame only) A bike

best suited to flowing trails

options are available, but the

holes in and out of the frame

are just that – holes – meaning

cables routed internally are likely

to rattle. Irritatingly, the neat little

external aluminium cable clamps

are located in positions where

getting an Allen key to them

proved incredibly awkward.      

The kit

Our test frame came equipped

with RockShox’s new Yari fork,

ofering 150mm (5.9in) of very

supple travel, and a set of Mavic’s 

lightweight Crossmax Enduro

hoops. Propulsion was taken

care of by a full SRAM GX 1x11

drivetrain while stopping was

handled by their Guide R brakes.

A wide Kore bar and stubby

stem finished of the cockpit.

The externally routed RockShox

Reverb post only had a 100mm

drop, limiting how far we could

drop the Kore perch out of the 

way on steep descents. 

The ride

The first thing you notice

when you swing a leg over the

Endorphin is that it feels short.

Really short. In fact, we’d likely

run a 50 or 60mm stem rather

than the stubby 35mm version

that came on our test frame.

The cramped feeling of the front 

end linked to the short 427mm

chainstays meant climbing

anything other than a steady

fireroad incline was a real bore.

The 67-degree head angle is

relatively steep for a bike of this

travel and the wheelbase fairly

short, at 1,158mm (medium size).

When we pointed the Knolly down

anything steep and chunky we had

a fight on our hands. If the back

wheel hangs up, the bike pivots

quickly around its centre point

and overwhelms the otherwise

capable Yari fork, packing it down

and pitching your weight forward.

Even with the Cane Creek shock

doing its best to butter out the

bumps, we found it hard not to

seesaw down rough trails.

On the plus side, there was no

flex through the Fourby4 linkage,

though in smooth, fast berms

the Knolly wanted to rip the rear

tyre clean of the narrow Mavic

rear wheel. The tight back end

and high BB (345mm) deliver

a playful feel, ideally suited to a 

flowy bike park. ADAM WIGHT

KNOLLY

ENDORPHIN 

A jack of all trades and master of none, but it’s 

fun in the bike park and loves railing berms

Frame Hydroformed
6066 aluminium,
130mm (5.1in) travel
Fork RockShox Yari
RC, 150mm (5.9in)
travel Shock Cane
Creek DBinline CS
Drivetrain SRAM
GX (1x11) Wheelset
Mavic Crossmax
Enduro wheels, Mavic
Charge 27.5x2.4in (f)
and Mavic Roam
27.5x2.2in (r) tyres
Brakes SRAM Guide R
Bar/stem Kore OCD
20, 800mm/Kore
Repute, 35mm
Seatpost/saddle
RockShox Reverb
(dropper)/Kore Durox
Weight 13.6kg
(30.1lb), medium
size without pedals
Price £1,799.99
(frame only)
Contact Decade
Europe www.decade- 
europe.com

SPEC

1nq

The Endorphin promises

a lot but didn’t live up

to our expectations

The Cane Creek DBinline

shock is a top performer

 but requires patient tuning





“A bike that likes to party” is how

Evil describe their latest 650b 

machine, and by this they mean 

The Insurgent is designed to rip the 

s**t out of corners and get rowdy 

at every opportunity! These claims 

are backed up by its 150mm (5.9in) 

of travel, long-and-slack mainframe 

and short chainstays, which should 

mean it can be slashed around tight 

turns with ease. It’s a sleek-looking 

machine, with a one-piece moulded 

carbon front end attached to a 

matching rear triangle via the same 

DELTA System linkage used across 

Evil’s range. The frame on its own 

costs £2,799. We’ll be hunting out 

some particularly gruesome terrain 

to put this to the test on.

Silverfish www.silverfish-uk.com

£5,999 (X01 Ltd Edition)  
Unleash your inner rebel!

EVIL INSURGENT
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Fabric are known for their sleekly

designed products and this pocket-

sized multi-tool is no exception.

It contains 13 tools – Allen keys

from 2mm to 8mm plus a range of

screwdrivers and two Torx heads

– with the tubular aluminium case

doubling up as the handle for the

six double-ended pieces (the 13th

tool is a slip-on Allen key head). The

Chamber comes with either a fixed

(£29.99) or reversible ratchet head

(£34.99, pictured). Our sample

weighs a svelte 167g. While it lacks

a chain breaker and spoke keys, the

design gives far greater leverage

than a regular multi-tool for undoing

stubborn bolts. Fabric www.fabric.cc

£34.99 UK brand get a handle
on the multi-tool market

FABRIC CHAMBER TOOL
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The Moab AM is the new flat-pedal

shoe in Vaude’s eco-friendly range

of MTB kit (even the laces are made

from recycled plastic). It’s aimed at

DH and trail riders who want good

traction both on the pedals and on

foot. To this end the Vibram sole has

a large flat section spanning the ball

and arch, while the toe and heel have

a more aggressive tread. The suede-

and-leather upper is water repellent

but a mesh panel at the front means

your feet will still get wet when

things turn sloppy. The sole is fairly

thin and flexible, which should

translate to a good pedal feel. A shoe

named after Moab, Utah, the home

of the famously tacky Slickrock Trail,

ought to offer plenty of grip – we’ll

let you know down the line.

Vaude www.vaude.com/en-GB

£95 But are they as grippy as
the famous Utah ‘Slickrock’?

VAUDE MOAB AM SHOES

Designed to provide extra security

for 1x drivetrains, OneUp’s guides

are some of the most minimal we’ve

seen. With its tiny plastic slider and

single-sided mount the ISCG-05

version ($45, right) weighs just 29g

and can be fitted without removing

your cranks. A single bolt adjusts

the sliding top guide to fit 28-36t

chainrings. There’s an even lighter

version for bikes with direct-mount

front mech tabs ($32, left) and one

with a bashguard ($79, not pictured).

OneUp www.oneupcomponents.com

From US$32 For when your
single ring isn’t man enough

ONEUP CHAIN GUIDES
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Replace
The
Established...

The Revolution has 9 different set-ups to suit your needs.  
Change visors, ear covers, side covers, until you find  
the ultimate combination.

www.lazersport.co.ukRider: Blake Samson Photo: ©Simon Nieborak 
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We loved the look and fit of Fox’s

original trail/all-mountain helmet,

the Flux. A decade on, the market’s

a lot more crowded but the new

Metah still stands out, with striking

looks and better coverage than its

predecessor. The protection now

extends further down at the back

and the lid has a secure feel, with

a dial adjuster to fine-tune the fit.

The peak is longer than most and

fixed in place, and could prove a bit

of a love/hate feature. Ten large

vents should help with airflow.

The Metah comes in a range

of colours to match Fox’s

clothing, so if you want

good protection while

looking sharp this could

be the lid for you. Our

S/M sample weighs 

405g. www.fox

head.com/uk 

£110 The Flux’s replacement 
is new, but is it betah?

FOX METAH HELMET
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The mood in the Cube Global

Squad pit is good. More than good,

actually. The decision to take the

then-prototype Two15 racing was only

made in October. Now, underneath

the tall frame of Scotland’s Greg

Williamson, it has just secured 13th

place in qualifying at the opening

World Cup round in Lourdes, France.

And in just a couple of weeks it’ll

propel him to sixth place in the finals

at round two in Cairns, Australia. The

only dampener on proceedings is that

This new DH machine went from

design board to the World Cup

top 10 in just a matter of months

Greg’s teammate, Kiwi Matt Walker,

crashed hard in the spectacular Wall

section and broke a finger. But even

so, and perhaps partly due to the

industrial strength painkillers he’s

pumped full of, Matt smiles on and

shares in the general sense of revelry.

Playing it straight

The bike sat before us first broke

cover as a bare-bones prototype

at last year’s Leogang World Cup.

Visually, the Michael Prell-designed

Two15 (so named because it has

215mm/8.5in of travel) is a pretty

straightforward looking machine,

thanks to the four-bar suspension

DNA it shares with the German

brand’s Stereo and Fritzz models. As 

with those bikes, a relatively simple

shape belies some beautiful detailing.

The shock is protected by a neat

carbon fibre guard and the internal

cable routing is supremely smooth.

As is becoming standard practice in

downhill bike production, the alloy

frame will eventually make way for a

carbon version once Cube are happy

with the angles and performance.

It uses its suspension travel in a

straightforward fashion too. Greg

describes the Two15 as “slightly more

linear than some bikes out there”, but

the Fox Float X2 rear shock can be

easily adjusted via internal spacers to

give more than enough progression

to help keep his back wheel under

control. Unusually, the shock is 

W H Y ’ S I T

S U P E R ?

Debut race
machine from a
DH World Cup

newcomer

Factory ofering
that’s being

perfected before
going into full

production

Fully
custom-tuned

suspension 

#68 GREG WILLIAMSON’S 

CUBE TWO15 HPA

n

Photos Simon Nieborak
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“THE ENGINEERS WERE KEEN TO KEEP

THINGS LIGHT AND SIMPLE. IT’S

33LB BUT WE’VE NOT USED CARBON

RIMS OR ANYTHING SILLY”

1
1 SHIELDS UP.

Unusually, Greg’s Fox
Float X2 rear shock is

mounted upside down,
with its air can up top.
This, combined with a

carbon fibre guard,
means that its shaft

and adjusters are
hidden from the rear

wheel, helping to keep
them clean and

running smoothly.

.2. GROOVY, BABY.

Greg’s been blown
away by the sheer

power of his Magura
MT7 brakes, which

house four pads per
calliper. In an idea

borrowed from
MotoGP racing, his

mechanic has cut slots
in some of them to

dampen the initial bite.

.3.HARDCORE HOOPS.

The team run DT Swiss
FR 570 rims with

straight-pull spokes,
and Williamson is

impressed: “Wheels 

are normally what I’d
go through most but

these are honestly
incredible. I’ve never
had a wheelset that

could last all winter but
they made it!”

.4. SOLID STEERING.

The super-stif Race
Face SIXC handlebar is

made from carbon
fibre and is 780mm

wide. It’s made all the
stifer by its huge

35mm diameter stem
clamp interface.

.5. BIG RING?.

At first we thought
Greg was pushing a
dinner-plate sized
chainring but it’s
actually a fairly

standard 36-tooth
Race Face number. He
reckons the spiderless

design coupled with
the low-profile ‘taco’

bashguard of his MRP
chain device makes it

look bigger than it
actually is. 
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mounted ‘upside down’, compared

with the other rigs in the queue for the

rickety funicular that takes riders to

the start hut in Lourdes – the air can is

mounted at the top and the adjusters

are hidden out of harm’s way.

One of the perks of being a pro

rider is access to some of the world’s

best suspension technology. When

Greg’s mechanic, Jesse, needs things

fettled he simply drops out the air-

sprung 40 Float fork and Float X2

shock and gives them to the Fox R&D

boys. Handily, Greg has worked with

them for a number of years now (Fox

suspension is about the only thing

he’s carried over from his days with

Trek) and they know how he likes a

bike to ride. He admits that they often

try to convince him to run a harder

set-up, but he prefers a bike to feel

more active underneath him and

already be into its mid stroke when the 

hits start to come thick and fast. 

No heavyweight

The twin air units offer up massive

weight benefits over the coil-sprung

forks and shocks traditionally used for

downhill racing, and despite its alloy

frame and rims, the Two15 nudges

the scales at just over 15kg (33lb).

That’s partly helped by the inclusion

of Race Face’s scant SIXC cranks and

handlebar, along with an SDG I-Beam

seatpost, all made from carbon fibre.

The material milled out of his

CrankBrothers Mallet DH clipless

pedals to engrave his name mightn’t

save any grams worth mentioning

but it certainly looks pretty trick. “I

do ride flats from time to time for

fun, just because it gets you using

muscles you don’t normally use, but

for racing I always run clips,” Greg

says. “The only exception, I think, was

in Cairns a couple of years ago when 

it was really wet.”

For the steep Lourdes track

Williamson (unlike Walker) was

running a Cane Creek Angleset

headset to slacken the already relaxed

head angle on the Cube to 61.5

degrees. He’d also opted for a dropped

upper fork crown and a slightly taller

bar than usual to move his position

back a touch. Like everyone else in

the either soaked or baked Pyrenean

pits he’d been experimenting with tyre

choice, including running a couple of

custom-trimmed cut spikes from new 

suppliers Schwalbe.

Mighty Maguras

Magura are a brand whose parts are

rarely seen lurking on bikes at the

top of the DH World Cup start list, but 

4

5

32

n
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How did your move to the Cube

team come about?

I met Andy [team manager] at the

Enduro World Series round in Finale

Ligure last year. That’s when I heard

there was going to be a Cube DH

team. Then in October I went out to

Germany, we tested the Two15 and it

was really positive. I spoke to the main

engineer, Michael, and we discussed a

couple of changes. They kind of knew

that they needed to slightly update

what they had for the modern World

Cup tracks, so it was pretty cool. The

bike’s mint. I’ve raced it before, at

a Pro GRT in America and at the Ae

Forest round of the SDA (Scottish

Downhill Association series), where I 

managed to take the win on it.

Was weight a big factor in the

Two15’s design process?

Yeah. We haven’t gone for all the

adjustable chips and stuff that

people seem to use now because the

engineers were keen to keep things as

light and simple as possible. It’s 33lb

but we’ve not used carbon rims or 

anything silly in the build.

How do you run your suspension?

I like it squishy! The Fox guys are

always telling me that I should go up

a bit in terms of pressures but I like it

active. I like that feeling of being ‘in’

the travel a bit more and having more

grip. I’ve ended up going with the

air shock, which works great on this

bike (I didn’t like it on the Trek – we

couldn’t really run it). Matt’s gone

with the coil. We like both of them  

for different reasons.

Was it difficult changing

equipment suppliers this season?

Schwalbe’s Procore system has been

really good to come onto. The whole

bike has been such a big change to

get used to. The only thing I had as

a reference to carry over was the

suspension. That was really helpful.

And those Magura brakes are

unbelievably powerful! I just started 

riding them, they’re unreal.

THIS ONE’S MINE... 

Greg Williamson gives us the
inside line on his new bike

GREG WILLIAMSON 

Greg’s face lights up when he talks

about the power and consistency

of the German company’s MT7

brakes. These four-pot stoppers are

so powerful, in fact, that Jesse

has been cutting grooves into the

pads (there are four per calliper,

magnetically attached) to try to

smooth their delivery.

As befits a race bike, there are

subtle differences between Greg’s

bike and the machines that’ll soon

be available in the shops. The Scot

travelled to Germany in the middle

of winter to do some testing on a

late prototype before some tweaks

were made to the geometry. The

Two15 in front of us also has some

paint and graphic finishes that’ll

differ from the production models

when they go on sale in a couple  

of months’ time. 

Price: £4,599 (Two15 HPA SL complete bike)

Contact: Cube Bikes www.cubebikes.eu

Also Try: Trek Session 9.9 27.5, £7,300,  

Trek Bikes www.trekbikes.com

SPECS

n

Hailing from the

Black Isle, near

Inverness, Greg

has been racing

DH for 10 years,

working his way

up through the

junior ranks

before making

his World Cup

debut back in

2009. Sixth

place in Cairns

was his best

result yet and

he’s looking set

for a cracking

season. 

Special thanks to Cube for their assistance with creating this feature
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KEY FEATURES:

•   FAST-DELIVERY CARBOHYDRATE

ENERGY DRINK WITH A 2:1 MIX OF 

MALTODEXTRIN AND FRUCTOSE

•  FIVE KEY ELECTROLYTES 

•  MAINTAINS HYDRATION, 

DELIVERS CARBOHYDRATES 

AND REPLACES ELECTROLYTES

PLUS FREE TORQ 

ENERGY DRINK 

PACK WORTH £27
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L ST

ORDER
After 20 years at the top Steve Peat
is ready to go out with a bang in his
final season racing World Cups.
We raise our glasses to a true
MTB legend

 estled away in a grimy Sheffield industrial estate 

is one of Steve Peat’s favourite haunts, the New 

Barrack Tavern. Just down the road from the 

Parkwood Springs trail, this authentic alehouse 

has more beers on tap than you could imagine 

and does an amazing pie and chips. Steve’s picture hangs 

on the wall and he announces proudly that he’s tried all 

but two of the craft ales on tap. We’re at the heart of 

Peaty’s stomping ground, and true to his reputation, he 

orders a pint.

As one of mountain biking’s longest standing, most 

popular and most decorated World Cup riders, Steve is a 

bona fide legend of the sport. The 2009 world champ has 

inspired countless people to ride and get involved in their 

local scene. After 20 years of racing he’s leaving a real 

legacy, and not just in Sheffield. Peaty’s last year of racing 

World Cups is a big deal.

steve peat

Words Alex Evans Photos Steve Behr
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At the tail end of last year, Steve released a low-key riding

video titled Cheers, announcing that he’d be retiring from

top-level racing at the end of 2016. His age (at 41 he’s 19

years older than current world champ Loïc Bruni) and

injury-plagued 2015 season were big factors in the

decision, and it didn’t come as a complete surprise. But it

was still a shock that after two decades of racing Peaty

would no longer be competing, no matter what.

Rather than waiting to announce his retirement at the

final round of the season, Steve wanted to go out with a

bang. “I want it to be on my terms, have fun and celebrate

the fact that I’ve had a good career,” he says. But despite

his more relaxed attitude to racing, Peaty’s still as

motivated as ever. It’s this enthusiasm and ability to ‘keep

on keeping on’ that’s kept him competing at the top level

for longer than any other rider on the World Cup scene,

and it comes from his absolute passion for bike riding. “I

enjoy riding and racing my bike, being at the races – the

practice, learning new lines and learning tracks. I just love

the whole atmosphere,” he says. “After every weekend I

want to do another race. I get to ride my bike every day –

that’s what’s fun!” It’s this love of bikes that’s kept Peaty

riding and competing to this day, while more results

driven peers such as Shaun Palmer and Nicolas Vouilloz 

have long since left the sport.

From underdog to top dog
Two moments in Steve’s career stand out for him more

than the rest. The first was winning the Fort William

World Cup in 2005. “Coming down that hill, the crowd

were just getting louder,” he says. “I could feel all the

emotion. Coming into the finish arena they erupted and

I’d won my home World Cup! I’d never had a feeling like

that. I just got overwhelmed.” Peaty wasn’t the only

person to be moved by his win – the British fans were in 

full strength at Fort William and everyone shared his

elation. “I was just blown away, so that’s a big standout

point for me,” he says.

The World Championships title was something that

eluded Peaty for many years. He came second at the

Worlds four times, but the closest he came to winning

before ’09 was in 2004. “The one time it fell into place

was when I went to Les Gets, France,” he says. “I didn’t

feel that confident going into that race but once I got on

the track it was, like, ‘yeah, sweet’. And then I crashed in

the last turn while I was up. From then on, every time I

went to the World Champs I did whatever I could [to win]”.

When Steve finally won the gold medal in Canberra,

Australia, it meant a huge amount to him and his army of

fans. “Having had 17 tries at the World Champs, I got to

the point where I thought I wasn’t ever going to win the

thing. I went to Canberra thinking I was just going to

make the numbers up and wasn’t going to challenge for

the win because I had an injury,” he says. “When I won, I

had a sense of relief more than anything else. I’d actually

done what everybody wanted me to do! It was a relief for

me and for all the fans and sponsors that had supported

me over the years. It was, like, ‘finally’!”

Going into Canberra, nobody had expected Steve to

win. “I like being the underdog,” he says. “If I’m ill before

a race or get hurt I can always lift my game big-time and 

put that behind me, so I like to be in that situation.”

Under the influence
Back at the beginning of Steve’s career, downhill

mountain biking was hitting the mainstream and UK

riders were beginning to break through onto the world

stage. The big turning point for him came in 1995, when

he signed with the Saracen team. It was his first pro deal 

and first full World Cup season with teammate Rob 

ON THE COVER
Peaty’s first MBUK cover dates
back to 1994 and was shot by Jim
McRoy. “I remember the early days
more than I remember the mid
2000s,” says Steve. “I think things
got a little bit more serious and
focused. Or maybe
I just drank too much alcohol  
and forgot everything!”

steve peat

Peaty sends it at Parkwood

Springs, with his beloved

 Sheield laid out before him
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“PALMER TOLD ME WHAT TO ASK

FOR AND I SUDDENLY WENT FROM

EARNING NOT VERY MUCH WITH TEAM 

MBUK TO QUITE A LOT WITH GT!”

Warner [now commentating on the races for Red Bull

TV], who became a great friend. “Rob’s a hypochondriac

and a bit of a headcase when it came to racing, so I

started messing with him,” says Steve. “I’d say, ‘Rob, you

look a bit pale, you should go see a doctor’ and he’d get all

worked up! And as I started messing with him, towards

the end of the ’95 season, my results started getting

better and better!”

In 1996 Peaty rode a GT for the MBUK team with

continued success, and a year later he made the step up

to the American bike brand’s international team. “Shaun

Palmer told me what to ask for and I suddenly went from

earning not very much with Team MBUK to earning quite

a lot with GT!” he says. “Everything just got way more

professional.” Steve was propelled to stardom and found

himself featuring in magazines and videos across the

world alongside the stars of the day, such as his friends

Hans Rey and Cedric Gracia. Staying true to his roots, he

didn’t let the success go to his head.

One of Peaty’s biggest influences was US supercross

star Jeremy McGrath. “He was a champion and won so

many races, but he was always really humble and talked

to the fans,” says Steve. “I liked that. He was a real person

and he definitely helped me be that way back in the day.”

Peaty has always had time for his fans and his down-to-

earth attitude is something that’s set him apart from the

untouchable professionalism of rivals like Nico Vouilloz.

PEATY’S TOP
ADVENTURES

1 PRE-RACE PARTYING

“The World Cup scene is definitely
tamer these days. It was constant
carnage back then! Now there’s
dribs and drabs of it. You have a big
night once a week now, when back
then it was a big night the night
before the race! I remember in ’96
me and Warner went out to a club
until at least two, maybe three, in
the morning and raced the next
day – I got second and it was my
first podium at a World Cup ever, at 
Panticosa in Spain!”

2 THE BUS (PT.2)

Peaty and Palmer used to travel
together between races a lot and
once sufered a pretty hair-raising
blowout on the freeway in
Palmer’s bus. “We got a flat and
got pulled down into the bottom of
the central drainage channel,”
says Steve. “Me and Palmer just
sat looking out of the window, like,
‘f*ck!’, and Jimbo, who was
driving, was, like, ‘I’ve got to drive
it out of here!’ He just hung on the
steering wheel and pulled it back
up onto the road! A little further
down there was a massive ditch
and luckily we just avoided it. That 
bus was cool!”

3 BOMBS AWAY!

While out in California filming for
the seminal Chainspotting video,
Peaty and snapper Steve Behr
were with Team MBUK racer
Andrew Titley, travelling to the next
shoot location. Titley’s bike was on
a rack on the back of the car, but
hadn’t been strapped on and flew
of on the motorway. “The back
wheel came of first, then the front,
and it was just tracking straight
down the motorway!” laughs Steve.

Steve shows Al around his

neck of the woods – Greno 

Woods, to be precise
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“MAYBE I’M A STUBBORN 

YORKSHIREMAN, BUT I’VE  

ALWAYS DONE IT MY WAY”

STEVE ON SCREEN

SPRUNG

If you want a snapshot of what the 
gnarlier end of UK mountain biking 
was like at the turn of the 
millennium, look no further than 
the Sprung ‘video magazine’ 
series. Steve featured in all five 
episodes, from Sprung 1 in 1998 to 
Sprung 5 in 2002. They’re worth 
watching just to see what 
shenanigans he got up to with 
Palmer out in California! Luckily, 
you don’t need a VHS player to 
check out the old-skool 
awesomeness – they’re all online.

EARTHED

The Earthed series debuted in 
2003, and once again Steve 
featured heavily in all five videos.  
“I love those old films – Sprung 
and Earthed,” he says. “I’m just in 
them shitloads!” Earthed 3: Europa 
is the one to watch for Peaty fans, 
with some hardtail razzing near 
the start and his Fort Bill win 
capping things of nicely.

NEW WORLD DISORDER

Premiering in 2000, the NWD 
series blew everyone’s minds with 
its freeride gnarliness. “The one 
where I got dropped of in a 
helicopter and came down that 
ridge totally blind, and the music 
they put to it was Iron Maiden – 
that was quite good!” says Steve 
[NWD 3: Freewheel Burning].
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The late Jason McRoy, the first Brit to sign to a major

international team, inspired Peaty to try his hardest to

become a professional rider, and BMX star turned 1993

DH world champ Mike King encouraged him to push

himself harder. “I went to live with him in California and he

taught me a lot about being more professional and

training harder,” says Steve, though he admits he didn’t

follow Mike’s advice to the letter. “Maybe I’m a stubborn

Yorkshireman, but I’ve always done it my way…” And 

Peaty’s way certainly looks like it works!

Older and wiser?

As we tuck into our steak pie and chips, Steve talks about

racing back in the day. “My biggest competitor has been

my teammate, Greg Minnaar,” he says. “He’s mega

consistent, always really fit, keeps his riding subdued but

turns it up when he needs to. Greg is an amazing athlete.”

Nico Vouilloz stands out as another close rival, but Peaty

thinks the Frenchman left the sport before he should have

done – “I could have had a little more fun battling with him

for a few more years!”

This season, Steve’s focus is going to be on “having fun,

celebrating with all the fans what I’ve done in mountain

biking, enjoying the races that I do enter and having a few

parties along the way”. But underestimate this man at

your peril! As an underdog, he’s in his element – “I’ve got

that feeling in my mind that I can do it, lift my game for a

certain day,” he says. Finishing 42nd at the year’s first  

steve peat

PEATY’S TREASURES
Hidden away in Peaty’s man cave
are some of his most prized
possessions, including nigh on 20
custom-painted Troy Lee Designs
helmets and more trophies and
medals than we could count. Each
lid and accolade has a story
behind it, and Steve is clearly justly
proud of everything he’s achieved.

From his 1998 World Cup win in
Snoqualmie, USA, to his most
recent podium in Windham, USA,
in 2011, Peaty has been at the top
of the sport for a long time. His
gold World Champs medal sits
inconspicuously among other
tokens of success at the bottom of
his trophy cabinet. Symbolising his
hardest-fought victory, the medal
is worth much more to Steve than
its actual weight in gold.

Peaty has competed in well
over 100 World Cups since his
career started, accumulating 17
wins and 52 podium places to
date. Now, that’s not something
many other riders can brag about!
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World Cup round in Lourdes, he scored enough points to

race the rest of the series, and his final year is shaping up

to be a banger.

Looking to the future, Peaty is keen to remain in the

sport. Two of his protégés, Josh Bryceland and Brendan

Fairclough, have risen to the top of the world rankings, and

he’s continuing to spot talent and sponsor up-and-coming

riders through his Steve Peat Syndicate programme. “I

want to be there to pass on my experiences to the younger

guys to try to help them achieve their goals,” he says. The

younger ranks are now dominating the sport, and Steve is

certainly aware that he’s getting older. “I’ve got to evaluate

how my body feels, how fast the young guys are going

these days and how old I am. I think I feel a lot younger

than I am!” he jokes.

Heading into this final year, it’s been tough for Peaty to

juggle all of his different commitments, including family

life, with training. “Physically, it’s been quite tough,” he

says. “I don’t feel like I’m training hard enough. It’s easier

to make excuses now I’m a lot older, wiser and busier…

I don’t know about wiser, but definitely busier! Get me

another beer and I’ll wise up!”

We order a pint of the one remaining ale that Peaty is

yet to try, and drink up. It’s going to be a good last season

of racing for Steve and we can’t wait to see how it unfolds.

The last word goes to him – “Thanks to everybody for the 

20-odd years of support while I’ve been racing World 

Cups. Let’s have some fun this year. Cheers!”

RIGS & LIDS

BIKES

Peaty’s ridden plenty of bikes in his
time, but here are some of the most
iconic rides he’s swung a leg over.

(1) The World Championships
winning Santa Cruz V10 is one of
his favourites because it helped
him claim the rainbow stripes after
years of trying. (2) This V10 was
given the full Union Flag efect for
Steve’s 20th World Champs in
2012, with a custom-painted frame
and special wheel and fork decals.
(3) Steve’s yellow Orange 223 took
him to victory at the 2005 Fort Bill
World Cup – one of his most iconic
victories. (4) The detailing on this
custom-painted V10 from 2008
scores high in Peaty’s eyes. (5)
This GT DHi dates back to 2001
and features some very bling
parts – they don’t make ‘em like 
they used to!

HELMETS

Steve’s worn Troy Lee Designs
helmets for years. He picked out 
some favourites for us.

(6) This Troy Lee D2 depicts a
scene from a bar packed with some
of mountain biking’s greats (7) The 
St George’s Cross on this one
proclaims Steve’s love for his
country. (8) This late ’90s Daytona
was one of Peaty’s first custom lids.

steve peat
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urtling down your favourite trail centre

singletrack you’d be forgiven for not giving

the build process a second thought. But as

the smile on your face grows and your bike

drifts predictably into a perfectly placed

catch berm, none of this is happening by

accident. Trail building is an art. And it’s a

bloody tough art to master. We caught up

with Rowan Sorrell, who’s clearly conquered the craft of

sculpting the land, to find out more. The Welshman has

been riding and racing bikes for years, and in 2004

started up Back On Track – a trail building company that’s

created some of the most popular tracks in South Wales.

Now a partner at BikePark Wales, most of you will have

ridden at least one of his creations while on a jolly with

your mates. So just how hard is it to make a good trail?

“That depends on the style of trail and who you’re

trying to make it appeal to,” says Rowan. “A downhill

track can be amazing if it’s steep, challenging and

packed with plenty of natural rocks and roots. But at the

same time, a downhill track that’s almost entirely

manmade, with big features and jumps built in, can be

fast, wild and super-fun to ride.

“We try to look at who the trail’s meant for and what

the terrain has to offer, and then extract the best from it.

If the hillside has incredible natural features and terrain,

we use it – there’s no point trying to beat nature. If the

hill’s quite bland and lacks features, we create a track

that’s challenging in a different way. It’s about finding the

balance, making good decisions and shaping the features

well, all of which comes with experience.”

Rowan reckons that a huge part of what makes a good

trail comes down to what people enjoy doing when they

ride. “When I first started out I wanted to build more

‘payback’ into trail centres,” he says. “I felt that there were

often long slogs and not a lot of reward for the effort that

you put in. I don’t mind climbing or pedalling one bit, but I

only do it to get the thrill of a good descent at the other

end. For me, that’s the most important thing we’ve

brought into our trail designs and processes – ensuring

that the trail rewards the rider for the effort they put in.

They need to leave the hill buzzing and wanting to ride it

again. Otherwise they may as well cut their losses, save

on their fuel bill and go for a pedal around the local park.”

So, does the perfect trail exist? “I often get asked what

makes the perfect trail, but I don’t think there’s such a

thing,” says Rowan. “If there was, we’d probably give up

building. You have to feel that it can be done better and

improved upon, or you just become complacent.

Sometimes when you ride a trail it can feel perfect in that

moment, but different trails work for me when I’m in

different moods. Sometimes I want to shred fast, flowing

jump lines, sometimes I want steep, tech and gnarly. The

best trail developments allow for a variety of terrain and

styles within a set of trails.”

So, how exactly do you go about building a mountain

bike trail? Over to Rowan...

1
CONFIRMING THE BRIEF

Planning out a trail can be a relatively simple process

or it can be a complete monster, taking a huge amount

of time and effort. It really depends on the site, the client

and the project. The vast majority of projects we’ve

worked on over the years have involved planning an official

trail on publicly-owned land, such as at a trail centre. The

first step is to meet the client and run through the outline

brief, if they have one. What is it that they want from us – a

bike park, a cross-country trail or some other concept?  

Making

Tracks
Trail builder Rowan Sorrell reveals what goes into 

making the twist y we love to ride
Words y Lloyd

trail building
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The man behind the
spade has been racing

since 1996, scoring
top 30 results in the
DH World Cup. Still a
keen competitor, he’s

now racking up wins at
UK enduro races.

Helping to build the
first Fort William World
Cup 4X track in 2001,

he’s been trail building
almost as long as he’s

been racing!

ROWAN
SORREL

L

RIDERS NEED TO LEAVE THE HILL 

BUZZING. OTHERWISE THEY MAY 

AS WELL GO FOR A PEDAL

AROUND THE LOCAL PARK
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We uss who it’s intended for, because

tha rucial and will steer us into the

dis ions around trail grading and style.

2
SCOPING OUT THE SITE

Then we can start looking at paper and digital maps

to assess the scope of the site. We start to learn the

constraints, identify any restricted areas and put some

thoughts together. The next step is where it starts to get

interesting. We head out and explore by foot, by bike and

by vehicle, looking to learn the landscape and start to

bring the maps to life. This is where we can start to see the

trail flow, where we want to go to due to good terrain,

viewpoints or features, and where we need to avoid (cliffs,

boggy ground, archeology, etc). After lots of trial and error

the m of the route starts coming together, but this

tak any repeat visits and lots of uploading GPS data to

pla e next steps. It’s like fitting a jigsaw puzzle together.

3
PLEASING ALL PARTIES

On larger projects there are usually monthly project

meetings and there can be many people involved.

The local land or forest manager, archeologists,

conservation managers, forestry operations planners,

funders and planning departments all have to be

consulted and the route adapted

accordingly to be acceptable to all. Often

the route you see on the ground isn’t the

original preferred line – it’s a compromise to

minimise impacts on other activities, such as

forest production or archeology. It’s our job to then make

the eed line as fun and rewarding as possible, by

add shape, flow and features, so that when you ride it

you ever be aware that it wasn’t our preferred route!

4
CUTTING THROUGH RED TAPE

Many trails require planning permission. This is a

process that’s often overlooked but can stall or even

stop a project if there are strong local objections. We’ve

had to attend planning committee meetings to put

forward the benefits that a trail can bring and try to

counter opposition. These are all things that go on in the

background and can be quite time-consuming and costly.

There’s a whole lot of red tape to get through in order to

get a trail project up and running. While it’s not the stuff

we enjoy the most (we’d rather be in the woods plotting

and building trails all the time), we see it as part of our

professional service to guide the projects from the initial

enquiry, through the long planning process and then into

the fun part – the building!

trail building

Get permission! Don’t go
digging on private or

public land without it, or
you could end up on the

wrong side of the law.

Respect other builders’
work. Don’t destroy the
fruits of someone else’s

labour to satisfy your
need to dig.

Don’t use rotten logs to
build your berms or jumps
– they won’t last and your
line will turn into compost

before you know it.

Plan your line out
carefully before you put

spade to dirt. Remember,
there’s no ‘undo’ button

in real life!

Mother Nature can be a
delicate beast, so avoid
chopping down trees,
damaging plants and
disturbing animals.

GRAB YOUR
SHOVEL!

You can get involved with dig
days to help maintain the trails

you ride. Check out www.
forestry.gov.uk or ask at your

local trail centre to find
out more.

Lines have to be planned 

carefully to get maximum

 smiles per mile
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EAGLE

BORN IN THE USA, ENGINEERED IN GERMANY,

MADE FOR THE WORLD.

THIS IS THE NEWEST GENERATION

OF 1x TECHNOLOGY FROM THE PEOPLE

WHO INVENTED IT. A DRIVETRAIN

THAT GIVES YOU UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE

AND A WHOLE NEW LEVEL OF FREEDOM.

POWERFUL, TOUGH, DECISIVE, STEALTHY.

THE WIDEST RANGE OF GEARS

EVER SEEN IN A 1x SYSTEM.

SIMPLY UNSTOPPABLE. THIS IS EAGLE™.

THIS IS SRAM.

SRAM.COM
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1
CHOOSING A BUILD TYPE

How challenging a build is and how we carry it out

depends on the site and the ground conditions. Some

sites are perfect for trail building – the soils are good and

the stone content just right, so the trails can be formed

relatively easily by cutting into the slopes and using

material from on-site. Others are much more of a test. If

the soils are poor and the ground conditions wet and

boggy they can be long, challenging builds, which are

really hard on our kit.

We hand build some trails and machine build others.

Hand building is only really viable when the ground

conditions are favourable, when the soils are right. It’s the

best way because we can create perfect tight and twisty

trails through a forest that feel like they’ve been there

fore . The more challenging builds where ground

con ons are bad can involve a lot of heavy plant and 

mu work getting the stone to the trail. 

2
BRINGING IN STONE

During the planning process for the trail we identify

suitable stone drop points and access tracks from

the nearest roads down to strategic points along the trail.

Then, when the trail corridor clearance begins, we fell any

trees required and trim back the branches to allow the

access routes to be utilised.

Large tracked dumpers are then used to transport

stone from the nearest road to the drop points along the

trail – there’s usually one every 100m or so. The stone

is then transported along the trail itself using either

small tracked dumpers, quad bikes or wheelbarrows,

depending on the space available and the type of trail

that we’re building.

If you saw some of your favourite trails during their

construction you wouldn’t believe the amount of plant,

equipment and manpower it takes to get the stone down

into the woods and along the trail, but if we’ve done our

job l that’s not something you’ll ever think about when 

ridi The trails should just appear, with no signs of 

dist ance or major access tracks.

3
FORMING THE TRAIL

The trail is shaped using excavators with tilting

buckets to aid in the forming of cambers, berms

(banked corners) and jumps. Some of the large berms

and jumps are built from literally hundreds of tonnes

of earth… each!

We try to keep the trails up and out of the ground but

will cut into the slopes and ground to form bowls and

berms as required. The crucial bit is getting the drainage

profiles right so that water runs off the trail and doesn’t

cause excessive damage. Once the trail is shaped from 

the soils, then the stone is laid on top, raked out by 

han nd then compacted using wacker plates.

4
LETTING IT SETTLE

We then test ride the trail and create a ‘snagging list’

of tweaks and improvements that can be made.

These are carried out and then the trail is compacted

again. Trails take a good while to settle and consolidate

(one to two months), and it’s only after this period that

they’re ready to be ridden.

This can be a frustrating time for trail builders, when

riders ignore the signs and barriers that we’ve put up and

ride down freshly-built trails, causing damage that the

tea have to go back in and repair. It’d be good if riders

wo onsider all the hard work that goes into creating a 

trail d just wait until they’re ready. 

5
LAST FEW TWEAKS

Finally, we install all of the trail signage, waymarkers,

information panels and warning signs, and prepare

the trail for its opening, which is when we get to enjoy 

what it’s all done for – the ride!

trail building

Man hours Tonnes of dirt Tonnes of stone Broken spades Corners

2,500 5,200 1,300 7 115

  

  Diggers are great

for doing the

donkey work...

... but the fine shaping

and finishing touches

have to be done by hand



IT MAY BE one of the lesser known alpine riding

locations but Graubünden is certainly

somewhere to consider if you’re thinking of a

riding holiday abroad this year. Situated next to

Austria and just above Italy, this Swiss region is

excellent for mountain biking, boasting fast, flowy 

trails with a mix of leisurely routes for less

experienced riders but plenty of challenging

tracks for the more accomplished. In fact,

Graubünden offers over 4,000km of trails for

pretty much every type of rider.

The whole area’s infrastructure is geared

towards cyclists, with the focus on providing

exciting and easy biking holidays. There are

plenty of hotels along the more popular routes

that cater specifically for bikers with in-house

maintenance shops and bike storage. Many of

the regions also offer bike workshops and guided

tours of the best routes.

Bikes are welcome on all forms of transport

within Graubünden’s excellent public transport

system, so it’s easy to take the bus, train or cable

car from location to location. Add in the stunning

scenery, delicious food and the fact it’s only two

hours from the UK and you can see why it’s an 

alpine resort you should pay a visit.  

WHAT MAKES GRAUBÜNDEN GREATA TASTE

OF THE ALPS

A D V E R T I S I N G F E A T U R E
I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

T O  L E A R N  M O R E  A B O U T  G R A U B Ü N D E N  A N D  T H E  M A N Y  B I K I N G  E X P E R I E N C E S ,  V I S I T W W W . G R A U B U E N D E N . C O . U K

THE TRAIL NETWORK

There are over 4,000km of marked
mountain bike trails here. Mountain bikers
are permitted to use the same trails as the
hillwalkers, although they’re encouraged

to be as considerate of each other as
possible. The trails all sit within a very

cycling-friendly infrastructure.

VERSATILITY

In addition to the flowing singletrack you
should explore the bike park at Lenzerheide

with its mix of gravity-fuelled tracks, plus
there are pump tracks more suitable for

families and children. Graubünden’s top five
resorts (Davos Klosters, Engadin St Moritz,
Flims, Lenzerheide and Scuol Samnaun Val
Müstair) are all within easy access of each

other – ideal for a tour of them all. 

THE SCENERY

One of the biggest appeals of riding in
Graubünden is the stunning alpine

backdrop. With snow-capped mountains,
glacial lakes and ribbons of singletrack

weaving their way along forest-lined
hillsides, you’ll need all your concentration

to keep your eyes on the trail ahead.

TRANSPORT

One of the most enviable features of
Graubünden is the superb bike transport

service at your disposal. Try out the
Rhaetian Railway to get you and your bikes

around, or the Post Bus, which includes free
use of the mountain’s cable car. You’re best

of flying from the UK to Zurich airport,
which has a transfer time to Graubünden of 

approximately 90 minutes.

MILES OF SINGLETRACK HEAVEN

IN THE ICONIC ALPINE LANDSCAPES

OF GRAUBÜNDEN



Hikers on Mt. Tam used to say we’re crazy. Roadies called it a fad. 

Clunkers, tension discs—we left our eyes open, put our heads down, 

and kept innovating. We kept evolving, and today, the Turbo Levo 

embodies a design unimaginable 40 years ago—a trail bike with 530 

watts of climb-crushing power. A trail bike that gives you the power 

to ride more trails. specialized.com/turbo-levo

ON YOUR LEFT
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e blow shit up!” says Marc Cosbey,  

or ‘Cozmo’ as he’s known locally. 

Despite his wry grin he’s serious. 

He’s also blind in one eye – 

something I think should preclude 

anyone from handling dynamite. 

Cozmo is part of the Sierra Butte 

Trail Stewardship, the organisation 

that built Downieville’s legendary trails 

and a hundred more in the Californian 

Sierras. Losing an eye to rock shrapnel is the price he’s 

paid for crushing boulders into flow trails for mountain 

bikers. But breaking rocks and lighting dynamite is 

nothing new here – gold miners pre-empted Cozmo’s 

efforts by over a hundred years, leaving miles of 

singletrack mule paths in their wake. But now, in an area 

strewn with abandoned mining remains and suffering 

economic stress, many eyes are on a new possible gold 

rush – mountain biking.

I meet Cozmo at a cluster of 1940s wooden cabins on 

the shore of Gold Lake, my home for two days while I ride 

the Lakes Basin Recreation Area with fellow trail steward 

Greg Williams and Cannondale-sponsored pro riders 

Mark Weir and Ben Cruz. My cabin, built by the Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company as part of a summer camp for 

their workers and later donated to the Boy Scouts of 

America, is a 9m2 cube of age-silvered larch planks. A 

needlepoint quilt covers the bed and leaded windows 

rattle in the wind. It’s great. The toilet is a good 100m 

away, through a forest that, according to Cozmo, is home 

to bears — a fact that causes some consternation when 

Riding 100-year-old mining
trails in rugged northern
california, Dan Milner finds
gold in them thar hills

Above Greg Williams 
hits MTB pay dirt, 
leaving a plume of 
roost in his wake

Left Home from 
home is a 70-year- 
old log cabin

Right Handlebar 
moustaches were all 
the rage among gold 
miners. Little has 
changed where Mark 
Weir is involved

“

zcaliforniaz
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my jet-lagged body clock forces me to make the hike in 

the dark at 3am. But only 100m in the other direction sits 

the entrance to a perfect ribbon of singletrack.

I pedal after Weir and Cruz on the buff, dusty trail as it 

meanders into the woods. It’s been an arid summer in 

California, leaving water shortages in the cities and 

wildfires in the forests. Above our heads the sky is grey 

with the smoke of huge blazes 50 miles to the south and 

west that are consuming trees and homes alike. We spin 

past the deserted Round Lake parking lot and onwards 

through towering lodge-pole pines bearded with green 

moss before launching into a gradual climb up above Big 

Bear Lake. This is one of 30 alpine lakes scattered around 

the 2,600m-high peaks of Mount Washington and Mount 

Elwell, whose enormous domed forms dominate the 

skyline like polished, bald heads of recumbent giants. 

By the time we drop down the first short descent to the 

clear waters of Round Lake I’m buzzing. The loamy 

traverse from our cabins has evolved into a series of 

technical rock staircases and drop-offs winding between 

stunted juniper bushes. It’s the perfect blend of natural 

obstacles and graded flow – the bastard love child of a 

one-night stand between an alpine mum and a pump 

track dad! I roll over granite outcrops pumping my bike for 

momentum, its wheels spitting rocks at the tangled 

bushes that line the trail, and emerge at the lakeside 

feeling happy with my aggressive riding on this descent. 

And then I watch Weir and Cruz blast their way down the 

same length of trail and I feel humbled. They’re at least 

twice as fast as me. But then I realise, here is the beauty of 

the Lakes Basin trails – there are challenges and rewards 

for all. The trails may be ‘manmade’, chiselled out of the 

hillsides a century ago by the plodding hooves of 

prospectors’ mules, but they still have a natural feel. These 

are no over-manicured, predictable trail centre offerings, 

but real backcountry trails that hide a surprise around 

every corner. They demand cat-like reactions and stealth 

bike-handling skills. It’s like mountain biking used to be.

A writhing snake of singletrack leads us around Silver 

Lake and into a tough climb past the inappropriately 

named Mud Lake (it’s crystal clear) and up the shoulder 

of Mount Elwell. “This is pretty challenging,” says Weir 

about the descent to come as we pause to munch Clif 

bars in an glade high above Long Lake. I’m gasping for 

breath but Weir and Cruz are exchanging non-stop banter 

like this is a Sunday stroll in the park. I peer down and 

across a lake whose surface is being lashed into white 

caps by the wind. Beyond it, only 20 miles to the south, is 

Downieville, home of the Downieville Classic, one of the 

original ‘enduro’ races. There you can pay for shuttle rides 

to the top of 20km descents and eat pizza the moment 

you roll out the bottom, but here in the Lakes Basin, 

during our four-hour ride we don’t see a single other rider. 

The gold rush has yet to begin.

Weir isn’t wrong. The descent down the south  

shoulder of Mount Elwell is as tough and technical as  

they get, and makes me think of Chamonix. Countless 

rock steps and vast slabs of rock pave our way, 

suspended high on an open hillside. It’s as much an  

upper body workout as a mental challenge. The 

experience leaves me grinning uncontrollably, like a 

wizened old gold prospector clutching his first nugget, 

but I’m glad for the rest when we dive back into the forest

for a fast loamy thrash down to Gray Eagle Lodge. By  
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the time we pedal into the tiny town of Graeagle to grab

what seems like free coffee refills for life at its single

diner, I’m spent. Our four-hour ride has soaked up over

2,000m of climbing and delivered 2,700m of descent.

Back at the cabins we down pale ales while skimming

stones on the choppy lake surface. The sky is sullen with

the remnants of lives destroyed by fire, the wind howls

and the trees creak and groan. It’s a powerful reminder

that for all the taming of nature we try to do, it’ll always

have the upper hand.

I can smell smoke in the air next morning and with an

800m climb ahead of us today we call in a shuttle favour

from Cozmo to get us to the top without filling our lungs

with soot. It’s a bouncy ride up in his pick-up truck along

Johnsville McCrea Road – little more than an ambitious

dirt track up a canyon – to our drop-off point on a windy,

2,000m high ridge west of Mount Washington. We say

cheers to Cozmo and jump on our bikes for a tailwind

push past the junction with the Pacific Crest Trail, a

4,200km hiking and horse-riding route that leads from  

I’M SPENT. OUR FOUR-HOUR

RIDE HAS SOAKED UP OVER

2,000M OF CLIMBING AND

DELIVERED 2,700M OF DESCENT

HOW, WHERE, 
WHEN?
The Lakes Basin area
is accessed from
Highway 49, about a
40-minute drive
north-east of
Downieville or an
hour north from
Truckee.
Accommodation can
be found at
campgrounds, in
Graeagle town (www.
graeagle.com) or at
the Gray Eagle Lodge
cabins (www.gray
eaglelodge.com).
Trail maps of the area
can be bought locally
or from www.sierra
trails.org for $15. All
profits go to trail
building and
maintenance. Snow
at altitude means
winter is out, so the
best riding is from
April to November.

Above Relics from
yesteryear pave the
way for tomorrow’s 
gold rush

Right Greg and Mark
snake through the
twists of time on a
100-year-old trail

Below The beavers
here sure are tidy 
tree fellers...
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PURE
CYCLING

SHAPE
YOUR
RIDE
IT’S NO LONGER JUST A DREAM. AN ENDURO MACHINE THAT

CLIMBS LIKE AN XC RACER AND RIPS DESCENTS LIKE A DH RIG.

GIVE YOUR RIDING A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION. THE REVOLUTIONARY 

STRIVE CF WITH SHAPESHIFTER. 

SHAPEYOURRIDE.COM
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Canada to Mexico, and pedal the short climb to the start

of today’s gold strike – the Jamison Creek trail. The

descent ahead will cram in 700m of height loss over 8km

of ancient paths. Nobody knows what these trails were like

in the 1800s as miners hiked to and fro, dodging bandits

and mountain lions in a purgatorial precursor to some

Bear Grylls TV show. But today, thanks to the relentless

efforts of the Trail Stewardship, they’re littered with

switchbacks, rock gardens and loamy berms. It’s heaven.

As soon as we drop into the trail we’re dwarfed by

towering trees, with trunks nearly a metre across, that

force shape into the descent. Now sheltered from the

wind, I’m left to focus on the fast-paced ride ahead as I

ambitiously chase the rear wheels of Williams and Weir.

Every turn they make roosts dust into the air and I roll

through a never-ending cloud of silt that coats my teeth.

“We have a choice,” says Greg at the first fork. “Take a

right and we drop down to that lake over there,” he says,

pointing a gloved hand towards a glimmering blue pool

that I’m told is crammed with trout, before adding: “But

this way is fun too. Heck it’s all fun!” I peer across at an

inviting ledgy singletrack trail that cuts a curvaceous line 

down a lumpy outcrop of bedrock towards the trout

pond. The choice is made and we’re soon steering

around tight switchbacks and down nadgery tech steps

above Wades Lake, before the trail slowly opens up into a

sprint that ricochets between trees and catapults us

across dry streambeds. It’s one of those trails that begs

you to race into every corner and trust your reflexes on 

the exit. Meanwhile, the soft light of an ash-laden sky

paints the rugged granite outcrops in even tones. It’s like 

riding through a watercolour. 

I’ve no idea why the gold prospectors of the 1800s

meandered so much through these hills. Perhaps to pan

for nuggets in the streams, or maybe to escape each

other’s lack of hygiene. Either way, they created a legacy

of trails that couldn’t have been better laid out if they’d

swapped their mules for 650b wheels and dropper posts.

Like any other trail here, the Jamison Creek trail has the

perfect blend of natural challenges and swooping flow.

The exit past Grass Lake becomes fast and furious and

spits us out between abandoned mining workings and

rusting equipment in the one-horse town of Johnsonville.

As I pull to a stop I look around me, expecting to share

my adrenaline rush with a dozen other mountain bikers,

but we’re alone. The only onlooker is a plump lady working 

behind the counter in the Mining Museum. A plaque

outside declares that it was here, in the 1860s, on the

edge of the Plumas Eureka State Park, that the Western

Hemisphere’s first recorded ski competition was held,

with miners using basic wooden skis to race each other

downhill for $1,000 prize money. I look around me at the

rugged mountainsides in awe and ponder the idea of

miners using ore buckets for uplifts. “There’s talk of

rebuilding lift access, for mountain biking,” says Cozmo.

The locals have vision it seems, and know the potential of

their area. Sure, the miners have long gone, but they’ve

left gold in their wake, in the form of a hundred miles of

singletrack that could be the Lakes Basin’s saviour. When

word gets out, this could be California’s new gold rush. 

THE TRAIL OPENS UP INTO A

SPRINT THAT RICOCHETS

BETWEEN TREES AND CATAPULTS

 US ACROSS DRY STREAMBEDS

WHAT IS THE SIERRA BUTTE 
TRAIL STEWARDSHIP?
What’s the SBTS all about?
We’re responsible for most of the bike
trails in the Tahoe and Plumas area. We
have two full-time builders and rely on
hosting two volunteer days per month to
make it work. We’re not only making MTB
trails though. Shared use is important. We
just got the job of creating 30-plus miles of
moto trails just north of there in Quincy.
That job will take about two years. We’ve
also landed the job of planning 36 miles of
new trails in Santa Cruz. That’ll take a year.

What’s the most important quality you
look for when plotting out a new trail?
I’d say self-sustainability, so the trail
doesn’t erode, but you have to imagine the
fun part too. A five to 12-degree incline gets
the balance between having fun on the way
down and being able to climb the same
trail. I look for features – maybe a cool
rock, for example – as a focus for the trail
when we’re plotting a new build. There’s a 
lot of walking about involved!

Eighteen-carat trails
and priceless turns
keep Weir coming
back for more in the 
Lakes Basin

zcaliforniaz
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bmc-switzerland.com

Kerstin Kögler having fun with his BMC Speedfox Trailcrew (Fiescheralp, Wallis, Switzerland).
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132 GROUP TEST
Baggy trail shorts, £48-£170

106 SIX OF THE BEST
’Enduro’ hydration packs, £50-£90

108 LONG-TERM RIDES
Our team bikes – ridden for a year

114 BIKETEST
Carbon big-hitters, £2,850-£3,350

98 THE BEST NEW PRODUCTS
Forks, wheels, knee pads & more

T H E  B E S T  B I K E S  A N D  M T B  K I T  T E S T E D  T O  D E S T R U C T I O N

HOW WE
TEST THE KIT

Starts with a detailed
product check in the

workshop. We strip and
rebuild, checking for any
problems. Next we hit the

trails… hard! We test in
real riding conditions for

the complete picture. And
finally we re-test with

another tester.

WHY OUR TESTS
ARE THE BEST!

Our test team is made up
of the most respected

bike and kit testers in the
world. We have unrivalled

knowledge and
experience, and spend a

vast amount of time
making sure we get it

right. We tell you the truth
and aren’t influenced by

PR or advertisers.

ABOUT OUR
TEST TEAM

Our Technical Editor in
Chief, Rob Weaver, gets

new products in as soon
as they’re available and

coordinates all the testing
through our vastly

experienced band of
reviewers. Our main

bike tester, Guy
Kesteven, has
ridden nearly

3,000 bikes over
the past 26 years.
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N track, 
S eering 
h p ts apart

The Airboy CO
2

combines a mini pump

and a CO
2

tyre inflator in one slim, short,

lightweight (142g) package. You can

inflate tyres the good old-fashioned – if

a little tiring – way or you can screw a CO
2

canister to the opposite side of the valve

head and use the dial at the end of the

pump to control the airflow. This function

works well, and combining the two means

less space is taken up in your pack. But

the lack of a locking lever to clamp the

pump head in place on the valve makes it

tricky to get a proper seal. The pump’s

volume isn’t massive either, so big tyres

take a while to inflate. Rachael

www.zyro.co.uk

SKS Airboy CO
2

 pump £34.99

If you struggle with contact lenses

and/or wear regular specs when riding, a 

pair of prescription cycling glasses could 

be well worth considering. RX Sport 

supplied us with prescription versions of 

Oakley’s mountain bike specific XL 

PRIZM Trail lens for testing, fitted in a 

half-rim Flak 2.0 frame. The prescription 

lenses are almost indiscernible from 

regular ones, just very slightly thicker, 

with a subtle change in depth around the 

edges so they fit in the frame. 

Out on the trail, the combination of 

PRIZM lens treatment and prescription 

was immediately impressive. Details 

really pop, especially in reduced light. 

While the lenses aren’t vented and don’t 

have an anti-fog coating, when the 

glasses do get a little steamed up it 

doesn’t take much airflow to clear them 

again. Despite almost daily use 

throughout a long, wet winter and 

spring and being cleaned regularly, our 

test glasses are holding up extremely 

well, with only the very slightest of 

scratches so far. 

The price may seem high and is 

more than double the cost of the non-

prescription version (£140). But if you 

compare it to two years’ worth of daily 

contact lenses (setting you back roughly 

£360) it doesn’t seem so bad. Matt 

www.rxsport.co.uk

Oakley Flak 2.0 glasses with 
prescription XL PRIZM Trail 
lens £329.99 

MEET THE MBUK
TEST TEAM

OUR
RATINGS
We base our 

scores on 
value for 

money and 
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best 

you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job 
and do it well

BELOW 
AVERAGE 
Flawed in  
some way

POOR  
Simply put, 

don’t bother!

The best 
product on test, 

in terms of 
performance, 

quality and 
price

An exceptional 
product for the 
money – you’re 

getting a 
fantastic deal

A truly 
outstanding 

product, 
regardless  

of price

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine class 

leader

Awesome hi-def trail vision for 

‘speccy four eyes’ and an irritation- 

free alternative to contacts 

ROB WEAVER

With two decades of riding 
experience, Rob knows what 

works and what doesn’t

GUY KESTEVEN

Our Kes’s relentless test 
schedule quickly exposes kit 

that doesn’t measure up

ALEX EVANS

Al’s back in the UK after 
seven years in the Alps and 
has a rep for wrecking bikes

JAMES BLACKWELL

Riding nearly as fast as he 
talks, Jimmer’s been testing 

kit for MBUK for 13 years

RIC MCLAUGHLIN

When he’s not on the mic at 
World Cups, Ric’s giving test 
kit a pasting up in Scotland

SEB STOTT

H I G H S

Oakley quality and 
plenty of 

alternative lens and 
frame options

L O W S

Can you justify  
the price?
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When it comes to automotive 
suspension, Öhlins are one of the most 
admired brands out there. In recent years  
the Swedish company have branched out 
into mountain biking, working closely with 
Specialized to develop their products. The 
RXF 34 is their first fork that you don’t 
need to buy a Specialized to experience.

Interested? Well, you’ll need to check if 
your bike is compatible first. The RXF 34 
is currently only available for 29ers. Then 
there’s the forged one-piece ‘unicrown’, 
which does away with a standard crown 
race and is designed to work with a 
40mm ID/45-degree lower bearing, as 
found in the likes of Specialized’s Hella 
Flush headset. Axle spacing is 15x100mm 
rather than the latest Boost 15x110mm 
standard, and travel is fixed at 120, 140 or 
160mm (4.7/5.5/6.3in). 

Though the stanchions are 34mm in 
diameter, Öhlins claim that the one-piece 
steerer/crown makes the RXF 34 stiffer 
than most 35mm forks and comparable 

to those with 36mm legs. Our 140mm 
fork weighed a competitive 2.06kg. Inside 
sits a sealed-cartridge twin-tube damper 
with external high and low-speed 
compression and rebound adjustment. 
The Öhlins air spring is split into three 
chambers – two positive and one 
negative. It’s the second positive chamber 
that’s the clever touch here, letting you 
control the fork’s bottom-out resistance. 

We spent some time playing around 
with pressures and ended up running the 
fork a little harder than recommended 
for our weight. Even small changes are 
easily noticeable on the trail, so taking 
your time with set-up is crucial. While it 
didn’t take us long to get to our preferred 
rebound speed, the compression settings 
took some fiddling. In the end we left 
the high-speed compression fully open, 
not using a single one of the five very 
effective clicks of adjustment, and opted 
to run 12 of the 25 (from fully closed) 
clicks of low-speed compression. This 

produced a seriously supple stroke that 
scratched out traction in loose, rocky 
turns while still ramping up with plenty of 
control when tackling the bigger hits. 

Although the RXF 34 felt accurate in 
the steep, tight, rocky turns of our test 
track, back to back testing showed Fox’s 
36 RC2 still had the edge – but only 
slightly – in terms of stiffness when 
clouting into boulder fields head on. That 
said, the RXF 34 came out on top in 
terms of traction and comfort, and never 
felt out of its depth, even under really 
heavy cornering loads. Rob  

www.specialized.com

THE RFX 34 CAME OUT ON TOP IN 

TERMS OF TRACTION AND  

COMFORT, AND NEVER FELT 

OUT OF ITS DEPTH

Öhlins RXF 34 fork £850

Superb damping does a great job of 

keeping your wheel glued to the trail. 

A shame it’s only available for 29ers

H I G H S

Superb damping, 
plenty of usable 

adjustment and a 
stif chassis

L O W S

Currently no 650b 
or Boost versions
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Brendan Fairclough’s new signature 

‘Grip for the brave’ is a strange mash-up. 

The outboard section is knurled with a 

waffled underside, while the inner end is 

ribbed, with a flange, for your comfort 

(ooh er missus!). There’s no outer 

lock-on clamp – a design we prefer 

because it lets you sit your hand right at 

the end of the bar. But with these grips, 

larger testers found themselves moving 

their hands inboard to make better use 

of the ribbed section. This reduced the 

effective bar width but gave a really 

comfy feel on long, rough trails, with 

none of the vague twist-grip feel of 

some ribbed grips.

For smaller riders, the length of the 

grips meant they had to hold the 

non-ribbed section, making them only 

moderately comfy. If you like to hold your 

grips close to the flange, moto style, 

they’re worth trying. They come in two 

diameters and are cheap enough to take 

a punt on. Seb  

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

DMR Death Grip grips £16.99

Coming in at 250ml bottle, Renthal’s

UK-made chain lube is good value when 

compared to its competitors. It’s a bottle 

that’ll last a while too, given how little you 

need to apply. The lube is extremely

viscous – a little goes a long way, and

care needs to be taken to wipe off the

excess in order to avoid the dreaded

chain sludge. Renthal recommend

leaving it in place a bit longer than usual 

so it can penetrate deeper and we did

notice that we could get a couple of extra 

rides in before re-application compared 

to lighter weight lubes. Ric

www.ison distribution.com

Renthal chain lube £8.50  

This lightweight upper guide mounts 

to ISCG-05 tabs for a really secure fit 

and can be adjusted to accommodate 

chainrings from 26 to 38t. Fitting is easy 

and MRP provide enough spacers to 

fettle the spacing to your heart’s content. 

A rubber coating on the inside of the 

guide means no chain rattle or rub if 

things are slightly misaligned. It was only 

when conditions were really grotty that 

we heard any noise from the V3, and 

even then it was minimal. We haven’t had 

a single dropped chain since fitting it, 

which is great considering its minimal 

41g weight, and there’s an even lighter 

carbon-backed version for £105 if you’re 

a real weight weenie. Rob  

www.ison-distribution.com

MRP 1x V3 chain guide £64.99
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CamelBak Solstice 10 LR 
women’s hydration pack £99.99 

The Solstice is one of CamelBak’s 

‘LowRider’ packs, designed to keep the 

weight of your kit and water down low, 

near your waist. For a 10l bag it’s 

relatively roomy, housing a full tool roll 

(included), pump, tube, snacks, jacket 

and one of CamelBak’s 3l lumbar 

bladders with ease. A helmet carrier, 

straps for armour, a fleece-lined glasses 

pocket and a magnetic tube trap for the 

bladder hose help make life as easy as 

possible. The bladder can be reached 

though a zipped ‘trapdoor’ in the back 

panel and the hose unclipped for 

hassle-free refilling. In terms of women’s-

specific elements, the back panel is 

slightly shorter than on the unisex 

Skyline 10 LR and the S-shaped shoulder 

straps are designed to fit comfortably 

around the female chest. 

When riding with the Solstice, it soon 

becomes clear that the low-down weight 

distribution is no gimmick – combined 

with the waist and chest straps, it helps 

hold the pack securely in place, 

preventing it from moving from side to 

side when riding hard. The Solstice isn’t 

the sleekest looking pack on the market 

but it’s so stable that we’re happy to 

overlook that. Rachael  

www.zyro.co.uk 

The Flo Softshells are made from a 

showerproof, breathable, three-layer 

fabric that keeps rain at bay for quite 

some time. They’re thicker than most 

bike shorts but we didn’t have any 

problems with overheating on our  

winter and spring test rides. Instead 

they kept us toasty, especially when 

riding in cold wind.

The fit is on the generous side but the 

waist can be cinched in using twin 

Velcro tabs. Pull these too far, though, 

and the excess Velcro can snag the 

bottom of your jersey, which is 

annoying. The press stud closure and 

chunky zips are easy to use and add to 

the hard-wearing nature of the shorts. 

The water-resistant DWR coating has 

lasted well during a few months’ hard 

use, continuing to keep the elements 

out when it turns nasty. Rachael  

www.madison.co.uk

Madison Flo Softshell 
women’s shorts £64.99

A comfy pack that does a good job 

of staying where it needs to even 

when fully loaded up

H I G H S

Low weight 
distribution and 
secure strapping 
keep movement  

to a minimum

L O W S

Definitely a case of 
function over form
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There’s no getting away from the fact 

that the new AM9s have some, er... big 

shoes to fill, replacing the incredibly 

popular AM45s as Shimano’s top-tier 

downhill/trail riding offering. Thankfully 

some of the AM45s’ key features have 

been carried over, including the massive 

lace flap, which does a great job of 

keeping puddle splashes out. Shimano 

have added a Velcro strap, which helps 

you properly cinch things down to 

prevent any movement when you’re 

putting the power down. There’s also a 

raised, heavily padded inside ankle to 

prevent those eye-watering knocks when 

scrabbling to clip back in. Underneath, 

there’s an extended cleat pocket dubbed 

the ‘Pedal Channel’, designed to guide 

you back into the pedal when unclipped, 

along with more aggressive tread 

sections on the toe and heel to deal with 

off-the-bike shenanigans. 

In use, there’s no escaping just how 

comfortable the AM9s are. They also 

feel much lighter than the AM45s (our 

size 43s weighed 920g), especially after 

a proper soaking. The fit is secure, with 

little heel lift even when walking, and 

they’re roomy enough to remain comfy 

even after long hours on the bike.

When it comes to stiffness, there’s a 

small amount of flex in the sole. Although 

this is great in terms of pedal feedback 

for downhillers, we found it better to use 

the shoes with caged clipless pedals for 

trail and enduro riding, because of the 

extra support provided. Rob  

www.madison.co.uk

Shimano AM9 SPD shoes 
£99.99

Howies don’t disappoint with these bib

shorts. They’re made from a polyamide

fabric that’s fast wicking, stretchy and

feels great against your skin. The small/

medium size was about right for our 5ft

11in tester, with long enough shoulder

straps to prevent that awkward wedgie

sensation. They’re soft enough to not

rub your nipples up the wrong way too.

The foam pad is up to 8mm thick in

places and provides enough cushioning

in the right areas to prevent you

crushing your private parts. A nifty

pocket sits on the right bib strap that’s

perfect for stashing your keys in. Even

after not washing the bibs for a couple

of rides [not something we’d

recommend ~ Ed], the antibacterial

finish helps to keep them whiff free. Alex

www.howies.co.uk

Howies men’s bib shorts £59

Ogio’s massive gear bag makes 

hauling all your riding kit to races or on 

your travels that bit easier, though it’s 

certainly not cheap. The two large 

rubberised wheels, sturdy frame and 

extendable handle mean it’s nice and 

stable when being dragged across 

uneven ground and is reluctant to twist 

or spin if you hit a bump or kerb.

The massive 123l of storage means 

you’ll fit just about everything in here, 

with the lid offering additional meshed 

and internal zipped pockets to help with 

organising smaller items. The inside of 

the lid can also be opened up if you want 

to stash your washing somewhere 

separate. At just under 6.5kg for the bag 

alone, you’ll need to be careful not to 

exceed your baggage limit when packing 

for bigger trips though.

The sturdy construction means our 

bag has shrugged off multiple journeys 

through baggage handling with no signs 

of wear or damage. Rob  

www.madison.co.uk

Ogio Rig 9800 holdall  
£179.99

Super-comfortable, reasonably  

light and do a great job of keeping 

the elements out

H I G H S

Fantastic 
feature-packed 
shoes that feel 

great on the bike

L O W S

May not be quite 
stif enough for 

some enduro racers
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Apparently taking styling cues from 

fighter jets, the Vector AM’s padding is 

pretty minimal and firm, but there’s a 

deep (if narrow) pressure-relief channel 

to keep the blood flowing where it’s 

meant to. Used with bib shorts, we found 

it pretty comfortable, especially on steep 

climbs where the slightly turned-down 

nose provided a reasonable forward 

perch. Tested back-to-back against one 

of our favourite saddles, the Specialized 

Henge Elite, the Vector was noticeably 

harder, but the smooth edges made it 

easier to move over the back of the bike 

when descending. At 241g it’s pretty light. 

The ‘Pro’ version is pricey, but there’s a 

chromo-railed ‘Comp’ for £45. Seb  

www.hotlines-uk.com 

Nukeproof Vector AM Pro 
Ti-Alloy saddle £70

Halo Vapour 50 650b 
wheelset £299

Halo’s Vapour range has literally 

expanded for 2016, with broad 35mm 

and plus-size 50mm versions now on the 

menu. The 45mm internal width of the 

latter rims makes them proper tyre 

fatteners for riders after a squarer profile 

and maximum width from their ‘plus’ 

tyres, rather than just trying to squeeze 

fatter rubber into a 29er. They convert to 

tubeless easily with Gorilla Tape and 

Schwalbe valves, and you can get tyres 

on and off without levers if you’re patient. 

They’ll even bang into place with a 

high-volume track pump and stay 

inflated first time, unlike some ‘plus’ 

wheels we’ve tried. Burp resistance is 

good right down to lower teen pressures 

and we’ve had no dings despite feeling 

the rim multiple times on rocky trails. 

The asymmetric tensioned, double 

butted spokes have stayed tight and 

even. The 12-degree engagement of the 

proven 6Drive hubs helps liven up the feel 

of the average-for-size-and-price 2,540g 

(1,190/1,350g) weight and you can spec 

them with even faster Supa Drive hubs. 

Either way they’re swappable between 

QR/15/20mm front and QR/12mm rear, 

in standard width or Boost versions. Guy 

www.ison-distribution.com

Really well built, tubeless friendly, 

tyre fattening plus-size trail wheels 

at a reasonable price

H I G H S

Tough, easy-
tubeless ‘plus’  

rims on proven,  
versatile hubs

L O W S

Average not 
amazing weight 

and there are 
cheaper 

alternatives



Gripping the Lezyne Allen Block, the

first thing you notice is its high quality,

reassuringly solid feel. As the name

suggests, the focus here is on Allen keys.

Ten are included, all of a decent enough

length to let you tackle the fiddlier jobs

many multi-tools just won’t reach. Sizes

range from 1.5 to 6mm but there’s no

8mm, which is needed to remove certain

pedals, pivot bolts and rear axles. The

1.5, 2 and 2.5mm bits are L-shaped,

which comes in handy for some awkward

to reach bolts. After months in a

non-waterproof hydration pack pocket,

none of the steel bits are showing any

signs of wear and the anti-corrosion

treatment has kept rust at bay too. We’re

big fans of the unfussy design, and at a

reasonable 130g and 96mm in length, it’s

easy to find somewhere to stash it in

your pack. It’s a touch bulky to just throw

in a shorts pocket though. Rachael

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Lezyne Allen Block multi-tool 

£14.99

A trusted name in dirt jumping and 

street riding for many years, Atomlab are 

now back in the UK and this bar is just 

one good reason to check them out 

again. The aluminium SL comes in six 

colours and is 760mm wide, though we 

cut ours down to 740mm. The low 25mm 

rise and subtle sweep (five degrees up 

and nine degrees back) make it easy to 

position to ensure a natural, comfortable 

feel right away. We noticed very little flex 

from the 35mm clamp diameter bar, 

which felt stiff but not jarring on heavy 

landings. Jonny 

www.resurrectioncycles.co.uk

While smartphone apps such as Strava 

can be a useful way to keep tabs on your 

mountain bike rides, sometimes you just 

can’t beat the simplicity and instant 

feedback that a good old-fashioned 

stopwatch style lap timer provides. The 

X-Monitor SP1 is designed to be 

integrated into the bar pad of a 

motocross bike but can easily be 

(tightly) ziptied to your handlebar or 

fixed in place using DRC’s stem top cap 

mount for an extra £15. The lead that 

connects the remote button to the timer 

is long enough to let you stick the 

monitor near the middle of the bar and 

position the button right up next to your 

grip for easy actuation. The controls are 

dead easy and intuitive to use, the wide 

screen displays big, easily legible digits 

and the ability to record up to 50 laps or 

intervals means it’s a doddle to check up 

on your progress. Rob 

www.madison.co.uk

DRC X-Monitor SP1 lap timer 

£39.99

Atomlab SL handlebar £59.99
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On the surface these blacked-out knee 

pads don’t look anything special, but 

while they may not be emblazoned with 

a fancy logo or plastered in wild colours, 

they offer a decent amount of protection 

at a proper bargain price.

Unlike most pricier pads, the Brand-X 

DHs use a hard plastic knee cup. While 

this may not offer quite as much comfort 

as a ‘smart foam’ like D3O it’ll still help 

protect against the knocks and is a major 

contributing factor to why these pads 

are so cheap. 

Above, below and on either side of the 

knee cup is some chunky foam padding, 

surrounding the knee in a cocoon of 

protection. This does mean the DHs get 

pretty warm, but in testing they’ve not 

chafed or rubbed even when used for 

trail riding. The opening at the rear does 

help to cool things down a little. Most 

importantly, they stay put, even with 

sweaty legs on rough trails. 

Though there’s a Velcro strap at each 

opening, we found our medium pads 

were snug enough that they stayed firmly 

enough in place with minimal tension on 

the straps, which helped to keep them 

impressively comfortable. If that’s not 

enough, they’ve just been reduced to 

£22.49 on CRC, making them even more 

of a steal. Rob 

www.chainreactioncycles.com 

Plenty of coverage, loads of padding 

and surprisingly comfy, even on 

long pedally rides. A bargain too

H I G H S

Great coverage  
and comfort at  
a superb price

L O W S

They do warm up 
pretty quickly

Brand-X DH knee pads £37.99
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SO GOOD... Leatt have been fastidious

when it comes to attention to detail.

Large straps hold this pack in place really

comfortably and won't interfere with

chest-mounted action cams. Cross-body

tube routing makes it easy to grab a drink

from the 2l bladder, the bungee cord is

useful for stowing pads and it's the only

pack on test with back protection.

NO GOOD... We removed the spine guard

to save weight and help dissipate heat.

Double T-clips on the straps can make it

fiddly to get on/off, and we quickly got 

fed up with the mouthpiece cover.

www.hotlines-uk.com

SO GOOD... The 2.5l bladder supplied

with the Viper is Osprey’s own and its

added capacity opens the pack up to

longer stints in the saddle. The exterior

pocket is fairly deep, with enough room

for a mini floor pump. As with all Osprey

packs we’ve tried, the straps are comfy

and well ventilated. We love the clever

bungee helmet hook.

NO GOOD... When full, the bladder

consumes pretty much all the internal

space. Though the fit is good, the

conventional straps can’t quite match 

the security of a harness design. 

www.ospreyeurope.com

SO GOOD... The Rogue represents a

brilliant middle ground between trail and

race packs. Built around one of

CamelBak’s brilliant (2l) bladders, it’s

minimal in size but still offers two

external pockets and a larger stowage

space, which can be tightened down. The

result is a pack that can handle all but

the longest excursions.

NO GOOD... We liked the lightweight,

breathable straps but they can’t

compete with the security of a full

harness – though they do make the

Rogue more comfortable on longer rides.

www.zyro.co.uk

SO GOOD... The little EVOC has some

great features, including a neatly tucked

away helmet net and a phone-friendly

fleecy upper pocket. We also liked the ‘Air

Circulation’ system, which raises the

pack off your back to avoid heat build-up.

The Brace Link straps were among the

comfiest on test and great on all-dayers.

NO GOOD... When the 2l bladder is full it 

takes up just about all of the Stage’s

internal space, leaving you to cram

jackets or energy bars in at all angles.

The bladder’s tube is a bit long for the

routing, which means you have to run it

back inside the pack and risk kinking. 

www.silverfish-uk.com

SO GOOD... This is the most compact

pack here, and the most race focused.

Each of the four chunky, stretchy straps 

is adjustable, giving plenty of

opportunities to get comfy. The

secondary tool pocket is detachable

should you opt for the full-pro ‘under

jersey’ look. It’s the most secure pack on

test so you can forget you’re wearing it

on the descents and focus on going fast.

NO GOOD... There’s just about enough

room for a full 2l bladder, a spare tube

and a couple of tools. If you like to jacket

up or ditch the padding on transitions

then you may need to look elsewhere.

www.decade-europe.com

SO GOOD... There’s impressive attention

to detail here. The harness is adjustable

to fit your back, there are tabs for

goggles and straps for leg armour. The fit

is superb and a clever alloy hook makes

it easy to get the pack on and off quickly.

We liked the inclusion of a detachable

waist strap but never needed it. The 2l

Hydrapak bladder is easy to clean.

NO GOOD... The Unzen’s Achilles heel is

the fact that the main pocket is only

accessible from the side. There’s enough

room for an emergency layer but add

anything else and you’ll have to drag 

everything out to find it. 

www.madison.co.uk

Leatt DBX Mtn Lite 2.0 £79.99

EVOC CC 3l Stage £89.95

Osprey Viper 3 £65

USWE A3 Challenger £79.99

CamelBak Rogue £59.99 

Shimano Unzen U2 £49.99

ENDURO PACKS
Hydration and minimal storage for those who prefer to pack light
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As I puffed up a steep fireroad

climb on the SB6c I found myself

repeatedly glancing down at the Fox

Float X rear shock. What was going

on? Something didn’t feel quite

right. As I continued to pound the

pedals right up to the final crest I

looked again. Hmmm. I must have

flicked the low-speed compression

lever by accident at some point

and locked out the shock, right?

Apparently not. As it turns out, the

Yeti is seriously efficient in how it

uses its travel, up and down. That

means I’m yet to even use the lever

to firm things up – it’s stayed in the

fully open position since day one,

even when tackling dribble-inducing

climbs out of the saddle.

But how does this translate when

going back down? That is, after

all, the best bit. There’s no getting

away from the distinct feel the SB6c

delivers as you start descending.

Again, it’s that efficient use of travel

and the bike’s ability to carry speed

that first grabs you. It’s by no means

a rough ride, but it’s not the comfiest

bike I’ve ridden either. Things feel

taut and responsive, not pillowy soft.

Ride in a more calculated

manner and the reward is sheer,

unadulterated speed. That’s not

to say things get out of shape

Rob is yet to find the Yeti’s limits, uphill or down, and a bit of

tweaking has turned the BOS fork into a capable chaos tamer

when you do tackle the bigger hits 

though. I’ve stoved the SB6c into 

ugly sections of repetitive, awkward 

hits without a second thought and 

although the little rubber O-ring  

was pushed right to the end of the 

shock shaft things never felt harsh. 

I don’t feel like I’ve yet pushed the 

bike to its limit.  

One thing that helps this 

particular bike feel fast is the BOS 

Deville RaRe FCV fork. At slower, 

more sedate speeds it does its job 

just fine, but point it into a rough, 

undulating, slippery mess of a trail 

and it really comes to life. It’s taken 

me a while to tweak the settings 

to my liking, but I’m constantly 

surprised by just how well this 

French fancy can track the ground 

and help maintain traction.

After some lengthy rides in a 

variety of conditions there’s now a 

loud creak coming from the Race 

Face bottom bracket. I’m not quite

sure what the issue is, but I’m 

hoping a straightforward service 

should help remedy it.

www.silverfish-uk.com

SPEC CHECK

BOS Deville RaRe FCV fork  

    £1,000 

www.jungleproducts.co.uk

H I G H S

Eicient use of 
travel makes it  
a fast climber 

considering the 
amount of travel 

on tap

Carries speed 
well

BOS fork tracks 
the ground 

impressively well

L O W S

That race-winning 
Yeti pedigree 
doesn’t come 

cheap 

MY MONTH

T E S T  B I K E S  R I D D E N  H A R D  F O R  A  Y E A R

q
q
q

ROB’S YETI SB6C £3,099 (frameset)
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I’ve been racking up some serious

miles in preparation for my 550-mile

Highland adventure. The Fatboy has

been taking the brunt of my off-road

training, which has consisted mainly

of XC rides with plenty of climbing.

I’ve been following the lead of Tour

Divide winner Josh Kato, whose

training regime consisted not of easy

long rides but of shorter rides made

as hard as possible with difficult

routes, weighted frame bags and

bad conditions. Fatbikes are perfect

for this kind of training because a

quick release of tyre pressure gives

an immediate increase in resistance,

making even flat roads a challenge.

After finding Lauf’s Carbonara

fork uninspiring on last year’s Surly

Matt’s been making life hard for himself, and changed his opinion

ICT I almost didn’t fit it to the Fatboy, 

but after a couple of months’ use 

I’m glad I gave it another go. On this 

bike, the unconventional fork makes 

sense. Its light weight complements 

the Fatboy’s carbon frame and the 

Spesh’s steep 70.5-degree head 

angle reduces the flexy feeling I 

experienced on the slacker Surly, as

well as allowing the leaf-spring

suspension to work better.

Surprisingly, the fork feels

really quite progressive 

and I’ve yet to bottom it out.

The way it sucks up small

bumps and trail chatter  

is impressive.

I’ve found that I need 

to keep an eye on my 

tyre pressures to get the most out of 

it though. With a rigid fork I run my 

tyres at 7psi for UK riding. With the 

Lauf I can go up to 9psi on relatively 

smooth singletrack – the same sort 

of pressure I run with my RockShox 

Bluto. But the Carbonara’s lack of 

damping means I have to drop back 

down to 7psi on rocky descents for 

more control and comfort. The Lauf 

has its limits – it’s most definitely 

not an all-mountain fork, and even 

feels out of its depth at trail centres. 

But it smooths out gentler trails well, 

with zero maintenance required.

www.specialized.com

SPEC CHECK

Lauf Carbonara fork US$990

www.lauforks.com

Specialized Command Post IRcc 

    £250 www.specialized.com

MATT’S SPECIALIZED 

FATBOY COMP CARBON £2,500

H I G H S

Lauf’s fatbike 
fork is proving 
more capable 

than I’d 
previously 

thought and  
I’m actually 

becoming quite 
attached to its 

quirky looks

L O W S

Miles, miles and 
more miles. I’m 
really looking 

forward to 
getting back on 

the trails for 
some fast, fun 

shredding!

MY MONTH

q
q
q
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This month’s plan for the TransAm

was to set up the WTB wheels and 

Maxxis rubber tubeless. Numerous 

attempts only resulted in a messy 

workshop floor, so it was back to 

tubes and the ‘let some pressure out 

on the trail’ routine, hoping I didn’t 

pinch-flat – a big ask on the new 

HotStepper trail at BikePark Wales! 

Luckily I didn’t flat, but the high 

pressures left me fighting for grip in 

the turns. I’m planning on switching 

to wider tubeless rims in time for 

next month’s write-up. 

www.windwave.co.uk

Tubeless troubles have got

Jonny down but not beaten

It’s amazing how a few changes

can transform a bike. I’ve taken two

degrees off the Scott’s head angle

with an angle-reducing headset

from Works Components and the

difference is dramatic. The bike feels

so much more capable when things

get steep, technical and gnarly. The

added bonus of using an angled

headset rather than offset bushings

to slacken the head angle is that

it also steepens the seat angle,

improving your climbing position.

Now the Genius is faster up as well

as down, which is pretty awesome.

The other big change has been

a switch to a 1x11 Shimano XT

drivetrain, complete with a 50t

It’s all change for Ben’s Genius this month, with fantastic results

‘Shark’ sprocket from OneUp 

Components. This has simplified 

things, given me a massive spread of 

gears, saved some weight and made 

the bike quieter by allowing me to 

ditch the front mech. I’ve also added 

an extra volume spacer to the Fox 

34 fork so I can run lower pressures 

without bottoming out on big hits.

With these changes, the Scott 

feels sorted for aggro trail riding and 

enduro racing, inspiring confidence 

and letting the quality of the frame  

– which is stiff and efficient, but 

with enough compliance in the right 

places to find traction and stay on 

the hardest lines – shine through.  

www.scott-sports.com

JONNY’S TRANSITION

TRANSAM 27.5 £1,499.9
9

BEN’S SCOTT GENIUS 720 £3,199

H I G H S

Angle-reducing 
headset has given 

me more 
confidence on 
steep and tech 

terrain

Tuning the  
Fox 34 fork has 
given it a more 

progressive feel

L O W S

The Scott’s 
bottom bracket  
is feeling pretty 

rough and is  
in urgent need of 

replacement.

MY MONTH
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The Five’s Race Face Chester bar is

the widest I’ve ridden, at 780mm,

and also my first 35mm diameter

bar. I’m light and don’t have issues 

with bar flex so, figuring it was

overkill, I swapped back to my

Renthal Fatbar Carbon, cut down

from 780mm to 760mm. I thought I’d

feel a big difference, but over 16 miles

of fast, dry trails all I noticed was the

reduced width. OK, the Renthal bar is

way lighter and a better shape, but

why did I cut it down?! I’ll go back to

the Chester for now, but will be on

the hunt for something lighter.

www.orangebikes.co.uk

Last issue I said I wanted to fit new

tyres, and luckily I still had the

Maxxis High Roller II and Ardent

from my old Stanton long-termer. I

was surprised that the 2.25in Ardent

fitted in the T-129’s rear end, given its

2.0in stock rubber and reputation for

tight clearance, but Whyte’s move to

a single-ring-only frame on the SCR

models has enabled them to widen

things slightly. Setting the tyres up

tubeless was an easy task (for once!)

thanks to the pre-taped wheels and

the winning combo of Stan’s sealant 

and an Airshot tubeless inflator.

http://whyte.bike

I’ve not been able to remove the

Maxxis Shorty tyres because winter

has dragged on for yet another

month. Still, they’ll need switching

out soon for something a bit

narrower because the Stan’s ZTR

Arch EX rims are pretty narrow and

struggle to support wider tyres when

being pushed hard into turns. I’m

also keen to go up a chainring size

since converting to 1x11. I could only

get a 30t ring at the time, and

although it’s great on hilly rides, I’m

finding I’m running out of gears 

more quickly than I’d like.

www.cannondale.com

I finally got around to bleeding the

Mega’s RockShox Reverb dropper

post this month, but it did little to fix

the suspension seatpost syndrome

it was suffering from, so it had to

go back to SRAM for a full service.

Thankfully their warranty is great,

they fixed it with no quibbles and it’s

running like it did out of the box.

The super-wide Easton Heist 30

wheels have been on this bike for a 

Al’s been giving the Mega a pasting, and it’s been lapping it up

while now and have avoided the same

fate as the stock SRAM ROAMs. I’ve

managed to dent the rear rim quite

badly but it hasn’t cracked. They’re

turning out to be sturdy hoops.

I’ve continued to mash the miles

out on the Mega and have also done

a few cheeky uplift days with friends

on downhill bikes. Pushing the bike

to the limits trying to keep up with

them on rough and steep descents 

has highlighted some positive and

negative characteristics. I’ve come

to the conclusion that the front end

needs lifting – nothing a few stem 

stackers won’t sort. I had this

feeling after my first ride

but initially thought it was

caused by the compression

damping of the RockShox

Pike fork. I’ll put some

more spacers under

the stem and report

back next time.

www.hotlines-uk.com

JIMMER’S ORANGE

FIVE PRO £2,800 JCW’S WHYTE

T-129 SCR £2,299 ROB’S CANNONDALE

HABIT 2 £3,499.99

ALEX’S NUKEPROOF MEGA 275 PRO £3,199.99 H I G H S

The Mega has
survived me

casing the hell
out of plenty of

jumps and giving
it some welly out

on the trails

I haven’t
destroyed

another
wheelset!

L O W S

It wasn’t fun
trying to reroute
the dropper post

hose through
the frame

I’m fed up with
washing the bike
after every ride! 

MY MONTH

q
q
q



Find a list of Orange Bikes dealers

with the Orange Segment on demo:

orangebike
s.co.uk/seg

mentdemo

HIGH ROLLER

27.5
29

THE ALL-MOUNTAIN AND TRAIL BIKE CONCEPT FROM ORANGE — “IT JUST WORKS”

ORANGEBIKES

The Segment is dear to our hearts and this

is mark 2 of our gnarly short travel 29er.

A fast rolling, bump eating, trail gripper.

It’s built for going the distance at speed.

The new version sheds weight and adds

clearance, running 120mm/110mm travel

with aims far beyond the horizon.

Roll one into your escape plan.
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enduro machines to find the best bike for  
riding testing terrain flat out

B TEST

BIG THRILLS
FOR FEWER BILLS

nnnn
nq
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he internet has totally

changed the way we shop, and

bike buying is no exception.

Some brands have made the

most of that by cutting out

the middle layer – local shops, and

in some cases national distributors

too – so that your new bike arrives

at your door direct from their

assembly line, with all the savings 

that involves. There

is a flipside though.

Unlike your local bike shop, an

online seller can’t put parts in

your hand the second you need

them. They can’t help you set up

your suspension or fix your bike

before a big ride. They’re a long

way off if you’ve got a problem or a

frustrating delivery delay, and they

can’t show you where the best local

trails are. Perhaps most importantly,

you can’t sit on a bike to check it

fits or that you like the look of it in

the flesh (unless they sell via high

street stores too). When it comes to 

OUR

RATINGS
We base our scores on

value for money and
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best you can buy

GOOD
It’ll do the job and do it well

BELOW AVERAGE
Flawed in some way

POOR
Simply put, don’t bother!

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine class leader

pricing, though, it’s hard to ignore

the kind of deals you can get with

the click of a mouse. In this case

it means we’ve been able to pick

a line-up of semi or full-carbon

framed bikes equipped at least as

well – if not better – than their alloy

rivals being sold with the inevitable

extra layer of costs that your local

shop can’t avoid.

But just how good are these bikes

compared to the big-brand names?

Are these direct-sell bike companies 

cutting construction corners as

well as costs? And can the need

to maximise their investment in

costly moulds leave their carbon

bikes slightly out of date in terms of

geometry or new features like Boost

axles or plus-size compatibility?

We hit our favourite ‘flat out, brain

out’ test trails on four long-travel

bargains fresh from their delivery

boxes to see how they performed

against our benchmark times and 

ragged-edge expectations. 

TH STER

GUY KE
STEVEN

Our Kes has ridden more
bikes than any other

tester around, giving him
an incredible depth of

experience and
knowledge to compare
any new ride against.

While he’s not getting any
prettier, he’s still getting
faster every yea, and his

ultra-experienced
northern test crew made
the most of drying spring

trails to take these
flat-out fun bikes to the
limit and lay down some

serious segment times in 
the process.  

nnnn
nq
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THE LINE-UP

We were big fans of the

friendly feel and impressive

suspension action of last

year’s all-metal Sommets but

they were a bit heavy and tall.

Not only is the new Sommet

CR over a kilo lighter but it’s

lower and smarter specced 

for just £150 more. It looks

great value at first glance too,

especially as Chain Reaction

Cycles are currently selling it

at 10 per cent off (£2,564.99).

But does it have the control to

survive going flat-out crazy on

your favourite black runs?  

Already an established

force in freeride and privateer

DH racing, YT burst onto the

enduro/all-round aggro bike

scene two years ago with the

Capra. It grabbed attention

with an unbelievable value for

money parts package, then 

defied the cynics with a ride

quality that smashed even

the best boutique bikes out

of the bike park. Times have

moved on though, so does

the essentially unchanged

frame and a burlier kit mix 

still cut it? 

YT CAPRA CF COMP €3,638.80 (APPROX. £2,836)

NORCO RANGE C7.3 £3.099

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE £3,346.98

VITUS SOMMET CR £2,849.99

With its big RockShox

Yari fork and piggyback

shock controlled linkage

suspension, Norco’s Range

promises surefooted

confidence. If you have a

branch of Evans Cycles locally

you can get it sized and set 

up in store rather than just

delivered in a box, and right

now it’s available with 10 per

cent off the RRP (£2,789). But

is this cut-price carbon fibre

Canadian sharp enough and

shaped right to compete with

the latest mountain blasters?

Direct-sell specialists

Canyon didn’t mess around

when it came to updating

their Strive enduro bike,

hiring ex DH world champ

and renowned geometry

innovator Fabien Barel as a

key rider/designer for the 

project. It’s a beautifully built,

superbly equipped machine

for the money too. But does

its unique ShapeShifter

geometry changer give it the

winning edge on the trail or

does it just add another thing 

that can fail?
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orco’s Range is solidly

surefooted no matter how big 

the terrain. Its high weight and 

soft feel mean it lacks spark 

and focused authority when you 

want to light it up though.

The frame

While some designers use carbon to 

save weight, Norco have stayed on 

the sturdy side with the Range. The 

chunky size-specific frame tubes  

use a high-strength ‘ArmorLite’ resin, 

the bike’s belly is protected by a  

thick impact guard and the 

asymmetric alloy chainstays are 

buried under rubber bumpers. 

A rear pivot ahead of and below 

the 142x12mm dropouts creates 

Norco’s ‘ART’ variant on the classic 

Horst Link system. The Fox Float X 

piggyback shock delivers 160mm 

(6.3in) of rear travel via a rocker on 

the kinked seat tube. Neat plugs seal 

the internal control routing, and the 

screw-in BB is a longevity bonus too. 

The Norco also has ISCG tabs for its 

e*thirteen chain guide. 

The extended seat tower allows a 

low standover height but slopes back 

dramatically. This makes the front 

end feel light when in the saddle and 

means that the reach and wheelbase 

are relatively short by modern 

standards despite the long top tube.

The kit

The thick legged, 170mm (6.7in) 

travel RockShox Yari fork gives the 

Range plenty of impact appetite 

but it’s less smooth and controlled 

than the Pikes and Lyriks found 

elsewhere in this test. Out back, the 

Performance series Fox shock isn’t 

quite as responsive and consistent 

as the RockShox dampers on the 

other bikes here, and the SRAM GX 

drivetrain with Race Face Æffect 

cranks is a grade below the X1/

Turbine combo. The SLX brakes 

have split-pin (rather than bolt) 

secured, non finned Deore pads and 

rotors, making them more likely to 

cook on long descents. The Norco 

bar is plenty wide but the stem is 

scrawny and the KS eTen post only 

has a 100mm drop. While the Maxxis 

High Roller tyres give plenty of grip, 

chunky rims and straight-gauge 

spokes make for a hefty wheelset on 

an already beefy bike. 

The ride

That weight is obvious when trying 

to accelerate, climb or, at worst, do 

both together, and it wasn’t long 

before the Norco lost ground to the 

lighter bikes here on switchback 

climbs. Unless you flick the shock 

into ‘firm’ mode – at which point 

it becomes clunky over roots and 

rocks – it’s soft and bob prone 

through the pedals too. Add the fact 

that the backward-set seat lifts the 

£3,099 Is this carbon steed at

home on the mountain Range?

N

PIGGYBACK

SHOCK

A rear shock with a 
secondary 

damping chamber 
above the main 

body to increase 
oil volume and 

reduce the efect 
of heat build-up.

EVOL 

Fox’s name for an 
optional air sleeve 
that increases the 

negative spring 
volume of a shock 
for a more supple, 
sensitive start to 

the stroke.

JARGON

DETAILS

 TRAIL ARMOUR

A big belly panel and 
alloy chainstays mean 
the carbon Range can 

handle the rough

 INTERNAL AFFAIRS

RockShox’s Yari is a 
solid fork but it can’t 

compete with the 
extra sophistication of 
the Charger damper in 

the Pike and Lyrik 
when things get hectic

 SLOW ROLLER

Maxxis’s High Roller II 
tyres are grippy but 

roll slowly on already 
heavy wheels driven 

through a soft-feeling 
suspension system

NORCO RANGE C7.3
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IF YOU’RE HAPPY TO JUST 

SWING SMOOTHLY DOWN THE 

TRAIL, THE NORCO FEELS 

FRIENDLY AND FORGIVING 

front wheel up rather than keeping it 

gripping, and trying to sustain speed 

and an accurate climbing line is a 

patience-challenging exercise.  

If you leave it in ‘trail’ mode the 

EVOL shock gives plenty of adhesion 

and starts firming up at the right 

point for reasonable cornering 

support. Wide rims mean you can 

lower tyre pressures in confidence 

too, so if you’re happy to just swing 

smoothly down the trail the Norco 

feels friendly and forgiving as long 

as things aren’t happening too 

quickly. Once the impact rate gets 

hectic, though, the Motion Control 

fork damper and Fox rear shock 

get caught out by stutter bumps 

and slams more often than the 

suspension units on the other bikes 

here, causing the Norco to lose 

noticeable speed in the process.

While the carbon mainframe 

helps dampen the lumps that do 

make it past the suspension, the 

Range lacks the precise poise and 

aggressive stiffness that makes 

the best bikes here so much fun 

to push hard. The slack front end 

is naturally stable but the short 

reach means you need to push your 

weight forward onto the fork when 

descending or pushing hard through 

corners to stop it wandering wide 

and it never feels as locked into 

the trail as longer bikes. Reluctant 

acceleration between corners or into 

hips and lips doesn’t help ambient 

enthusiasm levels either, and while 

it’s fine for cruising there are better 

bikes to choose from if you prefer to 

feel like the pilot, not a passenger. 

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Norco Range C7.2 £4,299

The Cane Creek DBair CS shock is a 

definite control and eiciency bonus but 
the ultra-light SRAM XX1 race cranks are 
an odd place to blow budget.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Norco Range A7.1 £2,399

Saving £700 means settling for an alloy 
frame and externally routed dropper post, 
but the Performance series Fox 36 Float 
fork isn’t afraid of tackling stuf head on.

A solid, smooth ride but weight, suspension and 

shape make it dull on the trail

H I G H S

Sturdy, smooth 
frame with fork, 
wheels and tyres 

to match

Available to buy 
from ‘real’ shops, 

not just online

L O W S

Heavy weight, 
short reach and 

suspension 
set-up create a 

docile, not 
dynamic, feel

Lower level of 
equipment  

than the other  
bikes here

nnnn
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T H E  U L T I M A T E  M O U N T A I N  B I K E  S T O R E

Order & Payment Phone 01287 610735 · Fax: 01287 637306 Email: sales@bikescene.co.uk Maestro · Visa · Mastercard - Most credit cards accepted. Prices are correct at time of going to press. Any alterations in prices will be confirmed when you contact us. Sale prices are limited to stock availability. If you buy an item from us and you are not satisfied, return it to
us unused in the original packaging within 8 working days for a replacement or refund. (Carriage costs incurred for delivery orreturn of unwanted items are to be paid for and at the risk of the customer). Goods are despatched from Bike Scene by carrieror recorded delivery for next working day delivery. Stock items are normally despatched the day of your order.

Later despatch dates will be advised when placing your order. We will not charge your credit card until the date of despatch unless authorised by you. Carriage Bikes, frames & forks £19.95 (UK mainland only)   Saturday delivery £15.00 extra.  Carriage costs for other items or for delivery outside mainland UK will be advised prior to confirming your order.

THE OLD AMBULANCE STATION, PARK LANE,
GUISBOROUGH,TS14 6NT

TELEPHONE 01287 610735
OpeningTimes: Mon 9.30am - 5.30pm · Tue 9.30am - 5.30pm · Wed Closed

Thurs (Late Night) 9.30am - 7.00pm  Fri 9.30am - 5.30pm · Sat 9.00am - 5.15pm

Follow us on
Twitter
@bikesceneshop

Was £4600.00 Save£1300

Now £3300.00

2015SPECIALIZED
ENDUROEXPERT

CARBON 650B

Was £4600.00 Save£1800

Now £2800.00

2015SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPEREXPERT

CARBON  EVO 650b

Was £4600.00 Save£1600

Now £3000.00

2015SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPEREXPERT

CARBON  EVO 29

Was £7000.00 Save£2800

Now £4200.00

2015SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPERFSR
S-WORKS EVO 650b

Was £2699.00 Save£800

Now £1899.00

2015
WHYTE T129

WORKS

Was £2199.00 Save£600

Now £1599.00

2015
WHYTE
T129S

Was £2999.00 Save£800

Now £2199.00

2015
WHYTE T130
WORKS SCR

SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

MASSIVE
SPECIALIZED
FRAME
CLEARANCE

MASSIVE
SPECIALIZED
FRAME
CLEARANCE

Was £3099.00 Save£900

Now £2199.00

2015
WHYTE T129
WORKS SCR

Was £3600.00 Save£1000

Now £2600.00

2015
ORANGE

ALPINE FIVE RS

Was £3500.00 Save£1200

Now £2300.00

2015
SPECIALIZED
FATBOY PRO

Was £1000.00 Save£300

Now £700.00

2015ORANGE
CLOCKWORK

120

Was £1100.00 Save£350

Now £750.00

2015
ORANGE

EXPRESS-O S

Was £1000.00 Save£300

Now £700.00

2015ORANGE
CLOCKWORK

100

SPECIALOFFER

£650.00

2015SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPERFSR

COMP EVO 29erFRAME

SPECIALOFFER

£650.00

2015SPECIALIZED
STUMPJUMPERFSR

COMP EVO 650bFRAME

Was £1200.00 Save£400

Now £800.00

2015
ORANGE

RX9-S
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hain Reaction Cycles’ economy

enduro bike gets a significantly 

lighter carbon upgrade for 

2016, addressing a key issue 

with the alloy original. The geometry 

has been tweaked too, but the price 

is still keen. 

The frame

Much of the weight loss comes from 

switching the mainframe to a high-

quality Toray T700/800 carbon fibre 

construction. The Sommet CR has 

a bolt-on belly guard and internal 

cable routing, and by limiting it to 

single-ring use, Vitus have been able 

to thicken the BB shell to combat 

stretch and squeak. 

The back end is still alloy 

but pivots on a 15mm axle, with 

adjustable collet bearings and a 

142x12mm axle. The RockShox 

Monarch Plus shock ‘floats’ between 

the linkage and extended chainstay 

tips to provide 155mm (6.1in) of 

smooth travel, and while the Sommet 

CR isn’t particularly long, it’s the only 

bike on test with an XL option.

  

The kit

The Vitus’s transmission is directly 

comparable with that of the similarly 

priced YT. But when you start looking 

at forks, brakes and wheels there are 

some small but significant economy 

measures. Production bikes will also 

come with a non-remote Brand-X 

Ascent dropper post instead of 

a RockShox Reverb. It’s still an 

impressively light and responsive 

complete package though.

The ride

Having spent hours trying to 

find the suspension sweet spot 

on other longer-travel bikes, the 

super-tolerant set-up of the Vitus 

was sheer bliss. Whether we were 

tackling boulder-spine black runs 

that make you feel like you’re riding 

a washing machine down metal 

stairs on some bikes, grunting 

up knee bursting, stalling speed 

switchback climbs or slamming into 

the belly of G-out berms, we never 

even thought about the suspension, 

which just got on with the job exactly 

how we wanted it done. 

The Sommet certainly never 

betrayed the fact it’s got 5 to 10mm 

less travel than the other bikes here. 

We occasionally checked it was 

using the appropriate amount to 

deliver its high-traction but never 

mushy ride, but apart from initial sag 

and damping set-up we never had to 

tweak the air pressure. 

If you like a softer, smoother feel 

keep the shock fully open. For firmer 

feedback and higher riding poise, 

flick it into the ‘pedal’ setting. You 

can even slap it into ‘locked’ mode 

for long climbs if you want, but 

there’s none of the nauseous nod or 

£2,849.99 Can it now summit

as well as it plummets?

C

DETAILS

 FLOATS OUR BOAT

The split seat tube 
allows a ‘floating’ 

shock mounting for 
consistently excellent, 

set-up tolerant 
suspension control

 FANTASTIC PLASTIC

Vitus’s new carbon 
mainframe makes the 

Sommet CR 
impressively light

 TOP DRAWER

The SRAM X1/Race 
Face/e*thirteen 
transmission is a 

match for much more 
expensive bikes

SAG

The amount the 
suspension 

compresses when 
you sit on it. 

Typically 30 per 
cent of shock 

stroke on bikes  
like these.

REACH

The horizontal 
distance from the 

centre of the BB to 
the centre of the 

top of the headset.

JARGON

VITUS SOMMET CR
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IT’S GOT AN INFECTIOUS 

HOP-AND-POP 

PLAYFULNESS THAT 

GUARANTEES BIG GRINS

power-sapping softness that make 

this essential on some bikes. In fact, 

one of the most surprising aspects 

of the Vitus is how fast and efficient it 

feels on climbs and flat sections. It’s 

less surprising when you realise it’s 

the lightest bike here. This combines 

with the poised suspension and low-

slung frame to give it an infectious 

pop-and-hop playfulness that 

guarantees big grins. 

Dropping the Sommet 10mm 

lower has made a big improvement 

to the sense of trail connection, but 

the front centre and top tube/reach 

lengths are still average rather than 

aggressively long. Its suspension 

smoothness, stable head angle 

and grippy front tyre kept it feeling 

confident and impressively quick 

on the stopwatch – as long as we 

stayed on. If that sounds like a slight 

warning, then you’re right.

As much as it’s great fun and easy 

to go fast on, there are cumulative 

control issues that you need to be 

aware of. The floppy-carcassed 

Light/High Grip WTB Vigilante front 

tyre, the simpler damping internals 

of the Pike RC fork, the fractionally 

less rich modulation of the Guide 

R rather than RS brakes and the 

slight softness of the mainframe 

can all blur the limits just enough to 

cause problems. While we generally 

managed to snatch the other bikes 

back from the brink of disaster, the 

Vitus occasionally dumped us on the 

floor or left us with bloody knuckles. 

As an overall package it’s still a huge 

amount of surprisingly versatile, flat 

out fun for the money though.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Vitus Sommet CRX £4,199.99

The same carbon front/alloy rear chassis, 
but rolling on Mavic Crossmax XL Pro 
wheels, with a top-spec Pike fork and  
Race Face Next SL carbon cranks. 

F O R A L I T T L E L E S S

Vitus Sommet VRX £2,199.99

Basically the same component spec as  
the CR but with an alloy frame and 
Shimano SLX brakes. Identical geometry 
but 1.3kg heavier, according to Vitus.

Occasional ragged-edge precision issues, but 

still a responsive, addictively fun bargain

H I G H S

Blissfully well 
balanced, smooth 

yet supportive 
and eicient-

pedalling 
suspension

Impressively light 
and well equipped 

for the money 

L O W S

Lower ride height 
is welcome but 

making it longer 
too would be even 

better

Small control 
compromises can 

add up at the 
ragged edge
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he flawless performance of YT’s

enduro machine earned it a rare 

five stars from our testers when 

it first appeared on the scene, 

but two years on it can struggle to 

keep up with the latest longer, lighter, 

flat-out fast benchmarks.

The frame

The carbon Capra frame is 

unchanged again this year so there’s 

no stretched-reach geometry or 

Boost axle spacing. While it comes in 

two colours and the 2.4kg weight is 

a significant if not spectacular 400g 

less than the alloy version, there are 

only small, medium and large sizes. 

The kit

YT have given this year’s CF Comp a 

170mm (6.7in) travel RockShox Lyrik 

fork (last year’s had a 160mm/6.3in 

Pike) controlled through a heavy-

duty Race Face Atlas cockpit. 

Race Face also provide the Turbine 

cranks, with e*thirteen adding 

the chain guide and broad, sturdy 

TRS+ wheels. SRAM supply the 1x11 

gearing and Guide RS brakes with 

power-boosting 200mm rotors. 

The ride

Straight-from-the-box brilliance 

has been the hallmark of all the 

RockShox equipped Capras 

we’ve ridden and this sample 

was no different. After setting the 

sag of the Monarch Plus shock 

and tweaking the rebound after 

the first run, the YT kinematics 

delivered a masterclass in how rear 

suspension should work. Despite 

excellent surface grip, pedalling is 

impressively stable and the Capra 

is perfectly poised to squeeze extra 

speed and tyre-ripping grip out of 

corners or amplify the drive from 

any downslope. It takes hits and 

landings with textbook control too, 

never choking or hanging up even on 

staccato boulder sections or big flat-

faced strikes. It doesn’t fart through 

its travel or get left wallowing when 

you’re trying to get back onto the 

power or hack it onto a hard line 

either. Really aggressive riders may 

want to flick the shock to ‘trail’ mode 

to keep it riding higher and firmer 

but we didn’t feel compelled to add 

any volume spacers. 

It’s the same story with the Lyrik 

fork too, which delivers loads of 

compliant traction and a slam-proof 

return from the big stuff, but most of 

the time just an impeccably precise 

but never punishing mid stroke, even 

as battering boulder lines faded 

away from us on off-camber turns. 

It’s not just RockShox who deserve 

credit here either. Not only have YT 

got the linkage ratios right but the 

carbon lay-up of the Capra gives 

a superb rock-solid yet noticeably 

damped ride quality that syncs 

€3,638.80 (£2,836) Can it

hold onto its perfect score?

T

DETAILS

 LONG & SHORT OF IT

The carbon frame 
looks great and rides 
great but feels short 

by contemporary 
standards and only 
small and medium 
riders can size up

 TIME FOR A DIET

Big Maxxis High Roller 
tyres, 200mm rotors, 

a 170mm Lyrik fork 
and Race Face Atlas 

cockpit all add control 
muscle, but mass too

 HARD TO BEAT

Few suspension 
systems match the 
minimal set-up faf, 
maximum control 

balance of YT’s 
four-bar V4L set-up

LAY-UP

The careful 
arrangement of 

carbon fibre 
sheets and 

bonding resin to 
create the 

strength and 
stifness character 

of each part of a 
carbon frame.

KINEMATICS

The mathematical 
‘geometry of 

motion’ used in 
mountain bike 

terms to describe 
the characteristics 

created by rear 
suspension 

systems and their 
various linkages.

JARGON

YT CAPRA CF COMP
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THE CAPRA IS PERFECTLY POISED 

TO SQUEEZE EXTRA SPEED AND 

GRIP OUT OF  CORNERS OR AMPLIFY 

THE DRIVE FROM ANY DOWNSLOPE

flawlessly with the suspension. The 

thick-walled fork legs, sturdy tyres 

on reasonably broad, chubby-

hubbed wheels and solid cockpit 

pack some serious muscle onto 

the chassis in terms of line-holding 

strength and determination too.

Right now you’re probably 

thinking the YT is steamrollering 

towards another perfect score. We’ve 

used the steamroller comparison 

deliberately though, because that 

added componentry and fork muscle 

has added 900g compared to the 

last Pike-equipped CF Comp we 

tested. That has a noticeable effect 

when gravity assistance runs out, 

and left the Capra lagging behind 

the Canyon and Vitus in power play 

sections. Even on descents the big, 

slow-rolling tyres stop it carrying as 

much speed and dull the pop-and-

hop edge that it used to love cutting 

up trails with. 

While you can change tyres 

to inject some speed, the YT is 

also conspicuously short in reach 

compared to the latest bikes here. 

That’s not so much of an issue on 

slow ‘nip and tuck’ trails but once 

things get fast, open and flowing, 

even the sorted suspension and 

chunky rubber can’t make it feel as 

naturally confident and hooked into 

the trail as the longer bikes. There’s 

no XL option to add length by sizing 

up either. While we can’t fault the 

chassis and suspension dynamic, 

the bombproof build kit stifles 

responsiveness and means the CF 

Comp literally comes up short in 

terms of flat-out confidence.   

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

YT Capra CF Pro €4,438.80 (c. £3,457)
The Pro gets Mavic wheels, next level up 
stop-and-go kit that saves 300g, plus a Fox 
36 Factory fork and Float X shock with 
10mm and 5mm more travel, respectively.

F O R A L I T T L E L E S S

YT Capra AL Comp 1 €2,838.80 (c. £2,211)
Similar suspension and transmission to the 
CF Comp but with DT Swiss wheels and an 
alloy frame that saves £650 and only adds 
400g, according to YT. Comes in an XL size.

Still a stunning suspension/chassis package, 

but short length and extra weight won’t suit all

H I G H S

Outstanding 
suspension and 

chassis 
synchronicity for 

beautifully 
damped control

Exceptional value 
bombproof build 

for the price 

L O W S

Frame now feels 
short at higher 
speeds in more 
hectic terrain

Component 
weight and 

slow-rolling tyres 
dull the 

previously 
dynamic ride
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alue for money aside, the

Strive’s standout feature is 

its remote control geometry 

adjustment. We were keen to 

see whether it’s an unnecessary 

complication or boosts performance.

The frame

Canyon produce the Strive in 

carbon and alloy as well as standard 

and 24mm longer Race versions. 

It’s a top-class frame too, with 

subtly angular lines, moulded 

protection, neat cable routing 

and chain guide tabs. The classic 

Horst Link suspension layout hides 

Canyon’s unique ‘ShapeShifter’ 

under its short-throw rocker. This 

bar operated, bodyweight actuated 

system uses a small high-pressure 

air spring to shuttle the top of the 

shock forwards, steepening the 

geometry by 1.5 degrees, raising the

BB and reducing travel to 130mm 

(5.1in) for climbing and XC work. 

As soon as things get lairy, you can 

squash the geometry back down, 

slacken the angles and restore the 

travel to the full 160mm (6.3in) for 

serious high-speed swagger.   

The kit

The shock itself is a RockShox 

Monarch Plus with three-position 

low-speed compression damping 

that matches the 160mm (6.3in) 

travel Pike RCT3 fork up front. 

SRAM also provide the 11-speed X01 

gearing, RAIL 40 wheels, Reverb 

post and super-controlled Guide 

RSC brakes with power-amplifying 

200mm front rotor. Race Face 

cranks add drivetrain stiffness, 

with an MRP chain guide for extra 

security. Firm, shaped Ergon grips 

and a super-stiff Renthal Fatbar 

and Apex stem dominate the front 

end feel, while a top-spec Maxxis 

High Roller front tyre and semi-slick 

Minion SS rear balance grip and 

speed on the trail. In other words, 

you’re getting an exceptional spec 

for your money, especially as the CF 

Race frame is £2,449 on its own.

The ride

It quickly becomes obvious that the 

Strive is an outstanding bike on the 

trail, not just on paper. Even in slack-

and-low mode it’s steeper than the 

others here by a degree, but the 

extra reach of the ‘Race’ chassis 

gives it a planted feel. The static 

angles are significantly slackened in 

practical terms by the fact that the 

shock sits deep in its travel, so the 

steering felt poised and keen even in 

our maddest moments.

This rear end squat can be 

irritating, especially when it 

contrasts with the stiff bar to create 

a high feeling front but flaccid back 

end. The spookily silent frame 

dulls the sensation of speed too, 

£3,346.98 Is this high-spec 

race bike as good as it looks?

V

HORST LINK

Suspension 
system that uses a 

pivot on the 
chainstay to 

modify the wheel 
path and a fourth 

link element to 
drive the shock. 

Named after  
Horst Leitner. 

BOTTOMLESS

RINGS

Rubber bands that 
you fit inside a 

RockShox shock’s 
air can to reduce 

volume and 
increase the force 
needed to achieve  

full travel.

JARGON

DETAILS

 GET A SHIFT ON

Unweight the rear end 
and press the bar 
button and you’re 
instantly riding a 

sharper feeling but 
still long and stable  

trail bike

 VALUE ADDED

The spec list is filled 
with benchmark kit 

despite the Canyon’s 
ultra-bargain price

 NO SOFTY

The speed-sustaining 
suspension 

performance is 
beyond doubt even  

in stock slightly  
soft form

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE 
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THE SHAPESHIFTER SYSTEM 

GIVES YOU A CLIMB CHARGING, 

FLAT TRACK HAMMERING TRAIL  

BIKE AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON

but even early runs were throwing 

up PB threatening times so we set 

about tweaking. Flicking the shock 

to ‘pedal’ mode levelled the bike out 

under cornering loads and finding 

the rotation sweet spot of the bar 

helped sync the front/rear feel. 

Adding two Bottomless Rings to the 

shock gave a more progressive end 

to the travel too, though it’s still a 

bike that’s naturally generous with 

its suspension stroke. 

It still pedals efficiently even 

with the shock fully open if you’re 

hacking up rooty, rocky climbs, 

and combined with the slick rear 

tyre and low weight, this means 

sustaining or increasing speed is 

eerily easy under power or just off 

the brakes. The precise control 

of the Pike fork, triple-compound 

front tyre, DH-grade cockpit and 

richly communicative but never 

clattery carbon chassis lets you 

push way beyond usual speeds in 

total confidence. In fact, every tester 

smashed their previous times on 

segments they’d ridden exhaustively. 

While it adds complexity, weight 

and cost that pure gravity riders may 

not want, the ShapeShifter system 

doesn’t just make the slightly soggy 

full travel more forgivable. It gives 

you a climb charging, flat track 

hammering trail bike at the press of 

a button. We’ve had reliability issues 

with some ShapeShifter units, and 

Canyon’s recent delivery record 

has been poor. We’re assured their 

new factory is rapidly restoring their 

promised schedule though, and this 

test bike was trouble free.  

F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Canyon Strive CF 9.0 Race £3,846.98

The CF 9.0 uses the same carbon frame 
but with a 170mm-travel Fox 36 fork and 
Float X EVOL rear shock, DT Swiss EX 1501 
wheels and Race Face Next SL cranks.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Canyon Strive AL 7.0 Race £2,746.98

The same components as the CF 8.0 Race 
but hung on the alloy Strive frame. That 
adds a kilo of weight but it’s still a superb 
chassis in terms of ride quality.

Potential reliability and tuning issues, but an 

outstanding technical trail or black run blaster

H I G H S

Long, low, ultra 
controlled, PB 

smashing enduro 
bomber and 

lightweight trail 
stormer in one

Outstanding build 
quality and  

parts selection 
for the price

L O W S

Rear shock needs 
tweaking for taut 

ride fans

Recent reliability 
and delivery 
issues are an 

example of 
direct-buy 
downsides 
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PRICE £3,099

(reduced to £2,789)

£2,849.99

(reduced to £2,564.99)

€3,638.80

(approx. £2,836) inc shipping

£3,346.98

inc shipping

DISTRIBUTOR www.evanscycles.com www.vitusbikes.com www.yt-industries.com www.canyon.com

WEIGHT 14.46kg (31.88lb) 13.16kg (29.01lb) 14.08kg (31.04lb) 13.24kg (29.19lb)

FRAME
Carbon fibre,

160mm (6.3in) travel

Toray T700/800 carbon fibre  

mainframe, hydroformed

6061 T6 aluminium rear end,

155mm (6.1in) travel

Carbon fibre,  

165mm (6.5in) travel

Carbon fibre,  

160/135mm (6.3/5.3in) travel

SIZES (*TESTED) S, M, L* S, M, L*, XL S, M, L* S, M, L*

FORK RockShox Yari RC,

170mm (6.7in) travel

RockShox Pike RC,

160mm (6.3in) travel

RockShox Lyrik RCT3,  

170mm (6.7in) travel

RockShox Pike RCT3,  

160mm (6.3in) travel

SHOCK
Fox Float X Performance EVOL LV

RockShox Monarch Plus RC3

DebonAir
RockShox Monarch Plus RC3

RockShox Monarch Plus RC3 

DebonAir 

HEADSET Cane Creek 10 FSA Orbit 1.5 Acros AIX-326 Cane Creek 40

WHEELS :

HUBS

RIMS

SPOKES

AXLES

WHEEL WEIGHT

SRAM MTH

Alex MD 27

Single gauge stainless steel

15x100mm F, 12x142mm R

2.32kg F, 2.84kg R including tyres

Novatec D771/772

WTB KOM i23

Double butted stainless steel

15x100mm F, 12x142mm F

1.96kg F, 2.52kg R including tyres

Chub

e*thirteen TRS+

Double-butted stainless steel

15x100mm F, 12x142mm R

2.18kg F, 2.79kg R including tyres

SRAM RAIL 40

SRAM RAIL 40

Double-butted stainless steel

15x100mm F, 12x142mm R

2.13kg F, 2.51kg R including tyres

TYRES
Maxxis High Roller II DC 27.5x2.3in

WTB Vigilante TCS Light/High Grip, 

27.5 x 2.3in F, WTB Trail Boss TCS 

Tough/Fast Rolling 27.5x2.3in R

Maxxis High Roller II MaxxPro EXO 

27.5x2.4in

Maxxis High Roller II 3C Maxx Terra 

EXO TR 27.5x2.3in F, Maxxis Minion 

SS EXO TR 27.5x2.3in R

CHAINSET/BOTTOM 

BRACKET
Race Face Æfect, 30t/

Race Face screw in

Race Face Turbine Cinch, 34t/ 

Race Face Cinch BB92

Race Face Turbine Cinch, 34t/ 

Race Face Cinch PF73
Race Face Turbine, 34t/Race Face 

DERAILLEUR(S)
SRAM GX (1x11)

SRAM X1 with e*thirteen chain guide 

(1x11)

SRAM X1 with e*thirteen chain guide 

(1x11)

SRAM X01 with MRP chain guide 

(1x11)

SHIFTERS SRAM GX SRAM X1 SRAM X1 SRAM X01

CASSETTE/CHAIN SRAM XG 1150, 10 42t/

SRAM PC 1130

SRAM XG 1175, 10 42t/

SRAM PC 1170

SRAM XG-1150, 10-42t/ 

SRAM PC-1130

SRAM XG-1175, 10-42t/ 

SRAM PC-1170

BRAKES Shimano SLX M675, 180mm rotors SRAM Guide R, 180mm SRAM Guide RS, 200mm SRAM Guide RSC, 200/180mm

BAR/STEM/GRIPS Norco, 780mm/Norco, 55mm/

Norco lock on

Nukeproof Warhead, 760mm/Nuke-

proof Warhead, 50mm/Nukeproof 

Element single lock on

Race Face Atlas, 770mm/Race Face 

Atlas, 50mm/Sensus Disisdaboss

Renthal Fatbar, 780mm/Renthal 

Apex, 50mm/Ergon GE1

SEATPOST/SADDLE KS eTen Integra Remote (dropper)/

WTB Volt Sport
Brand X Ascent (dropper)/Vitus 

RockShox Reverb Stealth (dropper)/

SDG Duster

RockShox Reverb Stealth (dropper)/

SDG Circuit

DIMENSIONS

NORCO RANGE C7.3

YT CAPRA CF COMP CANYON STRIVE

CF8.0 RACE

THE SPEC DECK

VITUS SOMMET CR

A solid, smooth ride but weight, 

suspension and shape make it dull  

on the trail

Occasional ragged-edge precision 

issues, but still a responsive, 

 addictively fun bargain

Still a stunning suspension/chassis 

package, but short length and extra 

weight won’t suit everyone

Potential reliability and tuning issues but 

an outstanding, uber value, dual 

personality tech trail or black run blaster

ETT: 648mm
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REACH: 470MM
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he great component value of direct-sell bikes 

can easily suck you in, but without the 

chance to try before you buy or getting a 

shop to help with set-up, you need to make 

very sure that you get the right bike.

Those issues don’t apply to the Norco Range 

C7.3 if you’ve got a local Evans Cycles store, but 

unfortunately the short-reach geometry, heavy 

wheels, so-so componentry and dull ride mean it 

can’t match the excitement created by the other 

bikes here on the trail.

If you’re after a bargain, both the YT Capra CF 

Comp and Vitus Sommet CR are great bikes. The 

Capra now comes configured as a rock solid, chaos 

controlled bomber that’ll easily become more 

versatile if you lose some bulk and don’t mind its 

traditional rather than cutting-edge geometry. In 

contrast, the Sommet is built up lighter and livelier 

to create an immediately fun and user-friendly ride, 

but is occasionally sketchier as a result.

There was a clear winner in this test though. If 

you can aford the extra cash and are OK with 

potential reliability hiccups, Canyon’s Strive CF 

8.0 Race is truly outstanding in performance and 

price terms. This ultimate all-mountain all-rounder 

can switch instantly from a highly eicient 

technical trail bike to a PB smashing black run/big 

mountain dominator without even taking your 

hand of the bar and it’s simply the fastest, most 

confident and flat-out fun bike here.   

Plus-size trail bikes
Do wider rims and fatter tyres make 

sense on full-suspension bikes? We 

 test four of these new-fangled  

machines head to head to find out

 ON SALE 28 JUNE

 NEXT MONTH      

FINAL VERDICT

T
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THE TESTER

m  
pu

picture. his is demanding 
on kit, which has to be 

comfortable and perform 
well all day. If gear passes 
muster with him, chances 

are it will with you too.

OUR

RATINGS
We base our 

scores on 
value for 

money and 
performance

VERY GOOD
One of the best 

you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job 
and do it well

BELOW 
AVERAGE 
Flawed in  
some way

POOR  
Simply put, 

don’t bother!

EXCEPTIONAL
A genuine  

class leader

ARTICULATED
CUT

Design that follows
the shape of the 

body as it moves. 
Usually more 

complex to 
manufacture, so 
more expensive. 

But comfier when 
you’re riding for  

a long time.

DWR 
(DURABLE 

WATER 
REPELLENT)

Coating added to 
garments during 

the manufacturing
process to make 

the fabric(s)  
water resistant.

GORE
WINDSTOPPER

Windproof fabric
made by Gore. Not

fully waterproof,
but lightweight,

highly water
resistant and very

breathable.

LINER

Inner short with a
synthetic chamois

pad. Usually
detachable for
washing or use

with other shorts.
An attached liner is

less versatile but
can make for a

better fit.

MESH LINING

Not to be confused
with a liner, the
mesh lines the

inside of the short
and cannot be
removed. Most
often used to

provide additional
comfort in heavier

weight, more
protective shorts.

TAPED SEAM

Stitch holes let 
water in. Applying  

a flat tape to  
cover them stops 

this and also 
reduces friction 
(and therefore  

the risk of chafing) 
by flattening  

the seam.

JARGON

Well-fitting and comfortable shorts are an essential piece
of kit. You’ll be surprised at the difference they make

TRAIL SHORTS
GROUPTEST

There are a few key things to bear in mind to 

ensure you invest in the right pair of shorts, the 

number one consideration being the fit. It doesn’t 

matter how cool the design is or if the colour 

matches your frame – if they don’t fit, then every 

ride will be anything from a little bit irritating to a 

downright disaster as you cope with saddle snag 

or legs that migrate upwards. 

Check that the back of the waist stays securely 

in place when you lean forward. Look at the length 

of the front rise too – is there two much fabric 

there, does it bunch or is it so low you’re in danger 

of scaring the wildlife? Waist adjustment is a useful 

feature – are there Velcro tabs at the side to let you 

cinch things in? Lastly, try lifting your feet to check 

that the legs of the shorts don’t pull or bind when 

you pedal. If you’re after a pair that’ll protect as 

well as keeping you comfy, you’ll want a length that 

keeps your knees covered when you do this – and 

legs that are roomy enough to work with pads.

If you want protection, look for heavier weight, 

more durable fabrics that are abrasion resistant  

in key areas. Such shorts will be relatively warm  

so the inclusion of vents (zipped or otherwise) can 

help with cooling. A Y-shaped stretch panel on the 

inside of the legs and across the front thigh, as well 

as some flex in the back yoke, will allow better 

freedom of movement. 

If XC riding is your style, look for lighter weight 

fabrics. Whether you prefer a slimmer leg or 

classic baggy styling is up to you, but for day-long 

comfort the material should move with you when 

you pedal, ideally feeling barely there. Some shorts 

come with a liner. If it’s good it can be a cost-

efficient purchase because you can use it with 

other shorts, but if it’s not up to scratch (and 

manufacturers can skimp here) it’s a waste. 

Finally, a word about pockets. If you ride with a 

pack you may not be bothered by how many there 

are and whether they’re zipped or not, but we 

always like to go with at least one that’s secure so 

we can grab a bike and head out the door to catch 

the last light of a summer evening, taking nothing 

but the house keys.

RUSSELL BURTON



DETAILS

 WAIST 

A waistband that sits 
higher at the back 

than the front 
provides the best fit 
and comfort when 
you’re on the bike. 

Before buying, 
assume the riding 
position to check  

the fit.

 Y-SHAPED PANEL

Stretch inserts 
through the inside leg 
and across the thigh 

ensure good 
movement and 

flexibility, especially 
with heavier, more 
protective fabrics.

 VENTS

Look for these in 
heavier shorts 

because they add 
cooling and comfort 
on warmer days by 
promoting airflow.

 DROPPED KNEE

A knee line that sits 
lower at the front than 

the back provides 
more coverage and 

therefore protection 
when pedalling, 

without extra bulk 
behind the knee.

 MESH LINING

Inner mesh improves 
next-to-skin comfort 

in sturdier fabrics, 
which tend to feel less 

smooth, and also  
aids sweat-wicking 

performance. 
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We’ve been fans of Scott’s riding

gear for a long time so it was

something of a disappointment that

we didn’t warm to these shorts. The

Trail Flows are made from an

incredibly lightweight fabric. They

emerged from the packaging looking

very crumpled and this didn’t

improve much once on. The fit

around the backside is extremely

good, with just the right amount of

elastic to hold the adjustable waist

snug against your back. But they 

bunch at the front, which causes the

legs to pull up as you ride. This isn’t

helped by the light weight of the

fabric. The removable liner has a

low-profile pad that’s flexibly comfy,

but overall we’d expect more from

what are some pretty expensive

shorts, with the warm weather

benefits of the thin material being

far outweighed by the fit issues. 

www.scott-sports.com

Scott Trail Flow £100

Us Brits tend to prefer our bike

shorts long, while our US

counterparts seem to like them,

well, short. So when we make the

comment that these shorts from

Colorado-based Pearl Izumi are a

bit American you’ll hopefully

understand. They don’t measure up

especially short but they do ride that

way, and that’s emphasized by the

cut, which is straight and boxy. The

result is that they’re roomy on the

body but feel narrow in the (tapered)

legs and ride high with each pedal

stroke. The look is definitely more

cross-country than enduro, and

that’s complemented by the lighter 

weight fabric, which is great on

warmer days. The waist can be

adjusted internally and a detachable

liner is included. But for us the

square cut and skimpy leg length

when riding are deal breakers.

www.madison.co.uk

The updated Endura Singletracks

are very much shorts of two halves.

The fit through the body is very good

indeed – the back of the waist is nice

and high, and the rise is spot on for a

neat, secure feel. There’s stretch

where you need it in the back yoke

and legs, and zipped vents and a

DWR coating for the Cordura fabric

tick the features boxes too.

Unfortunately it’s a different story

for the bottom half of the shorts.

The legs were just too short and too 

narrow for our admittedly tall but

not especially beefy tester. And

that’s a shame, because Endura’s

compatible 3/4-length bib liner is

excellent and the two pieces work

together very well as a system. Our

best advice is to try them – if they

fit you, these shorts are a bargain. 

They’re also available with a

(non-bib) liner for £14 more.

www.endura.co.uk

The Element FRs are heavyweight

shorts with a durable and

protective feel. In fact, they’re so

firm that they almost stand up on

their own! In common with many

robust styles aimed primarily at

downhill racers they feature a

Y-shaped stretch section across the

front thigh and down the inside leg,

which makes it feel less like you’re

fighting the shorts with every pedal

stroke. The cut is slightly off-balance

though – even when you’re standing

up the front waist feels too high

compared to the back and you’re

aware of that on the bike. The

ratchet closure makes it easy to

cinch the waist up nice and snug,

and overall we liked the heavier

feel of the O’Neal shorts. But for

the money we’d expect more

refinement in terms of both

features and construction. 

www.oneal.eu

Pearl Izumi Divide £79.99

Endura Singletrack III £47.99

O’Neal Element FR £70

Liner: Y
es

Liner: Y
es

Liner: N
o

Liner: N
o
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Can we just say that we hate having

to cut the loops that some

manufacturers use to join their

liners to the outer shell of their

shorts? It just feels wrong taking a

knife/scissors to new kit. That said,

the cost of this shorts-liner combo

is very keen indeed. The outer

shorts are a tiny bit long in the front

rise but the leg length is generous

even for tall riders and they’re well

shaped too. We took advantage of

the belt loops to tweak the fit rather 

than using the hook-and-loop

waist adjusters because they

create a small pleat (yes we’re

fussy). The zipped vents on the

thighs could be longer but overall

these are good looking, well

specified shorts. Although the pad

in the liner is pretty simple, the

fabric is a breathable mesh and it 

feels far from basic.

www.madison.co.uk

Madison Roam £54.99

The Royal shorts’ lightweight,

four-way stretch fabric, front

ventilation perforations and easy cut

make them potentially ideal for hot

weather use. At the front, the

proportions are excellent – neat

through the hips but with room for

movement in the legs. The back of

the waist isn’t quite as high as it

could be, though, and this,

combined with the shape of the

back of the legs, means they don’t

feel as comfortably generous as 

they could when you reach forward

– the inclusion of a stretch back

yoke would transform these from

good to excellent. The construction

quality is already excellent, with

well-finished seams and a secure

hook closure – though we did have

to remind ourselves of this to

prevent an accidental ripping out of

what we perceived to be a popper.

www.decade-europe.com

These ‘stealth’ riding shorts from

Howies are still getting picked for

off-bike duty now our testing has

finished thanks to their well cut,

minimal design, which definitely

sits at the smarter end of casual.

But does it work when you sling

your leg across the top tube?

Happily, yes. The back of the waist,

which is often overlooked on

‘hybrid’ short styles, is still properly

high, so it stays in place and keeps

you covered when you’re in the 

saddle. The MTBs have all the

features you need – including a

DWR coated fabric, zipped pockets

and strategically placed leg vents

– and none that you don’t. The

quality of construction is high and

they feel like shorts we’ll be wearing

for a long time. We’ve got just one

quibble – the front rise was a tad 

high for our tester.

www.howies.co.uk

Just putting the Rhythm shorts on

makes you think of summer –

they’re lightweight, with a baggy

cut and a good long leg length. The

fit is generous so if you’re between

sizes you’ll probably want to go

down one (there are six to choose

from). The waist can be adjusted

using internal hook-and-loop tabs

but if you have to pull it in too far it

forms a loop in the fabric on the

outside. Slinging a belt through the

provided loops helps avoid this. 

There are pockets aplenty,

including a zipped thigh pocket and

a cargo pocket. We liked the

uber-relaxed feel of this style, but

you’ll need to take care if you’re

prone to saddle snags. We were

impressed by Bontrager’s mesh

liner and happy to wear it under

other baggies – the pad feels firm 

but doesn’t ride that way.

www.trekbikes.com

Royal Impact £89.99

Howies MTB £59

Bontrager Rhythm £79.99

Liner: Y
es

Liner: Y
es

Liner: N
o

Liner: N
o
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These are the most interesting

shorts we’ve tried (and possibly the

most expensive too). Consisting of

a pair of bib shorts with a baggy

outer shell attached, they’re a hybrid

construction of the combination

that riders who put in a lot of

cross-country miles tend to wear

most days. And it works. The mesh

bib shorts are fantastically comfy,

with the best MTB-specific pad

we’ve tried, and the baggy shell is

well shaped for a perfect fit over the 

top. Gore have even come up with

a simple solution that means you

don’t have to de-robe at the trailside 

when you need a leak. Our only

complaint is that the legs of the

outer shorts aren’t long enough –

we’d love them to be dropped over

the knee and took to wearing knee

warmers to extend them because

they feel so short on longer legs.

www.goreapparel.co.uk

Gore Power Trail 2in1 £169.99

The first thing we noticed about

the Alpinestars shorts was the fit

– it’s incredibly good. Move your

legs and the body doesn’t shift at all.

This is down to the stretch Y insert

and back yoke, which allow the legs

to move independently without

pulling at the waist. The shaping is

very good indeed and, together with 

the lightweight feel with extra

venting, makes these a great

summer choice. We’ll be

underpinning them with something 

warmer to keep them going into

winter though, because we like them

so much. Ideally we’d prefer a higher 

spec liner short (though we

appreciate it’d add to the cost)

because it’s not quite as light as the

shell. At least the pad is plush where

it should be. Although they’re not

cheap, this is a practical and

comfortable liner/outer pairing.

www.i-ride.co.uk

These deceptively simple and

understated shorts deliver big time

on the details that matter. The first

of these is the fit, which is

impeccable, with a high-backed

waist and spot-on rise

measurement paired with long legs

that manage to be roomy but not

overly baggy. We don’t often get

excited about pockets but the

Truants have a great combination of

deep hip pockets that you can get

your hands into (it’s a pet hate 

when these aren’t usable), a

discreet zipped one in the side

seam and a phone pocket that

you’ll swear you can’t get your

smartphone in but actually can.

There’s also external hook-and-loop

waist adjustment. The Giro shorts

feel durable, ride light and have

a quality and practicality that 

match their price.

www.zyro.co.uk

We liked last year’s Ambushes but

updating the styling for 2016 with a

higher back has made a good pair of

shorts great. The cut is neat on the

hips and, combined with a longer

than average leg length, gives a

perfect balance of fit and movement.

The details are well thought through

too, including angled pockets that

can be accessed easily on the bike,

inner waistband adjustment and

long easy-grab zip pulls. You’ll need

the mesh leg panels because the 

abrasion resistant, DWR coated

fabric is a heavier weight material

that does get warm as the mercury

rises, but it affords useful protection

when riding typical UK woodland

trails filled with brambles and

branches – and the odd OTB. We’ve

got the tiniest of moans – the hip

pockets could be deeper – but

they’re still a great pair of shorts.

www.silverfish-uk.com

Alpinestars Drop 2 £94.99

Giro Truant £74.99

Race Face Ambush £69.95

Liner: Y
es

Liner: Y
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Liner: N
o

Liner: N
o
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Exceptional kit generally feels

right as soon as you put it on, and

with the Recons there was a definite

‘ah’ moment when we fastened the

waist. Pared back in terms of design,

with just two discreet hand pockets,

these shorts have been considered

down to the last detail. The high

price is due partly to the Gore

Windstopper membrane, which is

windproof and highly water resistant

but very breathable. The outer fabric

is a durable woven nylon and the

inner is a soft textured material.

We’ve worn these in temperatures

from below zero to the warmth of an

average UK summer day and they’ve

remained remarkably consistent.

And although the fabric is only rated

as ‘water resistant’ we’ve yet to get

wet. That level of weather protection

is helped by the fact that the seams 

are taped. Well, not just taped –

they’re almost flat, and unnoticeable

in use. The construction quality here

is so good that you could wear the

Recons inside out and they’d still

look better than any other shorts.

Also, the fit isn’t just exceptional, it’s

perfect. Regular readers will know

how we nit-pick over cut and fit, and

understand how rare this is. It works 

because the shorts have an

articulated cut – that is, it’s

designed around the riding position.

The dropped front knee works with

pads and adds coverage when

pedalling. Somehow these shorts

look and feel even better when

riding, but it’s a recommendation 

that comes at a price.

www.7meshinc.com

It’s not often that we award a

heavier weight pair of shorts four

stars, because riding comfort is

often compromised by the extra

protection. Not so with the

Descents. Although the fabric pretty

much stands up on its own, the fit is

so good, thanks to stretch panels

where you need them, that the

shorts sit in place and ride like a

much lighter style. Again, it’s the

detail that matters here, with angled

pockets for easy on-the-bike access

and gripper strips on the back of the

waist to keep everything in place.

The whole shell is lined with a

wicking mesh fabric, which ups the

comfort factor further. The

Descents feel reassuring to wear, as

though they could cope with

anything the trail could throw at

them, and combined with their fit

and comfort that’s impressive.

www.eu.dakine.com

These are some seriously

constructed shorts, which is

reflected in the price. But after one

ride we were sold. The cut is

phenomenal, from the generously

high-backed waist to the long leg

length that sits well over the knee, to

the back yoke that allows ample

freedom of movement. The side

panels are made from a ceramic-

coated material that has abrasion-

resistant properties, and impact

protection is increased further by 

the inclusion of hip pads made from

POC’s VPD armour. These can’t be

removed but are unobtrusive when 

pedalling. The combination of

fabrics, which includes a more

durable seat panel, is exceptional,

but our favourite detail has to be the

way the mesh lining changes to a

smooth material over the knee for 

friction-free pedalling.

www.2pure.co.uk

Dakine Descent £75

7Mesh Recon £130

POC Resistance Strong £115 

WINNERS

Liner: No

Liner: No

Liner: No
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01
pick a gear

Select a gear that allows you 

to maintain good cadence so 

you don’t spin out or grind to 

a halt. If there’s a big change 

in speed from the start then 

get ready to select a higher 

gear quickly so you can keep 

powering up the climb.

Master 
Technical 
Climbs
Get in the right position early 

to make uphills a breeze
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02
get low

Move your centre of gravity 

forward on your bike by 

lowering your chest, tucking 

your elbows in and sliding 

forward on your saddle. This 

will stop the front wheel 

wandering and lifting when 

you pedal hard to maintain 

your speed. 

03
apply power

Pedal hard before steep and 

tricky sections to increase 

your momentum so you don’t 

stall. Recover on the easy bits 

and look up so you can spot 

the next section where you 

need to pedal hard.

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

01 Hover
If the terrain is really rough, 

then lift your backside 

about an inch above the 

saddle so the bike can 

move up and down. If your 

bum is on the saddle and 

you hit a bump, there’s a 

good chance that you’ll 

come to a stop. 

02 Get traction
Select a lower gear than 

usual in slippery conditions 

for better traction. Higher 

gears are easier to pedal, 

but you’ll lose at least half 

a pedal revolution and too 

much speed if your rear 

tyre slips out.

03 Step up
If there’s a step in the trail 

you need to get your front 

tyre onto it by unweighting 

the front wheel. Then 

quickly unweight your 

back wheel by lifting your 

hips just before the wheel 

touches the step to keep 

your forward momentum.

Once you’ve got your technique
nailed on easier technical climbs 
you’re ready to move onto the 
really challenging stuff

ADVANCED TIPS
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joe rafferty

P R O - F I L E

JOB Mountain bike coach
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passing on his expertise  

to riders for over 10 years  

as a full-time skills coach.



01
the start
Before you even get

on the track, make

sure that you’ve

double checked

everything in the

start hut. A cursory

bike check is worth

its weight in broken

parts and could

be the difference

between whether you

make it down in one 

piece or not.

03
the deer 

gate
About halfway

down the trail is a

brief pause. The

track changes pace

and goes from

chuffin’ mental to

just mental. Keep

your composure

here and stay off 

the brakes!

02
rock

dodging
The first steep, rocky

section is long and

lumpy with plenty

of jaunty cambers

and misleading lines

to take you on a

rollercoaster ride off

the hill. Keep your

eyes focused on

where you want to go.

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

04
the woods

Rutted out, muddy,

gnarled up roots

have been tortured

by World Cup riders

ripping through them

at warp speed. Keep

focused on your line

choice to get through

the root barrage and

allow your bike to

work beneath you.

06
finishing 

Line
Your heart rate will

likely be maxed out

after the gruelling

five-minute descent

but the adrenaline

and enormous smile

on your face should

be enough to carry

you down the final

drop to the line.

05
the

motorway
As you exit the woods

you’re met with big

jumps that need

plenty of pedalling.

Try to keep some

energy in reserve

for this point as

the Motorway is

renowned for pushing 

you to the limit.

The Fort William track is accessed by a gondola

that opens for bikes from May to September. It

runs from 10.15am to 3.45pm every day (weather 

permitting) and costs £32 for a day ticket.

ride the
fort bill
downhill
The key spots to conquer on the

roughest track in World Cup DH

144 Mountain Biking UK
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The new FlipChip-Technology enables the rider to adjust the geometry of the bike to three diferent modes (seat angle

[75°-76°], steering angle [64,8°-65,8°] and BB height [low, medium, high]) for the most ei  cient set up of the chassis.

THREE TIMES

THE FUN
SWOOP 170 WITH THE NEW

FLIPCHIP-TECHNOLOGY



Where do 
i Start?

Start local. Look for 

races in locations 

you’ve already ridden, 

where you know the 

terrain and what to 

expect. Sites like www.

rootsandrain.com 

offer a comprehensive 

calendar with links to 

the event sites where 

you can enter online. 

Look for regional 

series to begin with  

because the tracks will

be easier and you’re  

unlikely to be run over 

by a charging Elite!

What do I  
Need next?

Once you’ve filled in 

any online registration 

forms, other than a 

bank card for paying 

entry fees and a 

willing parent to sign 

the disclaimer if 

you’re under 18, you’ll 

be good to go. Don’t 

worry about needing a 

British Cycling licence 

at first – they’re for 

riders wanting to race 

national series and 

accrue ranking points.

how do I 
prepare?

What type of race 

are you entering? Do 

some specific practice

aimed towards that. If 

it’s an enduro, do two 

to three-hour rides 

with fewer long rests 

and several downhill 

sections, and focus 

on carrying speed. 

For DH racing, try 

some full runs of your 

local track and use 

a stopwatch to time 

yourself to get used 

to the feeling of riding

against the clock.

get your 
bike sorted

Before you enter make 

sure your bike is up 

to the job. You don’t 

necessarily need a 

full-susser – racing 

a hardtail is a great 

way to learn good 

technique – but you 

should feel confident 

that you and your 

steed can handle the 

course. It’s essential 

to give your bike a full 

check in good time to 

fix anything before the 

race, and maybe fit 

some new tyres.

Racing your bike can be

super-exciting and adds a

new dimension to your riding

because it encourages you to

push your skills and fitness to

the limit. Once you’ve taken

the decision to challenge

yourself that bit further you

need to find the right event to

enter and then get prepped

for the race. After all, you

want to make it an experience

to remember, right?

Enter your 
first race
Get ready to take the plunge 

and prove yourself on the track  
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PRE-RIDE
PREP

Mountain bike coach Chris 
Kilmurray’s foolproof way to get 

ready for any ride. Aim for 10 reps 
each side unless stated  

-BOOT CAMP-

There are three areas that are important to

get right with saddle position:

Saddle height

Let’s assume in most cases you’ll be using

a dropper seatpost. You want to be able to

optimise your pedalling efficiency but also

control the bike over rough terrain while you’re

pedalling. For enduro riding you need to set

your seat slightly lower than you would for

marathon or XC riding. This will help you to

keep your heels down and maximise the power

you can put in on the climbs or when you need

to pedal hard to maintain traction and keep

the bike under control.

Saddle angle

Having the correct saddle angle will allow

you to slide to the front or rear of the seat,

depending on the position you need to be in

for pedalling. Sitting towards the nose

of the saddle will help load the front of the

bike and give extra front wheel traction on

steep climbs. Sitting more towards the back

of the seat will help you use your hamstrings

and butt muscles to apply power more

efficiently when riding on flat terrain. Ideally

you should have your saddle level (horizontal)

so you’re able to change your position on the

seat at any moment.

Saddle fore/aft position

This is the position of the saddle rails in the

saddle clamp. My personal preference is to

set my seat as far forward as possible. This

allows me to use my quads to the max when I

need to put the power down in an enduro race.

Not everyone uses this position but I like the

way it helps me to be more central on the bike.

This position definitely helps on steep uphill

sections and allows me to apply maximum

power when riding on flatter terrain.

Pro tips with Fabien Barel
Saddle adjustmentTHIS MONTH

P o w e r e d  b y

Get yourself into a strong push-up

position with your upper arms about

25 degrees out from your torso. Lower

yourself slowly for a count of four then

push back up as fast as possible.

PUSH-UPS

Start with feet shoulder width apart. Shift

your hips to one side, keeping knees

straight. Rotate upper body so you’re

looking up to an extended arm and touch

ground with other arm. Repeat each side

WINDMILL

Lunge backwards, catch your weight and

lower yourself. Make sure all lower limbs

are at right angles, with front knee behind

the ankle. Twist your upper body towards

the supporting leg with arms bent up.

LUNGE WITH TWIST

Simple and effective – get warm, improve

ankle mobility and fire up your central

nervous system! 20+ reps

STAR JUMPS
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Maintaining good body position

is arguably the most important but

overlooked skill in mountain biking.

It’s the foundation of all skills, and by

making a few changes to improve your

body position you can improve your skill,

strength and balance on the bike. When

talking about body position in the context

of mountain biking we’re talking about

a stood-up position that helps the rider

negotiate fast and technical terrain. Good

posture on the bike is a position that

enables the rider to quickly react to the

trail, use their strength to apply pressure,

stay in balance and easily move their

body and let the bike move beneath them. 

WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION

With pedals level, stand

on your feet and support

your weight with your legs.

Your legs can apply lots

of pressure for pumping,

jumping and cornering. With

your weight supported by

your legs you can use your

hips to turn and lean your

bike effectively. With your

weight driving through the

bottom bracket, your centre

of gravity becomes low and

stable. Dropping your heels

is a simple way to lower

your centre of gravity. 

02
HEAD AND
EYES UP

It’s easy to get sucked into

looking down at the trail

right below your front wheel,

but it does nothing for your

balance. Keep your head

and eyes up so you can

spot good lines early, and

once you’re used to it, it’ll

make everything seem a bit

slower and calmer. 

01
FOOT

POSITION

For more strength and

the ability to apply more

pressure through the pedals

use a mid-foot position as

opposed to a toe position

on your pedals. Lots of top

riders, including Fabien Barel,

push their cleats to the

furthest back position and

riders such as Sam Hill can’t

even use clipless pedals

because they have such a

solid mid-foot position. 

03
KEEP
LOW

Bend your knees a little bit

and always make sure you

have your arms bent and

your chest low to the bar.

In addition to using your

hips, you’ll use your arms to

lean and control your bike.

Having straight arms going

into a corner or on a steep

descent will mean you’ve

got no room to move or

control your bike. 

04
BIKE

MOVEMENT

When the terrain undulates,

your bar and bike pitch up

and down. To stay smooth

it’s important to let your bike

move around rather than

holding on tight. If the front

wheel drops off a small

edge the bar will move away

from you – with bent elbows

you can allow the bike to do

this without unbalancing

your core mass. If you’re

leaning on your bar you’ll

get pulled forwards. Stay

in balance and allow the

bike to move by keeping

your arms loose. 

05

Achieve a
better body 
position
Be ready to tackle anything 

the trail throws at you

2

3

4

5
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joe rafferty

P R O - F I L E

JOB Mountain bike coach

CREDENTIALS Elite level

racer Joe heads up his

own coaching business,

Pro Ride, and has been

passing on his expertise

to riders for over 10 years

as a full-time skills coach.
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1
If you have a chain guide, move it
out of the way. Shift the chain
onto the smallest chainring.

Push the cage of the rear mech forward
to release the tension on the chain.
Unhook the chain from the chainring and 
rest it on the bottom bracket shell.

3
Give both crank arms a good
clean with a rag or paper towel,
paying particular attention to the

axle and the spider/crank interface, where
you’ll now be able to see the three T25
Torx bolts that clamp the spider to the 
driveside crank arm.

4
Insert a T25 Torx key into one
of the three spider-anchoring
bolts and turn it anticlockwise

to remove. Place the bolt somewhere
clean and safe. Repeat with the two
remaining bolts. Gently lift the spider
and chainring(s) of the crank arm.

2
Remove the non-driveside crank
arm with an 8mm Allen key,
turning the bolt anticlockwise.

Holding the driveside crank arm, tap the
exposed crank axle with a rubber mallet
to push it through the frame. Remove any
spacers/washers, noting their positions. 

Quick fix tips How to fit a direct-mount single chainring to SRAM cranks

Your questions
answered

TIME
Grime 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

ETT

REACH
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Good question, Steve, and one

you’re not alone in asking! We’ll

try to simplify it as much as

possible. The effective top tube (ETT)

and reach measurements both relate to

a bike’s cockpit and are critical to how

it’ll feel on the trail.

The ETT length is measured along a

horizontal line parallel with the ground,

from the centre of the top of the head

tube to the centre of the seat tube or

seatpost, and affects the feel of the bike

when seated. The longer the ETT length,

the more stretched out you’ll feel when 

in the saddle.

Reach is also measured along a

horizontal line parallel with the ground,

which again starts at the centre of the 

reach pickings
I’ve been looking into buying

a new bike for a while now

and keep reading reviews

with references to longer effective

top tubes and more reach being big

plus points. I want a new mountain

bike with up-to-date geometry but

don’t fully understand what these

numbers relate to. Can you fill me in?

Steve Williams, Bagshot

top of the head tube, but this time ends 

at a vertical line drawn through the

centre of the bottom bracket. This

measurement gives you an idea of how

roomy the bike will feel when you’re

standing on the pedals.

It’s worth noting that while one bike

may have a longer ETT length than

another, it doesn’t necessarily follow that

it’ll have a longer reach too. Two bikes

with different ETT lengths could still have

identical reach measurements if one had

a slacker seat tube angle than the other.

In this case, they’d feel different when

seated but almost identical when out of

the saddle. The bottom line is that it’s 

important to not just look at one 

measurement in isolation.



5
Clean the splined interface. Align
the new chainring with the crank
arm, ensuring all three bolt holes

are lined up. Slot the direct-mount ring
onto the driveside crank arm. Loosely
thread the bolts into the crank arm and
tighten to 8-9Nm with a torque wrench.

6
Apply a liberal coating of grease.
Slot the crank axle back through
the drive side of the bottom

bracket, refitting any spacers/washers.
Position the non-driveside crank arm at
180 degrees to the driveside crank arm
and slot it onto the splines of the axle.

7
Use a torque wrench to tighten
the non-driveside crank arm to
48-54Nm. Hook the chain onto

the new chainring and use the specified
tools to reinstall/realign any chain guide, 
tightening it to the manufacturer’s 
specified torque setting. 

boost busted
Can someone please

clear up for me what

exactly this whole

Boost thing is?

Julia Charbrooke, via email

The new Boost standard

relates to axle and hub

widths. Up front, the

sizing has increased from

15x100mm to 15x110mm (the

first figure being the diameter

of the axle and the second the

width of the hub). At the rear,

it’s jumped from 12x142mm to

12x148mm. Doesn’t sound like

much, but the key here is the

wider hub flange spacing. The

flanges (the bits the spokes

and brake rotor attach to) move

5mm outwards on either side

at the front and 3mm at the

rear. This improves the spoke

bracing angle, making for stiffer

wheels, which is particularly 

important for 29ers.

shelling out on shoes
I ride with flat pedals

in my normal trainers

and seem to get on

just fine. I’m wondering just

how much of a difference

specific flat-pedal shoes would

make though. Are they worth 

all that cash?

Tim Alder, via email

In short, yes they are.

Proper flat-pedal shoes

will not only provide

loads more grip on your pedals,

they’ll also support and protect

your feet better.

While you may feel you’re

riding OK in normal trainers,

cycling-specific shoes have

stiffer soles for more efficient

pedalling, are designed to

interact with the pedal to provide

grip and, in most instances, have

extra padding where it’s needed.

Once you try them you’ll soon

see the difference they make.

DIRECT-MOUNT CHAINRING

Direct-mount rings fit onto splines at the

end of the crank arm instead of a

separate spider, making them quicker

and easier to fit, and a bit lighter too. 

Jargon buster

1
Rebound
This little indexed dial (usually red) adjusts the rebound
damping in your fork, allowing you to fine-tune the speed 

at which it extends after absorbing a bump or landing.
Turning the dial clockwise will increase the amount of
rebound damping, slowing the fork down as it returns to the
sag position. The rebound dial is usually found at the base of 
the right-hand fork leg. 

3
High-speed compression
Not found on many forks, high-speed compression
damping adjustment lets you fine-tune how the

suspension behaves during really fast compressions such as
when you hammer through braking bumps, have a hard
landing or batter into a rock garden. The adjuster is usually 
located at the top of the right-hand fork leg.

2
Low-speed compression
Some forks use a dial to adjust low-speed compression
damping, while others have a lever, usually with three

positions – ‘open’, ‘trail’ and ‘pedal’ or ‘lock’. These allow you
to control how the fork behaves when it compresses due to
pedalling, pumping, some cornering situations and other
rider-induced movements. The dial/lever is usually located at 
the top of the right-hand fork leg, and is often blue.

4
Preload adjuster
These are only found on coil-sprung forks. You’ll spot
them on the spring side (usually the left), at the top of

the leg. By adding or removing preload, you’re essentially
altering the ride height of the fork. Turning the preload dial
clockwise will compress the spring, helping the fork to sit
higher in its stroke. It won’t afect the spring rate though. 

Bluffer’s-GUID
E-

FORK DIALS
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201–203 Albany Road, Earlsdon, Coventry, CV5 6NF Tel: 024 7667 3353

LOADS OF OFFERS AVAILABLE IN STORE
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• Cosy, comfy, log cabins •
• Indoor heated pool & sauna •
• Bar & restaurant on site •

• WiFi internet access • Open all year •
• 3 day minimum, any day of entry •
• Quote MB516 for 5% discount

on new bookings •
• On A710 between

Dalbeattie & Mabie 7 Stanes trails •

Barend Holiday Village

www.barend.co.uk
01387 780663

MARIN DEMO CENTRE 
FOREST OF DEAN

Café / Bike Hire / Shop

www.deanforestcycles.co.uk 

Tel: 01594 368009
Dean Forest Cycles, New Road, Parkend GL15 4HG

YOU REALLY NEED THIS...+

£8

Always wanted your name on your bike just like the

pros? Now you can. These ultra high quality decals
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 Flandria Custom Name Decal Set:  

www.flandriabikes.com
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A grand day out in the Dales on some of the best natural trails in Britain. These 
are ridable even in the worst of British weather

Words Max Darkins Photos Russell Burton
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A
lthough it’s technically spring, it’s raining 

when we arrive at the Dales Bike Centre and 

still raining when we wake the next morning. 

We make our way downstairs from our cosy 

bunkroom to the cafe where Stu greets us cheerily 

and pushes some strong coffee into our hands, in 

a bid to cheer us up. We know the trails will still be 

ridable despite all this rain, but there’s something 

a little demoralising about setting off in the wet, 

so we delay with more coffees. Eventually we’re so 

high on caffeine we can’t sit still any longer, so we 

accept defeat and head off into the deluge. 

Rude awakening
The climb up Fremington Edge is always a tough 

one, especially first thing before you’ve had a 

chance to warm up, but we’re pleased to get it 

over with before the effects of the coffee wear off. 

Near the top the gradient eases off and the route 

heads off-road across the moors – a welcome 

distraction. Soon gravity is back on our side and 

we’re dropping over the far end of Fremington 

Edge by the Stone Man (a large cairn). It’s a fun 

zig-zag descent with some big rocks and drops 

followed by loose shale berms, and then it teeters 

along a precarious ridgeline. The descent finally 

ends with a super-slippery zig-zag down a short 

grassy hillside, which Stu somehow manages to 

fly down. Maybe he just couldn’t stop, as even my 

Download THE 
VIEWRANGER APP
to ride and share 
this route

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

Max spies his opportunity

and gives a dry-gloved

Stu a proper soaking

By ‘eck, it’s not called

God’s Own County for

nowt – the riding is reet good

YORKSHIRE DALES

This upland area of the Pennines  
covers 1,769km2 and ofers a wide 
variety of riding. 

www.yorkshiredales.org.uk  

WHERE ARE WE?

Yorkshire
Dales

North York
Moors

Lake
District

Arkengarth Dale

 Kendal

 Harrogate

 Keswick

max darkins

P R O - F I L E

JOB MTB route planner

CREDENTIALS Max loves 

travelling up and down the 

country searching for the 

best routes for you to ride. 

He’s the man behind www. 

roughrideguide.co.uk
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YOU CAN RELY ON THE DALES TO 

PROVIDE SUPERB RIDING YEAR ROUND, 

AND WE’VE HAD THE HILLS TO OURSELVES, 

ONLY SEEING TWO WALKERS ALL DAY
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super-grippy Five Ten shoes have me imitating a

newborn giraffe when I dismount to open the gate.

Down at Storthwaite Hall, snapper Russell and

I fail to notice the footbridge and proceed through

the swollen stream, refilling our shoes with fresh

cold water, while Stu looks on cockily from the

bridge above. A fast descent brings us to a rocky

track along the bottom, along which we continue

the race to Langthwaite, soaking wet and cold but

still grinning. We decide to reward our enthusiasm

with an early lunch, so head up the road to The

CB Inn. We’re pleased to see a roaring fire as we

trudge soggily through the front door, and the

staff don’t bat an eyelid even when we strip down

and hang our garments out to dry. After devouring

some much-needed hot food we retrieve our

slightly drier, lukewarm clothing and head back out

into the wonderful British weather. Stu goes one

better, brandishing some dry gloves pulled from

his pack. “You can go off people,” I tell him.

Being slightly off route thanks to our early

pitstop, we opt for the closer road climb onto

Reeth Moor, which soon has our legs warmed up.

We eventually peel off the tarmac and continue

to climb up onto the barren moorland, passing

through eerie deserted mine workings. The ‘Ard 

Rock Enduro comes up this way, but it uses some

trails through the closed quarry so it’s a no-go for

us, and everyone else, except for on that day. It’s

a great event and well worth going to, even just for

these additional trails.

We need to stay alert for three small cairns that

mark the start of our descent. We bomb down,

the wind whistling in our ears, before the frantic

sounds of squealing brakes and crashing shale

replaces it as we negotiate the tight corners while

trying to hold our positions. My reward for being

first is getting to soak the second place rider as I

ride through a huge puddle at the bottom. What a

shame Stu doesn’t have a dry set of clothes too...

Sublime singletrack
With everyone now drenched we drop down the

remainder of the hillside and join the tarmac for

a quick blow-dry before the climb up Stang Lane.

It’s another beast of a hill and, once again, just

when you think you’ve reached the top the trail

heads off-road and climbs some more. There are

some impressive motocross tracks through the

old quarry, which warrants a little play as we’re

passing, before we turn off on a faint track that

leads through a wall. This lovely little hidden trail 

TRY THE CAKES!

The cafe at the Dales
Bike Centre (www.dales
bikecentre.co.uk) is
excellent. Choose from
a delicious bacon sarnie
and their lovely cofee
to get you going in the
morning, or go the
whole hog with a Full
English. Take some of
their amazing plum
flapjack with you to
keep you going. Post
ride, it ofers hearty
soups, sandwiches and
a huge range of superb
cakes, including
brownies and flapjack.
On the route The CB Inn
in Langthwaite has
great food and real ales,
and is MTB friendly
(www.cbinn.co.uk). 

BEST EATING

descending
When blatting down

natural trails be ready to
react, there could be a big

drop or worse, walkers
around the next bend!

WE BOMB DOWN, THE WIND

WHISTLING IN OUR EARS, BEFORE 

THE FRANTIC SOUND OF

SQUEALING BRAKES REPLACES IT

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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slithers along the bottom of a small, steep sided

valley before a fast grassy descent. The fun hasn’t

finished yet though, because next up is a bit of

a rarity in Yorkshire – a sublime singletrack trail

through the trees that dips, dives and winds down

the hillside on varying terrain before spitting us

out on the road. We all want to ride it again, but

our legs are in some disagreement with our heads

and we have a climb back up onto Reeth Moor to 

look forward to.

Beware the angry man
Before dropping to the ford at Fore Gill we bear

left onto the moor once again on a rocky track,

scaring the partridges from the heather. Their

Popeye chortles fill one ear, and the digital beeps

of peewits the other. This is the last leg of the ride

so we dig deep and charge along the trail, aided

by the slight downhill passing Nova Scotia house

to a balls-out grassy plummet with some slippery

corners thrown in.

This trail is known as Angry Man, due to the

angry man who lives at the bottom, but he’s not

here to greet us today, which is probably just as

well considering the speed we carry down his

driveway. Popping out onto the road at the bottom, 

it’s just a spin back along the road to the start,

with the chance to chat once more.

You can rely on the Yorkshire Dales to provide

superb riding year round. Then it dawns on me

– do other people know this? We’ve had the hills to

ourselves, only seeing two walkers all day. Feeling

smug we roll back into the DBC, a little grubbier

and soggier than we might have hoped. After a

quick jetwash of both bikes and riders, we settle

down in the cafe for Bren’s showstopper cakes. It’s

been a great day – simple, wholesome fun in the

form of a cracking ride, stunning scenery, solitude 

and delicious food. Even the abysmal weather 

couldn’t spoil our enjoyment of it. 

climbing
On short ascents you
can power up out of

the saddle but on long
climbs you’re better of 

spinning up. ViewRanger
is an app
that lets
outdoor

enthusiasts discover,
plan, navigate and share
their adventures on
smartphones, on tablets
and online. With oline
mapping (including
Ordnance Survey maps),
turn-by-turn navigation
and bike computer
functions like ride time,
ride distance and
current, average and
maximum speed, it’ll turn
your phone into a fully
fledged GPS unit.

You can also use it to plan
or download routes,
access guidebook-style
information, broadcast
your location and track
your friends. It has a
social platform too,
where you can store and
share their adventures.

ViewRanger is used by
more than 400 oicial
bodies, including
search-and-rescue teams
in the UK and overseas.

The ViewRanger app is available to

download for Apple, Android, Blackberry

10, Kindle Fire and Symbian devices.

There’s no shortage of
water here – but the
trails are still ridable

WHAT IS
VIEWRANGER?

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

BEARING ONTO THE MOOR, WE SCARE

PARTRIDGES FROM THE HEATHER. THEIR

‘POPEYE’ CHORTLES FILL ONE EAR, AND THE 

DIGITAL BEEPS OF PEEWITS THE OTHER
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With plenty to get your teeth stuck into, the new Terry’s Belly and
HotStepper trails reward the ballsy but won’t scare less confident riders

BIKEPARK WALES
Words Alex Evans Photos Andy Lloyd



-

 TRAIL STATS

Distance Varies (4.6km for Terry’s
Belly, 1.6km for HotStepper)

Climbing Uplift or singletrack

Time Up to 12 minutes per run

Grading Green, blue, red, black and
double-black pro lines (Terry’s Belly
is blue, HotStepper is red)

  WHY RIDE HERE?

The UK’s widest selection of
all-weather downhill trails, all
ridable on trail bikes.

RAD…

  Flowy, exciting, well maintained
trails with loads of variety

Speedy uplift service

  Lots of happy people to get
you stoked!

BAD…

BPW can get busy at the weekends

  You have to book your space on
the uplift well in advance

BIKEPARK WALES, MERTHYR TYDFIL

WHERE ARE WE?

Cardiff

Swansea

Builth Wells

BikePark Wales

Snowdonia
National Park

Brecon 
Beacons
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into a trail that’ll delight even the most fussy of 

mountain bikers. The turns are interspersed with 

natural rocky features with multiple line choices 

– if you’ve got the balls you can send it, or you 

can choose a slightly tamer route over the Welsh 

stone. Hitting the middle section of HotStepper, 

you’re treated to a naturally cut section that 

doesn’t rely on mountains of groundwork to make 

it ridable. Slippery when wet, with roots poking 

through the earth, you appreciate why this is a red 

route. We stop and session a particularly fun right-

hand corner that urges you to back it in. Throwing 

caution to the wind, Will proves speed is the key  

to big smiles.

Schralp it!
Shooting out of the pines, a tight ribbon of black 

bisects an open pasture and, mimicking the 

gnarled, ancient trees, the trail twists and turns its 

way down the hill. It encourages you to let off the 

brakes and schralp the hell out of your tyres in the 

corners. The turns are so well built that the speed 

you gain in one section is shed in the next without 

oustachioed Will Soffe, who looks 

more like an RAF wing commander than 

a mountain biker, pulls back violently on 

the bar to propel his bike skyward as he 

hits one of the many hidden jumps on the new 

HotStepper trail. Darting between the trees, his 

’tache can’t hide his beaming smile. The trail is 

riddled with rollable doubles, triples and pumpable 

bumps. Will is searching for those extra few 

seconds of airtime and finds them on every launch. 

His enthusiastic attitude is matched by his rapid 

riding – he’s pinned into every turn, and we’re glad 

we’re watching from the side of the track rather 

than trying to keep up with him on home turf.

Onto a winner
You know a trail is a winner when you can ride it 

blind following someone who’s studied its every 

undulation. Nestled behind trail creator Rowan 

Sorrell’s back wheel, we try our hardest to keep up. 

It’s no surprise that HotStepper is as enjoyable as 

it is – racing downhill for years in the Noughties, 

Rowan learned a thing or two, and he’s used that 

knowledge to build quite a reputation when it 

comes to trail building. Pumping and jumping his 

way down all 1.6km of the red-graded track, he 

knows every crafted turn. With perfectly balanced 

corners that feed your need to get off the brakes, 

the first section through the pine forest gives you a 

taster of the fun to come.

Rowan and his dig team have done an awesome 

job of transforming a boggy, sodden woodland 

LOCAL

KNOWLEDGE

  Locals do… 

Respect when 
the trails are 

closed for 
maintenance

Say hello to the 
trail crew

Get a Dragon 
Burger for lunch

  Locals don’t…

Drop litter 
anywhere

Push up  
the trails

Ride illegally 
– you need to 

buy a pass 
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How must it feel shredding this

awesome trail, knowing that you’re the

bloke who built it! Top work Rowan

Terry’s Belly has 

bloomin’ brilliant 

berms aplenty



ALEX EVANS

Features Ed Alex is on 
a mission to find the 
best trails in the UK, 

both XC and DH.

JONNY ASHELFORD

Snapper, product tester 
and MBUK’s 

spanner-wielding 
workshop manager.

ROWAN SORRELL

Racer and trail builder 
since 2004, Rowan 

knows how to carve a 
beautiful line.

WILL SOFFE

Wing Commander Will 
has an impressive 

moustache, and is also 
pretty handy on a bike.

MEET
THE CREW

THE TURNS ARE INTERSPERSED WITH 

NATURAL ROCKY FEATURES WITH 

MULTIPLE LINE CHOICES – IF YOU’VE GOT 

THE BALLS YOU CAN SEND IT
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having to resort to heavy braking. Hitting the turns

on his Transition TransAm hardtail, Jonny doesn’t

feel out of his depth – you don’t need a long-travel 

enduro bike to tackle this run.

Rocky road
Arriving at the foot of the trail with massive grins

plastered across our faces, we’re greeted by the

welcome sight of BPW’s trusty uplift vans. With

the bikes safely strapped down on the trailer, we

quiz Rowan about the new tracks. He tells us that

he was keen to incorporate natural features into

HotStepper, including some rock sections he’d

stumbled across. “The focus of the trail is

on the rock features,” he says. “We’ve tried to keep

it narrow and tight between the features, yet with

a good overall flow.”

The beauty of all of BPW’s blue and red trails –

and testament to the trail builders’ skill – is that

they’re brilliant for novice and intermediate bikers,

but also a ton of fun for advanced riders. If you’ve

got your wits about you, you can really go for it.

HotStepper and Terry’s Belly share the same start

and end and, if you feel like it, you can swap from 

one to the other where they converge in

the middle. This is great for riders who are

transitioning from blue to red trails and will work

wonders if you’re looking to build your confidence.

“The aim with Terry’s Belly was to create the

longest blue-graded flow trail we could,” says 

Rowan. “We wanted to create flowing linking

corners and berms as we felt our other blue trails

perhaps lacked these back-to- back corners, so we

packed it full of them!” The top, open section of

the 4.6km trail ripples its way across recently

replanted heathland with pump bumps that

encourage you to flow, not pedal. The corners, like

those on HotStepper, are perfectly sculpted to

catch you just when you want to weight your bike 

around the turns.

Swoop and whoop
Heading into the first wooded section you’re met

with lush green flora and arrow-straight pine trees 
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If you enjoy natural

rock features then

you’ll love HotStepper

TERRY’S BELLY IS PACKED

FULL OF FLOWING LINKING

CORNERS AND BERMS

WRECKING
CREW WISDOM

“Terry’s Belly is one of my favourite

tracks at BPW. It’s flowing and fast if

you get your lines right and have the

confidence to stay off the brakes. It’s

an endurance test for the arms but

there’s not much pedalling. I like

boosting the berm-to-berm gap halfway

down. Working with the landscape to

keep it organic, HotStepper is packed

full of natural rock features. The best

bit is the switchback section near the

end – they’re rewarding to get right and

test the limits of your bike set-up.”

WILL SOFFE
MOUSTACHIOED PINNER
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that punctuate the swooping lines of the trail.

Inexperienced riders will rejoice at the grippy and

predictable trail surface – though not quite as

smooth as a billiard table, it’s not bad for one of

the most heavily used trails at BPW.

With Will and Rowan leading us out, we get to

copy their lines over cheeky jumps that appear to

come out of nowhere. To the untrained eye, two

rollers provide enough pace for the next section,

but with enough speed and skill, these seemingly

innocuous lumps become a take-off and landing.

Trail climax

After what seems like endless twists and turns

we reach the halfway point, where there’s a

well-deserved rest area. Back on the trail the fun

continues, building up to a frenzied crescendo

(unless you want to take it slowly – but where’s

the fun in that?) when it spits you out of the dense

forest and into oak-filled pastures. Berm after

berm you can build your speed on each corner.

The trail’s intensity goes from gentle to awesome

corner-shredding fun – nothing beats the feeling

of riding your bike fast. Terry’s Belly lets you do

this with complete certainty that you’re going to

finish with a huge smile on your face.

As we spin our way up to the car park, we reflect

on what a fantastic venue BikePark Wales is for

riders who want a brilliant gravity-fuelled day with

their mates. The uplift gives you loads of time to

tell tales about your last run while conserving your

energy so you can fit in as many of the 30 different

DH runs as possible. How many more excuses do 

you need to go there?
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GET THERE

BPW is located in Gethin
Woodland Park, just off the
A470, 20 minutes from
Junction 32 of the M4. The
postcode CF48 4TT will get
you to the roundabout you
need to turn off from. A day
pass without uplift costs £7.

FACILITIES

Parking, cafe, toilets,
shower, bike shop, bike
hire, bike wash, uplift
service, skills coaching.

NEARBY BIKE SHOPS

BPW has its own shop on
site, complete with expert

mechanics, suspension
tuning and bike hire.

CONTACT

www.bikeparkwales.com

WHAT ELSE IS NEARBY?

Forest of Dean
The Pedalabikeaway centre
has (uplifted) DH runs and
two waymarked XC routes.
Black Mountains
Cycle Centre
With massive jumps and
loads of trails, the BMCC is
a great uplift destination if
you have a need for speed.
Cwmcarn
Two awesome XC trails, two
fun DH tracks and an uplift.

Everything you need to know about BikePark Wales

THE                    DIRECTORY

Adding to the wealth of
trails already available
at BPW can only be a
good thing. The latest
additions, HotStepper
and Terry’s Belly, are
exceptionally well
thought out runs that
provide more smiles per
mile than anywhere else
we’ve ridden recently.
Get yourself over to
BPW to see for yourself!

VERDICT

THE TRAIL’S INTENSITY GOES

FROM GENTLE TO AWESOME 

CORNER-SHREDDING FUN
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LATEST DEALS ONLINE@ WWW.PAULSCYCLES.CO.UK
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NEW 35mm DIAMETER OPTION - ALL BARS AND STEMS

FATBAR LITE 35 • 760MM WIDTH • 270g • 4 RISE OPTIONS  

FATBAR LITE CARBON 35 • 760MM WIDTH • 190g • 4 RISE OPTIONS   

FATBAR 35 - 800MM WIDTH • 305g • 4 RISE OPTIONS   

FATBAR CARBON 35 • 800MM WIDTH • 225g • 4 RISE OPTIONS    

Handlebar Diameter Material Width Backsweep Upsweep Rise Weight

Fatbar

35mm Carbon 800mm 7° 5° 10/20/30/40mm 225g

31.8mm Carbon 780mm 7° 5° 10/20/30/40mm 225g

35mm Aluminium 800mm 7° 5° 10/20/30/40mm 305g

31.8 Aluminium 780mm 7° 5° 10/20/30/38mm From 355g 

35mm Carbon 760mm 7° 5° 10/20/30/40mm 190g

31.8mm Carbon 740mm 7° 5° 10/20/30/40mm 180g

10/20/30/40mm 270g

10/20/30/38mm 270g

Stem Diameter Material Length Rise Weight

Apex

35mm 7075/6082 Aluminium 33/40/50/60mm plus/minus 6° From 112g

31.8mm 7075/6082 Aluminium 31/40/50/60/70/80/90mm plus/minus 6° From 106g

Integra

35mm 7075/2014 Aluminium 45/50mm zero or +10mm From 133g

From 131g

APEX 35 - 4 lengths • from 112g INTEGRA 35 - 2 lengths •  2 Rise • from 133g

www.renthalcycling.com
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Welcome to this

special mini version of

MBUK, dedicated to all

the little of-road

rippers out there. With

plenty already pinning

it on the trails, we know that more

and more of our older readers are

looking to get their kids of to the

best possible start when it comes

to two wheels. Which is what this

pint-sized magazine is all about.

We’re going to guide you through

the potential minefield of buying a

kids’ bike and show you our picks

of the great mountain bikes and

gear that are now available for your

beloved young ’uns. Be prepared

– it’s going to create a whole new

‘want’ list in your family! And

there’s plenty more to inspire you

and your youngest to get out and 

hit the trails in style.

Danny Walter

Editor-in-Chief, MBUK
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B
uying a bike for a child of any age 

can be a daunting experience. 

There are so many diferent styles  

on the market, spanning such a 

wide range of prices, that it’s 

tempting to go for the cheapest option 

possible – after all, your child is only going 

to grow out of it in a year or so’s time, 

right? Well maybe, but you should 

seriously consider the world of diference 

you can make to your ofspring’s first 

experience on a bike. You don’t get long to 

sell cycling to your kids. They grow up fast 

and if you really want to enjoy riding 

together, now and in future, your son or 

daughter needs a bike 

that not only fits them 

properly but is also 

light enough for them 

to manoeuvre easily.

  Most children will 

ride one bike for 

everything, so, with 

20in and 24in 

wheeled machines in particular, it pays to 

look for versatility. Can it go of-road and 

still be suitable for riding to school or 

friends’ houses? What about 

appearance? The colour and look is a big 

deal for children of any age – much 

bigger, for them, than the make of the 

brakes or gears.

 Prices don’t scale down with size, so 

expect to pay the same for a new kids’ 

bike as you would for an entry-level adult 

bike – £300 plus. Higher-end bikes may 

cost a bit more, but think of it as an 

investment that pays back, quite literally. 

A good brand of bike may cost around 

£300, but you should be able to sell it in a 

couple of years for around £200 – 

especially if you encourage your child to 

take care of it. A cheaper bike, from a 

lesser known brand, costing under £100 

will devalue pretty quickly, and not 

provide as good a riding experience 

in the meantime.

 If you do nothing else when buying a 

kids’ bike, make sure it’s the right size. It’s 

better to progress in 

stages than to fit your 

child onto the biggest 

bike they can pedal. 

This is one place 

where you don’t want 

your kids to just ‘grow 

into’ things. Riding a 

bike that you can’t 

control because your feet don’t touch the 

ground and your hands can’t reach the 

brakes properly is no fun. It’s also 

dangerous. Crashing puts people of – 

even kids, eventually. So a bike that you 

can hand down or sell on makes sense.

Whatever the age of the child you’re 

buying for, read on to find out how you 

can make sure your kid gets the bike and 

riding experience they deserve.

“Higher end bikes may 
cost a bit more but 
think of it as an 
investment that pays 
back, quite literally”

A BUYING 
GUIDE

Little Rippers

WHAT YOU SHOULD CONSIDER 

WHEN LOOKING FOR A BIKE 

FOR YOUR CHILD
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WEIGHT

Weight is hugely important on a child’s bike. It 

makes a massive difference to how easily they can 

move it around, which in turn will impact the fun 

they have on it. A kilo saved from the bike of a six-

year-old weighing 30kg is like 2.5kg saved from an 

adult’s. Remember, they’re riding a bike that weighs 

a good proportion of their own weight – if you had 

to do that, you’d end up complaining on most rides! 

A light bike within its category should therefore be 

a key consideration. 

SUSPENSION FORKS

Avoid suspension altogether for very young children. 

There’s little benefit for light riders and it’ll increase 

weight and cost, absorb some of their pedalling effort 

and potentially encourage bad riding habits. For older 

kids, air-sprung forks are best – they’re lighter and 

can be easily adjusted to suit a growing rider’s weight. 

Rigid forks are better than bad suspension forks. 

WHEELS AND BRAKES

Avoid big wheels for small riders – they need scaling down 

too. Sure, a larger wheel may roll over bumps and kerbs easier, 

but it’ll also be heavier (more inertia) and the steering will 

be less responsive. It’s likely that the reach to the handlebar 

will be greater too, because the bottom bracket to front axle 

distance will be greater, and the BB itself will be higher. All 

these factors will make for a slightly-too-large bike that’s a bit 

more difficult to control than one that fits.

Brake levers don’t necessarily need scaling down but they 

must be within easy reach of the bar (check for an adjustment 

screw or dial) and easy to operate. Check that you can 

operate the brakes with only the little finger of each hand.
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BUYING GUIDE 
CHECKLIST

YOU WON’T GO FAR WRONG IF YOU 

BEAR THESE SIX POINTS IN MIND

Little Rippers

REACH

One measurement that doesn’t scale down well to 

children’s bikes, particularly those of younger kids, 

is reach (how far away they are from the handlebar). 

Most children are happier in a riding position that’s 

more upright than you would adopt, so they need the 

bar higher and closer. 

CRANKS

Children, like adults, need cranks that are about one 

fifth of the length of their inside leg. A tenth of overall 

height is another oft-quoted rule of thumb, and 

though it yields a longer measurement (few of us have 

inside leg measurements that are half our height) it’s 

close enough. Over-long cranks are as ungainly as 

they are unergonomic. And they’ll ground more easily 

unless the manufacturer puts the bottom bracket 

higher, which is the last thing a child needs.
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WHAT SORT
OF BIKES ARE 
AVAILABLE?
HERE’S WHAT TO LOOK FOR AT

DIFFERENT AGES AND WHAT

WHEEL SIZES TO EXPECT

Little Rippers

PRE-SCHOOL
Children can learn to ride a two-wheeler at two to 

three years old, and almost always by five. Trikes may 

seem an attractive option, because they’ll let your child 

propel themself happily along from the word go. But we’d 

recommend buying a balance bike instead, because it’ll help 

them develop the skills needed to balance by steering. This 

means they’ll quickly master the transition to two-wheeled 

pedal-powered bike without ever needing stabilisers. To get 

them started, find a gentle slope and let them coast down 

it towards you. Once they’ve got the idea, they can begin to 

propel themself forward with both feet. Balance bikes should 

have 12in or 14in wheels and a low standover height.

AGES FOUR TO SIX
Bikes with 16in wheels sometimes come with stabilisers. If so, we’d recommend binning them (see 

pre-school bikes for why). Most are singlespeeds, which is okay because gears would only confuse 

your child anyway and they won’t be riding far. Low overall weight will make the bike easier to move 

around. Avoid suspension forks and fat steel frames (thin steel tubes are fine). A lowish bottom 

bracket will enable your child to get a foot down from the saddle – which, as they can now ride 

properly, you’ll be gradually raising. Cranks should be 100-120mm (the shorter, the better). A chain 

guard of some sort will keep clothing or inquisitive fingers out of the drivetrain. By this age children 

can hurtle along so easily operable brakes are a must. A light action V or side-pull brake is fine up front,

but less effective at the rear (due to increased friction). A back-pedal coaster brake is a good solution.

AGES SIX 
TO NINE

Gears are the obvious 

extra with 20in-wheeled 

bikes. A three-speed 

hub is ideal – easy to 

understand and hard to 

break. These are expensive 

to fit though, so five- and 

six-speed derailleurs are 

what you usually find. 

Some 20in bikes come 

with suspension forks. 

These will have basic, non-

adjustable springs and  two 

big disadvantages – extra 

weight and less money to 

go round elsewhere. 
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BIG KIDS’ 
BIKES

Most 12 or 13-year-olds 

– and some lanky younger 

children – are ready for a 

small-framed adult bike. 

Most manufacturers make 

frames down to 14in or 15in, 

and some do 13in. Most 

teenagers can go straight 

to 15in. Don’t be tempted to 

put your nine or 10-year-old 

on a 13in adult frame just 

because they happen to be 

able to reach the pedals. 

They’ll be much better off 

on a 24in-wheeled bike with 

a 12in or 13in frame, which 

should be lighter and easier 

to control. The smaller bike 

should also have more  

kid-friendly cranks, etc.

AGES NINE TO TWELVE
For around the £200 mark you’ll get a light(ish) aluminium mini 

mountain bike. It’s likely to have a seven-speed, screw-on freewheel 

hub and a triple crankset up front. If it has twin chainrings instead, look 

for a smaller inner ring (22 or 24t) rather than a larger (42t) outer.

The equipment spec should be comparable to an adult bike at the 

same price. So expect a micro-adjust alloy seatpost, a cartridge 

bottom bracket, an alloy bar, a threadless stem, brand name V-brakes 

and a decent set of wheels. They’ll have off-road tyres – kids tend to 

like these, but a set of semi-slicks may be better for all-round use.

ALTERNATIVE 

TRANSPORTATION

Trailers, tag-alongs and bike seats 

can allow you to get out on rides 

when your children are at an 

age when they can only manage 

short distances under their 

own steam. Bike trailers are a 

robust way to transport kids and 

can be used as soon as they’re 

able to sit up independently. 

They’re also great for carrying 

two kids together and storing 

extras for your ride. Tag-alongs 

are ideal for slightly older kids 

(aged three to five) who’ll enjoy 

contributing to the pedalling and 

feeling more connected with the 

riding experience. Bike seats are 

quick and easy to use once set 

up on your bike but aren’t ideal 

for longer distances or technical 

trails because they affect your 

bike’s handling.
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WHICH BIKE
SHOULD I BUY?

OUR PICK OF THE BEST OPTIONS
TO CONSIDER IN EACH AGE RANGE

Little Rippers

This widely available balance bike has a lightweight aluminium frame, which not only makes it easier to

control but is also nicer to carry when junior’s legs get tired. It comes with a rear V-brake, which helps your child

get used to the idea of braking to control speed. The seat and handlebar are easily adjustable, and it comes with

a decent sealed-bearing headset. Perhaps the most important thing – for your child at least – is that the Scoot 

is available in a range of cool colours.

Available from www.ridgeback.co.uk

Pre-school

bikes

Now you know what factors to consider when buying a bike for your child you can make your choice
with more confidence. To make this whole process a little easier we’ve selected some examples of 

what we consider to be the better bikes in each age range.

RIDGEBACK SCOOT £99.99
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Although the Strider 12 is a little

cheaper than the Ridgeback Scoot it

doesn’t come with a rear brake. As a result
you’ll probably find that your little rider
wears down the soles of their shoes a little
faster than normal! You can buy a brake kit
separately for the more expensive Sport
(£80) and Pro (£100) models for about a
tenner. The basic Comp (£60) bike still
packs a lightweight alloy frame and an
easily adjustable seat and handlebar. It
comes with flat-free tyres, with the option
to add pneumatics when the rider can
handle the additional weight. All three bikes
are available in a wide range of colours.
Available from: www.striderbike.co.uk

The Ramones 12 is a ‘mini me’ version of
Commencal’s adult mountain bikes, right
down to the red and black colour scheme
(the same as on some of this year’s Meta
AM V4s and Supreme DHs). The big
advantage over the other bikes here is the
foot platform, which makes it easy for
youngsters to put their feet up and coast
the downhills in between scoots. The frame
and rear wheel are both ready for a disc
brake in case your kid turns out to be a bit
of a speed demon, and the 6061
aluminium chassis and alloy components
help keep weight reasonable.

Available from: www.commencal-store.
co.uk (€169 + €20 shipping)

Perhaps the most distinctive of the
bunch, FirstBIKE’s Street has a
composite frame that won’t rust and
should be able to handle all the scratches
and scrapes it’ll inevitably endure. It
comes with a special ‘horse saddle’ that’s
supposed to improve comfort and stability
and help your child stay seated, especially
on the downhills. There’s also a rear drum
brake, designed to encourage gentle and
safe braking (if you don’t want this, the
FirstBIKE Basic is £25 cheaper).
Impressively, it comes with front and rear
mudguards, sealed wheel bearings and
high-quality Schwalbe tyres.

vailable from: www.first-bike.co.uk

STRIDER 12 £60-£
100

COMMENCAL RAMONES 12 £149

FIRSTBIKE STREET £94.99
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Islabikes are widely regarded as the pioneers of keeping the weight down and the quality high in children’s

bikes. And undoubtedly one of the best bikes we’ve seen in this category for some time now is their Cnoc 16.

Okay, you’ve got to invest a bit of cash initially, but in return your child gets a lightweight alloy frame, front and

rear V-brakes with brake levers specially made for small hands, and light alloy wheels with Presta tubes. If you 

need convincing further, check out the more detailed review on www.bikeradar.com.

Available from: www.islabikes.co.uk

At this age your child can start to move up to 16in wheels, and pedals. The biggest factor here is low
weight, which is key to keeping your youngster’s interest strong. It’s also really important to think about 

easy-action brakes, which will help build confidence and control.

Ages four

to six

ISLABIKES CNOC 16 £249.9
9
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Giant bill the Animator 16 as an

“express ticket to freedom” for younger

riders and it features a lightweight and

durable aluminium frame, together with

front and rear V-brakes with child-specific

levers. An integrated chain guard should

help keep the muck of and prevent

clothing or fingers getting trapped in the

chain. Although this bike is fitted with

stabilisers as standard you don’t have to

use them. It also comes with a bell, which

your little nipper will want to use, probably

too much for your liking! The paint job and 

graphics are pretty cool for cruising

around your local neighbourhood.

Available from: www.giant-bicycles.com

Frog Bikes are a relatively small British

company whose sole focus is bikes for kids

and they make a good alternative to

Islabikes’ Cnoc called the Frog 48. It has

similar features, with its front and rear

V-brakes, lightweight alloy frame, quality

wheels and well-sorted position for young

riders. And Frog incorporate a unique pedal

design, which they claim helps convert

more of your child’s energy into forward

motion. It comes in a wide range of colours

including purple, red, orange, pink and

Team Sky livery. But we like the Union Jack 

one here – perfect for when they’re

pretending they’re in the Olympics!

Available from: www.frogbikes.com

Okay, the Finalist 16 is on the expensive

side for an under-six’s bike, but it may be

worth the initial investment if you’re

planning to pass it down through several

kids, in your search for the next Danny

Hart. As you’d expect from a brand like

Mondraker, this looks like a proper

mountain bike from the start. The

aluminium frame is strong, although not

as light as that of the Islabikes Cnoc. It

comes with front and rear V-brakes and a

six-speed Shimano transmission – but

bear in mind that the gears will be tricky

fo ildren at the younger end of this age

range to operate.

Available from: www.silverfish-uk.com
MONDRAKER FINALIST 16 £319

GIANT ANIMATOR 16 £169

FROG 48 £195
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Henley-on-Thames based Early Rider say they have one goal – to make the best kids’ bikes on the

market. They have a decent range for all ages in a bid to make their bikes as accessible to as may little

shredders as possible. This is their top-end model, a 20in-wheeled bike equipped with aluminium frame,

air-sprung fork, (cable) disc brakes and Maxxis tyres. A belt-driven singlespeed drivetrain keeps things 

simple and oil free, while seared bearings throughout should keep maintenance to a minimum.

Available from: www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

Gears become the most notable extra here – a three-speed hub is ideal, because it’s easy to understand
and hard to break. Wheel sizes move up to 20in, and suspension becomes more of a feature, although 

it’s unlikely to work well. Plus it tends to add extra weight and cost to your purchase.

Ages Six

to Nine

EARLY RIDER BELTER TRAIL 3S £599.9
9
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Islabikes are still leading the way

here with their Beinn 20. When BikeRadar
reviewed it they called it a “major

breakthrough in kids’ bikes” and it’s still

one of the best on the market. Despite

its bigger size it manages to retain the

light weight found elsewhere in the line-up

and adds seven-speed GripShift gears,

which are easy to use for most in this age

range. Available in two sizes and four

colours it’s particularly versatile, and can

be kitted out as a mountain bike – which

obviously we’d recommend first and

foremost – or be adapted to be more

tarmac friendly if required.

Available from: www.islabikes.co.uk

Scott’s Voltage JR bikes have proven a

popular choice for lots of kids, thanks no

doubt to their dirt jump styling, chunky

square-edged frames and proper

suspension. The Voltage JR 20 (there’s

also a JR 24 and JR 26) comes with a

40mm travel SR Suntour fork and

seven-speed Shimano twist-shift gearing,

and is made to withstand the most abusive

of seven-year-olds. The quick-release

wheels and seatpost aren’t common on

bikes within this age group but could come

in handy for parents who have wheel-of

transport racks. Just make sure they’re

done up nice and tight in use.

Available from: www.scott-sports.com

Kona’s bikes have long been a staple of

younger riders. And this, the smart-looking

Shred 20, looks set to continue that trend.

The frame is formed from the Canadian

company’s butted 6061 aluminium alloy

tubing, which they use across their full

range of bikes and is lightweight and

durable, so should stand up well to your

little ripper’s trail abuse. The Tektro

mechanical disc brakes provide ample

stopping power, the internal headset helps

protect the bearings from the elements

and the bike comes with six-speed

Shimano gearing to help junior tackle the

toughest of trails.

Available from: www.konaworld.com

ISLABIKES BEINN 20 £349.9
9

SCOTT VOLTAGE JR 20 £255

KONA SHRED 20 £439
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We’re now getting within range of 24in wheeled bikes with better suspension forks and disc brakes. The
specs are more comparable with adult models, so we put these bikes to the test under super-keen

mountain bikers Freya Kesteven and Molly Burns to find out more detail on their performance.

22

Ages nine
 to twelve
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While all the bikes tested in this age category use

24in wheels, the Hotrock is a larger fit than both

the Cube and the Saracen. The double butted and

externally shaped frame makes it significantly

lighter than the cheaper Tuftrax though, and only

slightly heavier than the much more expensive KID

240 SL. Quick-release wheels make car packing/

puncture repair easier, but make sure you keep

them tight to defeat curious fingers.

Semi-slick tyres give the Specialized a fast and

easy roll, and the twist-shift gears were greeted

with a “yay” from our youngest tester when

swapping back from trigger shifters. The triple

crankset caused far more problems than it solved

though, with regular chain jams or momentum 

killing misshifts frustrating our urchins.

Despite Specialized’s claims of custom
multi-circuit damping, the SR Suntour fork barely
moved even under adult weight and was
essentially totally frozen on the trail under our
junior testers. This led to repeated complaints
about sore hands and bumpiness, even compared
to the fully rigid bikes our testers were used to
riding. There was no mistaking the diference in
efort on climbs caused by the extra weight
compared to simpler single-chainring and rigid-

forked bikes either. Thankfully the Hotrock 24 is
available with a rigid fork for £80 less (£270), as 
well as in boys’ versions.
Available from: www.specialized.com

The junior version of Saracen’s TufTrax is the
cheapest bike here but typically for the UK brand
they’ve packed in good spec for the price.

The curved top tube makes it the lowest and
easiest bike to mount (it’s worth noting that the
top tube on the identically priced boys’ model is
straight). The frame layout was inclusive of a wide
range of sizes and shapes, and the downsized
saddle and bar drew no complaints from our small
testers, though the brakes need significant
stop-screw adjustment to sync with small hands.
Our youngest tester found the twist-shifting more
intuitive than triggers.

Out on the trail our little shredders never got
more than half of the claimed 50mm travel from
the fork, but the movement it did deliver was
appreciated as “less bumpy” than that of the
harder-sprung Specialized. The triple crankset
caused complications and confusion though,
especially as the cheap shifters, mechs and
chainrings are inevitably slow and clunky to work,
even if our riders remembered to shift in time.

The Fork and extra gears add a ton of weight
compared to the larger wheeled Frog, which meant
legs and enthusiasm faded much faster for little, if
any, control or confidence advantage. The bolted
wheels can also be annoying if you’re regularly
removing them to fit in a car, but they’re more 
curious-child proof.
Available from: www.saracen.co.uk

SARACEN TUFFTRAX

JNR 24IN GIRLS £239.9
9 SPECIALIZED HOTROCK 

24 XC GIRLS £350
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The ethos behind Islabikes “properly designed kids’

bikes” revolution is again clear to see with the Creig

26. It’s a confidence-building machine that’s ready to

tackle adult trails.

The air-sprung RockShox 30 TK fork can be made

plush and genuinely control-enhancing for even the

lightest riders. The Continental tyres are usefully

grippy on tricky trails, and Avid disc brakes give short

reach, all weather control. The custom 28t single-ring

crankset gets top and chainstay guides for added

chain security, and combines with a wide-range rear

cassette for realistic junior climbing ratios. The SRAM

GripShift unit was less popular than trigger shifters 

with our older tester though. The alloy frame and light

wheels keep weight and required efort impressively 

low for sustained riding on challenging trails.

While the feature list is full sized, the 25mm

diameter grips, colour-coded saddle and shaped flat

pedals are custom-sized Islabikes specials. Add agile

custom short stem handling and that meant our

testers felt immediately at home on the Creig and

able to concentrate on tackling the trail, not comfort

niggles. This level of attention to detail and custom

componentry doesn’t come cheap, but pricing and

demand for second-hand Islabikes is always high.

Available from: www.islabikes.co.uk

ISLABIKES CREIG 26 £749.9
9
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Frog follow the ‘less is more’ tech policy

pioneered by Islabikes but with lots of colour

options – purple, red, orange, black and even Team

Sky black and Team Sky white – to keep kids

happy, and lower prices to keep parents happy.

The price also includes both road and

lightly-treaded hybrid tyres, plus quality

chromoplastic mudguards. Frog’s categorisation

of the 69 as a hybrid all-rounder does mean it

comes with a relatively large chainring and

mid-range cassette though, which made steep or

extended of-road climbing a struggle. The rigid

fork also makes lumps and bumps a much bigger

control issue than an air suspension fork.

A very slack seat angle makes pedalling and

mastering the front end a little harder and the

knobblier tyre option soon gets out of its depth in

real dirt. The boxy saddle was particularly

unpopular with our testers and we had to actually

swap it to convince them to continue riding the

Frog. The grips are also big at 30mm diameter but

the trigger shifters with gear indicators were liked

by our older tester. When it was within its gear

range, the fast rolling tyres, single-ring

transmission and low overall weight also made it

“less tiring” on junior legs and brains than the 

Specialized Hotrock or Saracen Tuftrax.

Available from: www.frogbikes.com

FROG 69 £285

Cube’s 240 SL sits at the top of an impressively

extensive range of KID bikes, including ‘Street’ and

‘Allroad’ variants, and it’s a proper of-roader.

An air-sprung suspension fork that can be easily 

adjusted for rider weight gives an immediate

control advantage compared to the lookalike

solid-state coil/elastomer forks of the Saracen and

Specialized. Tektro hydraulic disc brakes add

all-weather control, though even our junior testers

noted that they were harder in feel and less

controlled than the Shimano and Avid discs on the

Trek Fuel and Islabikes Creig.

Even with folding-bead Kenda tyres, a double

rather than triple crankset and an ‘SL’ tag, weight is

disappointingly high compared to the larger-

wheeled Islabikes and Frog bikes. Our youngest

tester preferred twist-shifting to the Cube’s

triggers too, though our oldest rider thought the

opposite. Having just two rings to choose from

suited our testers better than a triple though, with

fewer jams and misshifts as a result.

The colour-matched rims, fork, saddle, bar and

seatpost were all picked out as a plus, and the

grips and saddle didn’t cause any comfort

complaints. QR wheels front and rear make

packing/transport simpler, and it’s obviously

much cheaper than the Islabikes Creig too.

Available from: www.cube.eu

CUBE KID 240 SL £549
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Norco produce a full range of seven junior
hardtails (including a fatbike) and three Fluid kids’
full-suspension bikes on 20 and 24in wheels, but
the ‘tweenager’ targeted Fluid 6.2 is irritatingly
restricted in its size/age compatibility. While it
shares the same wheel size as the Trek Fuel EX Jnr
it’s a significantly bigger bike with a taller frame
and ride height that makes getting onboard more
of a stretch.

The top tube reach and full-size 740mm bar
are proportioned for a larger rider, and you get a
steering-lightening 35mm stem. Add 120mm of
RockShox suspension front and rear, plus
properly grippy WTB Bronson tubeless tyres,
and the Fluid 6.2 is a great control boost for a
young teenager on tastier trails. It’s well specced
for an £1,100 bike too, and while the tight budget
means it’s unavoidably heavy, the 22t inner ring
of the double crankset was greatly appreciated
on the climbs.

While it’s a great bridge to a full-size mountain
bike for older or heavier kids, weld seams on the
seat tube make it impossible to slam the saddle
without chopping the seatpost down
dramatically and then buying a new post when

they grow. The coil-sprung fork is way too stif for
lighter riders too, and that’s much more awkward 
to sort out.
Available from: www.evanscycles.com

NORCO FLUID 6.2 £1,099

For a child’s bike, the Fuel EX Jnr costs a huge

amount of cash, but is it the ultimate investment in

your ofspring’s of-roading future?

The small-volume X-Fusion Microlite rear shock

pumps away busily in the same ABP/Full Floater

suspension architecture as on the full-sized Fuel.

Control and confidence are immediately boosted

as it rolls smoothly through sizeable roots and

rocks that kicked the other bikes here to a

standstill. The handling is well balanced at all

speeds and the Shimano hydraulic disc brakes

were praised for their smooth power too.

Trek have worked hard to keep the frame light,

but 32-spoke wheels and an oversize-diameter bar

and stem are strength overkill. The wide-spaced

cranks and 30mm diameter grips can also stretch

junior’s reach. While there’s plenty of standover

room, the kinked seat tube limits how low you can

drop the seatpost into the frame. The extra ground

clearance to allow for the suspension movement

inevitably raises saddle height and can make

getting on a little awkward. The Trek is also

expensive compared to the very similar but £300

cheaper Norco Fluid 6.2.

It pedals eiciently though, and while parents

may balk at the price, when it came to choosing

their favourite bike our testers were happy to trade

patience on the climbs for big grin, red-grade trail 

blasting, mistake-masking fun on “Mr Trek”.

Available from: www.trekbikes.com

TREK FUEL EX JNR £1,400









KID SIZED
RIDING KIT

The coolest, brightest and best
performing gear out there – get your

little ones looking bang on trend
when they’re out on the trails!

Little Rippers

Helmets

GIRO DIME £29.99

Giro’s Dime ‘pisspot’ looks 

great in five bold colours and 

the tough ABS outer shell 

should stand up to plenty of 

everyday knocks and scrapes. 

It meets the CE standard.

www.zyro.co.uk

MET CRACKERJACK £39.99

Coming in seven colours, this  

trail lid will please even the 

fussiest of kids. It meets the CE 

and AS safety standards, so  

you can rest assured their  

heads are well protected too.

www.met-helmets.com
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MET PARACHUTE £189.99

The pricey MET helmet is an 

investment for your child, but it’s light 

as full-face lids go and meets the 

stringent ASTM standard as well as 

having CE, AS and CPSC certification. 

Starting at 51cm, it’ll fit a little nipper.

www.met-helmets.com

LAZER PHOENIX+ £69.99

Lazer’s full-face is available 

in a child-friendly XS (52cm) 

size. With a fibreglass shell 

and double-D strap it should 

do a good job of protecting 

your kid’s bonce, and meets 

the CE and CPSC standards.

www.madison.co.uk

CUBE DIRT £35.99

‘Pisspot’ style dirt jump lids are ideal for little shredders 

because they have a tougher outer shell than XC/trail 

helmets. With a 49cm smallest size, you can start ’em 

young with the Dirt, which comes in five hues. 

www.cube.eu

O’NEAL DIRT LID YOUTH £39.99

Kids can keep cool and look cool in 

this helmet, which is better vented 

than most ‘pisspots’ and comes in two 

designs/colours. The Dirt Lid uses 

O’Neal’s ‘FidLock’ magnetic buckle, 

which is easily operated with small 

hands. It exceeds the CE standard.

www.oneal.eu
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Jerseys

MADISON TRAIL  

YOUTH £19.99

Lightweight, breathable 

and available in four bright 

colours, this trail jersey is 

perfect for youngsters who 

just want to get out there 

and shred.

www.madison.co.uk

ONE INDUSTRIES YOUTH  

ATOM RAGLAN £24.99

This DH style jersey certainly looks

the part – your kid’ll fit right in

while waiting for the uplift wagon!

www.hotlines-uk.com

TROY LEE DESIGNS SPRINT  

YOUTH  £29.99

Troy Lee make some of the coolest 

kit around, but you’ll have to pay a 

premium to keep your kids looking 

like the next big thing!

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk
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ENDURA KIDS  

HUMMVEE RAY £24.99

Endura’s jersey comes in 

pink or black. Made from  a 

sweat-wicking fabric, it has 

three rear pockets and a 

short front zip.

www.endurasport.co.uk

POLARIS MINI  

ADVENTURE TRAIL £17.99

Perfect for the summer 

months, this wicking jersey

comes in two colours, has a

trail/enduro style loose fit and

won’t break the bank. 

www.polaris-bikewear.co.uk

ROYAL RACING YOUTH  

DRIFT  £29.99

As sported by young ripper Jackson 

Goldstone (see page 62), the Youth 

Drift is a scaled down version of 

Royal’s stylish adult jersey and 

matches the rest of their line. 

www.royalracing.com

O’NEAL ELEMENT YOUTH £19.99

O’Neal do a big range of kids’ jerseys, 

with some wild colour schemes. But 

we like the relative subtleness of this 

black and white one.

www.oneal.eu
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Gloves

POLARIS TRACKER  

2.0 £21.99

Your little ripper’s hands

should be well protected in

these ‘all season’ gloves with

a reinforced palm.

www.polaris-bikewear.co.uk

CUBE JUNIOR RACE

SHORT FINGER £17.99

Cube’s XC mitts look

great for warmer days,

with bold styling, a

reinforced palm and

loops on the fingers

for easy removal.

www.cube.eu

ENDURA KIDS HUMMVEE £14.99

These are lightweight, with an elasticated

back and sweat wipe on the thumb. Choose

from green or pink for the perfect style.

www.endurasport.com

SIXSIXONE COMP VORTEX £18.99

These funky looking slip-on gloves

have silicone fingertips for extra

grip on the brake levers.

www.hotlines-uk.com

MADISON ELEMENT

KID’S £15.99

These thermal gloves

with a windproof

micro-fleece lining

will keep your kid’s

fingers warm when

they’re raring to go

on cold mornings.

www.madison.co.uk

ROYAL RACING CORE

YOUTH £14.99

Complete the ‘factory’ look with these

feature-packed gloves, sized for small paws.

www.royalracing.com

O’NEAL JUMP YOUTH £22.99

Pop Art and tattoo style

graphics combined with a

grippy silicone palm. Perfect for

a kid who likes stickers

plastered all over their bike.

www.oneal.eu
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Footwear

FIVE TEN FREERIDER

KIDS SHOES £50

Five Ten are the kings of

sticky-soled riding shoes

and they’ve shrunk their

Freeriders down to child

size. Non-marking rubber

and three colourways,

including all black, make

them suitable for school

and the bike.

www.fiveten.com

100% ACCURI JR

GOGGLES £24.99

With loads of frame colours and lens

tints available, your little ‘un can look

rad on the race track with

colour-matched kit and goggles.

www.decade-europe.com

O’NEAL B-YOUTH RL

GOGGLES £15.99

Simple, functional goggles with a

pocket-friendly price. Replacement

lenses are cheap too, so don’t worry

about muddy hands scratching them.

www.oneal.eu

SPIUK BUNGY

SUNGLASSES £24.99

These have a shatterproof

lens with UV protection and

come in a range of colours.

www.silverfish-uk.com

Eyewear
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Shorts

TROY LEE DESIGNS 

SKYLINE YOUTH  

PLAID £49.99

Breathable, stretchy and 

with an adjustable 

waistband, these half-pint 

versions of Troy Lee’s most 

popular trail riding shorts 

are also available in a  

more subtle grey.

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk 

CUBE JUNIOR ACTION  

TEAM £35.99

Look just like Cube’s top enduro 

racers with these replica shorts, 

which have a baggy fit and Velcro 

waist tabs. They’re available with a 

padded liner for just £4 more.

www.cube.eu

ALTURA SPARK £34.99

The ‘Altura Shield’ fabric used on 

these shorts helps to protect from 

wind and rain, and there’s a foam 

insert for comfort. If camouflage 

isn’t your kid’s thing, they also 

come in a more stealthy black.

www.altura.co.uk
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TROY LEE DESIGNS SPRINT 

YOUTH PANTS £79.99

The perfect legwear for budding 

Brendan Faircloughs, these 

shrink-rayed downhill pants are 

ready to race or just get rad in.

Only for little rippers!

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

MADISON TRAIL YOUTH £29.99

With a relaxed fit and mesh lining with

integrated chamois pad, these should

keep your small fry comfortable on even

the longest rides.

www.madison.co.uk

POLARIS TERRA £34.99

Made from durable material, 

these have the benefit of a 

removable padded liner for 

comfort on longer rides.

www.polaris-bikewear.co.uk

ENDURA KIDS HUMMVEE £29.99

With lightweight fabric, a durable 

seat and padded liner, these are  

feature-packed trail riding shorts 

shrunk down for smaller legs.

www.endurasport.com

O’NEAL ELEMENT FR  

YOUTH GM £54.99

Young Greg Minnaar fans will love 

these shrunken signature DH shorts, 

while the protective and durable 

fabric is good news for parents.

www.oneal.eu
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Jackets

ALTURA CHILDREN’S
NIGHTVISION £44.99

Keep them safe on the roads

to the trails with this bright,

reflective waterproof, available

in hi-vis yellow or pink.

www.altura.co.uk

POLARIS JUNIOR
AQUALITE EXTREME £37.99

The waterproof Aqualite has a

cut tailored for cycling and

packs down into an integrated

stuff sack that’s easy to sling

in your pack. Never get caught

out by the weather again!

www.polaris-bikewear.co.uk

MADISON PROTEC
YOUTH £39.99

This one’s made from

waterproof fabric, with a

mesh lining for comfort

and a relaxed fit. It’s

available in a load of sizes

and four colours, and has

a reflective trim.

www.madison.co.uk

CUBE JUNIOR SOFTSHELL £54.99

Windproof, brightly coloured and

with reflective seams, this jacket

will keep your kids warm and safe 

on and off the bike.

www.cube.eu
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Packs

CAMELBAK

MINI MULE £44.99

Stop any tired tantrums by keeping

your offspring fed and watered. This

hydration pack has a 1.5l bladder

and plenty of space for snacks.

www.zyro.co.uk

CUBE JUNIOR £35.99

If your kids have a habit of getting

lost, then this brightly coloured pack

from Cube might help you find them.

With a 10l capacity, it’s suitable for

school trips as well as bike rides.

www.cube.eu

EVOC JOYRIDE 4L £44.95

This lightweight bag should

be ideal for biking and other

outdoor sports, with multiple

compartments and space for

a 2l bladder (not included).

www.silverfish-uk.com
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Protection

BLUEGRASS BIG HORN KNEE 

AND SHIN GUARDS £44.99

This burly hard-shell leg armour 

will protect even the gnarliest kid 

looking to push the limits, and 

doesn’t cost the earth.

www.bluegrasseagle.com

TROY LEE DESIGNS SPEED 

YOUTH KNEE SLEEVES £34.99

These new Troy Lee knee 

protectors have a D3O layer, 

which is soft when pedalling but 

hardens under impact. With no 

Velcro straps, they’re easy to put  

on and take off.

www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

BLISS ARG KIDS  

KNEE PADS £54.99

The Bliss pads tout 

Armourgel padding (which 

works similarly to D3O) 

along with tough Kevlar over 

the knees and extra foam on 

the sides. Their protection is 

second to none!

www.madison.co.uk
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O’NEAL DIRT YOUTH  

ELBOW PADS £34.99

These hard-shell pads should offer 

good protection during the inevitable 

offs. The slim neoprene sleeve and 

single Velcro strap stop them being 

too big and bulky.

www.oneal.eu

O’NEAL NX2 YOUTH  

NECK BRACE £26.99

This simple collar clips around 

the neck and helps to limit the 

range of motion when wearing a 

full-face helmet. Definitely a 

good idea if you’ve got a 

youngster who likes to go big. 

www.oneal.eu

RACE FACE PROTEKT YOUTH  

LEG GUARDS £39.95

With hard-shell protection on the 

knee and shin, these should shrug off 

all but the biggest spills. 

www.silverfish-uk.com

EVOC PROTECTOR VEST KIDS £79.95

A lightweight yet solid back protector is 

packaged into a vest that they won’t mind 

wearing even on hot days. Width and hip 

belt adjusters allow for growth. 

www.silverfish-uk.com
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Wheelie
We all love wheelies. It’s the first thing most 

people try to do when they get on a bike, 
regardless of age. They’re great for balance and 

control, help with other mountain bike skills such 
as technical climbing and getting up onto  
ledges, but more than anything they look  

cool! Select a high gear so you don’t spin out  
and you can put a lot of power down with  

just half a pedal stroke. 

1

With the saddle at full height, 
lower your chest by bending 

your elbows, then quickly 
push down with your hands to 

compress the front and lift 
your chest.

2

While extending your arms, 
push hard on one pedal from the 

top of the stroke (select a high 
gear first so you don’t spin out). 
This crank from 12 to 6 o’clock 
combined with the explosive 
extension of your arms will 

create lift. 

KILLER 
SKILLS FOR KIDS

(AND BIG KIDS TOO)

CHILDREN OF ANY AGE ARE DESPERATE 
TO GET THEIR WHEELS OFF THE 

GROUND. HERE ARE THREE  
WAYS THEY CAN…

Little Rippers
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3

Stay seated and feather the rear 
brake to avoid looping out. Pedal 

harder and lean back more to 
keep the front wheel up.
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Bunnyhop
This is a great little trick to pull but also 
really useful for popping over obstacles 

once you become more confident on two 
wheels. You need to shift your weight 

quickly and apply pressure through both 
the bar and the pedals in order to jump  

the bike. Practise as much as you  
can, anywhere you can.

1

Push the bike out in front and 
get the wheel up high. Use more 
force with your hands and feet 
so you don’t have to move your 

hips right down towards the rear 
tyre to get the front up.

2

When the front end is high 
enough, shift your weight 

forwards by pulling on the bar 
and standing up. Drive down 
with your feet to bring your  

hips towards the bar. 
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3

Point your toes downwards, 
scooping back and up on the 
pedals with your feet to bring 
the bike level in the air. Relax, 

then extend your arms and  
legs to absorb the landing. 
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Jump
The holy grail for all young riders – and  

many older ones too! The ability to leave 
the ground, get some airtime and then 

touch down safely and in control will 
eventually open up a whole new dimension 

to your riding. And more importantly, it’ll 
impress the pants off your mates!

1

Before you start trying to get 
airborne it’s important to find a 
jump that’ll enable you to do so 
safely – generally speaking this 
means a small one. Tabletops 
(jumps with no gap between 
the take-off and landing) are 
best to start with because it’s 
easier (and safer) to work out 

how fast you need to go to clear 
them. BMX tracks have lots of 
tabletops so check out your 
local one and get practising. 

2

Give yourself plenty of space 
to get up to speed and settled 
on your bike. BMX tracks are 

ideal to practise on due to their 
width and smoothness. Get your 
cranks level, with your strongest 

foot to the fore, so you’re in a 
neutral trail riding stance.

3

Remember that the bike will go 
wherever you’re looking, so keep 
your head up and spot the lip of 

the jump (the take-off). Don’t 
fixate on it though, because this 
can cause you to panic when all 

of a sudden you’re in mid-air.
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5

As the bike dips back towards 
terra firma, again let it follow 

its natural path but extend your 
limbs slightly. This will allow 
you to soak up the impact by 

bending them and makes for a 
smoother transition. Now look 

ahead to what’s coming up next.

4

Allow your arms and legs to 
adapt to the bike’s natural 

movement through and out of 
the transition. Stay too rigid 

and you run the risk of getting 
bucked. As the bike is leaving 
the ground your vision should 

move to your landing spot. 



WHERE
TO RIDE

FOLLOW THESE TIPS TO MAKE

YOUR CHILD’S FIRST REAL MTB

EXPERIENCE A GOOD ONE!

Little Rippers
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the views, freedom and escape from work
won’t cut it for them but the jelly babies,
chocolate and play areas certainly will!

T
he big thing about riding 

with kids is that they get 

bored pretty easily, so skip 

the challenging all-day 

epics and keep the rides 

fairly short and as interesting as 

possible. Kids also require tangible 

rewards to motivate them. The 

views, freedom and escape from 

work won’t cut it for them, but the 

jelly babies, chocolate and play 

areas certainly will!

 If you can interject the ride with 

a number of short breaks and 

various activities to do along the 

way, such as den building, climbing 

trees, paddling or pine cone fights, 

that will all help keep enthusiasm 

levels topped up. A fun destination, 

like a swimming pool, beach, 

playground, cafe, pub (with kids’ 

play area) or ice cream van can 

also be a useful motivator. 

 Don’t overestimate the distance 

you’ll cover. Your average speed 

may not be too bad but once you 

factor in all the extra stopping, 

faing and play time during the 

ride you can quite easily spend 

longer stationary than moving.

 Aim to avoid big hills, because 

little legs don’t have much power 

and descents can be intimidating 

rather than fun for inexperienced 

riders. The same goes for

challenging terrain because new

riders, especially smaller ones, will

have enough of a challenge already

because their little wheels don’t

roll over things so well and drops

are proportionally bigger. Your

pootling speed will also be a fast

and twitchy top speed for them, so

bear that in mind.

 If you can, check the route

beforehand so you can assess its

suitability and any possible dangers

or points of interest along it. You

should also take time to check out 

any shortcut options and ensure 

you don’t get lost on the day.

Carry out all your bike checks 

and maintenance a day or so 

before the ride, pack the bags in 

advance and that way you’ll 

(hopefully) still be smiling by the 

time you get started. To keep it 

challenging for yourself, try to 

pump rather than pedal the bike, 

don’t sit down and practise

skills like manualling, bunnyhops 

and trackstands.

FAMILY FRIENDLY MTB EVENTS

These are a great way to introduce the family to cycling, enabling them 

to do as much or as little as they like, with other activities on offer too. 

The Big Bike Bash (www.bigbikebash.co.uk) in the New Forest is a

superb example of making riding fun for all the family, as is Alpkit’s Bike 

Shake Out (www.alpkit.com/bigshakeout) in the Peak District. There 

are some great smaller one-day events around too, such as Uptonogood 

(www.uptonogood.org.uk) in the Chilterns.

I N  A S S O C I AT I O N  W I T H
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Where can I ride?
The UK has a huge network of rights of way but the choice can be overwhelming and a knowledge of which tracks

are ridable is vital. Find yourself a good guidebook aimed at families, because the author will have done the research 

for you, saving you time, efort and, potentially, tears. Sustrans (www.sustrans.org.uk) is a good place to look. 

Common land
In the UK you have the right to roam

on common land, and can normally

cycle on it too. Common land can

be found close to most homes, and

it may have facilities like a car park,

toilets and playground. There are

often tracks, even hardpack trails

and singletrack worn in by dogs and 

wild animals, and maybe some

jumps built by local children. If

you’re lucky there may also be a

professionally built pump track or

BMX track. Greenham Common

near Newbury is a great example.

Waterways
Towpaths alongside canals, rivers

and reservoirs ofer some great,

flat and traic-free routes

alongside some stunning waterside

scenery, although the surfaces can

vary. With over 2,000 miles of

towpaths and numerous reservoirs

available to ride around there’s

probably something close to you.  

Some canals and reservoirs 
worth visiting include:
QBewl Water in Kent

QKennet & Avon canal between

Reading and Bristol

QGrand Union canal from London

all the way to Birmingham

QAlong parts of the River Thames,

from Gloucestershire to and  

through London

Q Rutland Water, east of Leicester

QCarsington Reservoir in the southern

Peak District

QDerwent Reservoir in the northern  

Peak District

QWimbleball Lake on Exmoor

QKielder Water in the Cheviot Hills

Q Llys-y-Fran in Pembrokeshire,Wales

Q Forth & Clyde canal between Glasgow 

and Edinburgh, Scotland

Country parks
A country park is an area designated for people to visit and enjoy

recreation in the countryside. They usually have facilities such as

parking, cafes and toilets, and many are beginning to provide

facilities and even trails for cyclists too, ofering a safe and 

organised destination to ride.

Some good examples are:
QMoors Valley near Bournemouth

Q Lee Valley in north-east London

QSandwell Valley in Birmingham

QKnowsley Park in Liverpool

QPollock in Glasgow

For a comprehensive list of UK country parks, visit www.gov.uk. 
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Trail centres
These ofer an easy introduction to

of-road cycling, with manmade routes

built specifically for mountain bikes that

are graded and waymarked for varying

abilities. They don’t ofer the same

adventure as more natural trails, but

make up for it in facilities, fun and ease. 

Note that not all trail centres are

suitable for children though.

The best trail centres for families:

QAshton Court and Leigh Woods, Bristol

QBedgebury Forest, Kent

QCannock Chase, north of Birmingham

QDalby Forest, North Yorkshire

Q Eastridge Woods, Shropshire

Q Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire

Q Friston Forest, near Eastbourne

QHaldon Forest, near Exeter

QHamsterley Forest, County Durham

QGisburn, Forest of Bowland

QQueen Elizabeth Country Park, South Downs

QSherwood Pines, north of Nottingham

QSwinley Forest, Bracknell

Q Thetford Forest, Norfolk

QBrechfa, Carmarthenshire

QCoed-y-Brenin, Snowdonia National Park

QComrie Croft, Perthshire

QDrumlanrig, Dumfrieshire

QGlentress, Peebles, south of Edinburgh

QGlentrool, Dumfries & Galloway

Q Jedforest, Scottish Borders

QKyle of Sutherland, Scottish Highlands

QNewcastleton, Scottish Borders

Old railways
Many old train tracks have

been turned into paths and

are ideal for young riders as

they’re usually flat, well

surfaced and traic free.

Sustrans have a searchable

database of routes on their

site, www.sustrans.org.uk.

UK railway cycle paths:

QMineral Tramway in Cornwall, 13

miles, Portreath to Devoran

QThe Camel Trail, Cornwall, 17

miles from Bodmin to Padstow

QHigh Peak Trail, 17.5 miles, the

Tissington Trail, 13 miles, and the

Manifold Way, 8 miles, all in the

Peak District National Park

QThe Cuckoo Trail in Sussex, 13.5

miles, between Heathfield and

Eastbourne on the coast

QDowns Link, 30 miles, between

Guildford and Shoreham-on-Sea

QThe Taf Trail in South Wales,

6 miles from Cardif city centre

to Castle Coch

QClyde & Loch Lomond cycleway

in Scotland, 20 miles, from

Glasgow to Loch Lomond 

Woods and forests
The UK has lots of woodland, much of which is open to cycling.

A number of forests have dedicated mountain bike trails (right).

See www.forestry.gov.uk/cycling for a comprehensive list.

Family friendly forests:

QSavernake, near Marlborough

QNew Forest, near Southampton

Q Epping Forest, Essex

QSurrey Hills, North Downs

QQuantock Hills, Somerset

QRendlesham & Tunstall Forest, near Ipswich

QWareham Forest, near Poole, Dorset

QWendover Woods, in the Chilterns, near Aylesbury

QBringewood, near Ludlow

Q Pembrey Forest, Carmarthenshire, South Wales

Q Crychan Forest, Llandovery, Mid Wales
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HALL OF 
FAME

GO ON YOU LITTLE RIPPERS! OUR

YOUNG READERS PROVE THEY’VE

ALREADY GOT TONS OF STYLE 

Little Rippers

Levi Brodie has some skills
– perhaps it’s in his genes?

Seems 11 year old Finn Clark has
amazing night vision don’t let the

NSPCC know dad has him out this late!

Jensen Barraclough is a
budding Olympian at the
tender age of 11, getting

some air at the 2012 Games
XC track at Hadleigh Farm

Twelve year old Archie Gilmour has
a sweet ride for a young ’un, and it

looks like he knows how to use it
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Nine year old Luke Wass certainly
knows how to send it fingers crossed
he doesn’t send it straight to A&E!

Tom Carson,
who’s only nine,
makes a mogul out
of this mountain.
Consider Snowdon 
conquered!

At 12 weeks old Peter Atkins has some of the best
taste we’ve ever seen. We’re fans of yours, Peter!

Corey Wells’ dad admits that his 10 year old son 
has a better bike than him. Unlucky, Dad!

Budding photographer Ethan Rae,
14, took this shot of his mate Conner

Summers sending it in front of the sun

Nat Bunnell, 15, has learned
that tricks are for treats. What

a whopper of a wheelie, Nat!
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BIG HITTERS!
THESE PINT-SIZED PINNERS CAN TEACH 

OLDER RIDERS A THING OR TWO  

ABOUT BIKE HANDLING

Little Rippers

JACKSON GOLDSTONE 12
Squamish, British Columbia, Canada

Known for his diminutive size and exceptional style, 

Jackson Goldstone has become a worldwide sensation. 

Hailing from the bike-centric Squamish in British 

Columbia, it’s no surprise he’s already paying the bills 

with his bike riding skills. Featuring alongside fellow 

Oakley athlete Stevie Smith in videos, Jackson spends 

most of his summer hitting up laps of Whistler Bike 

Park. Riding bikes for as long as he can remember, as 

he gets older we’re sure Jackson is going to become  

a force to be reckoned with.

JAKE & THEO RIDDLE 7
Queenstown, New Zealand

Transferring to mountain bikes at age 

six, Jake and Theo first become internet 

sensations when their older brother (who 

was nine at the time) filmed them riding a 

concrete skate park on their tiny BMX bikes 

when just five years old. Growing up in a 

country where mountain biking is loved and 

accepted, we reckon these two groms will 

become fully blown stars later in life.
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SETH SHERLOCK 13
Squamish, British Columbia, Canada

Spotted by DH legend Chris Kovarik and signed to the 

Intense-sponsored Kovarik Racing development team 

three years ago, Seth has been in the spotlight since 

he was 10 years old. Taking in some of the Red Bull 

Rampage course in 2015, he impressed with his raw 

talent and skill. Riding all across Canada and the USA, 

Seth’s skills are only going to develop over time.

GAVIN STANTON 9
Troutdale, Oregon, USA

Turning his first pedal stroke at the tender 

age of two-and-a-half, Gavin’s passion for 

bike riding has been nurtured to perfection. 

He’s lucky to have really supportive parents, 

who own Lil’ Shredder Bikes. Living just 

below the Canadian border, Gavin loves 

riding Whistler with fellow pint-sized 

prodigies. He wants to become a pro one day, 

but has promised he’ll finish school first!



THE KID’S
DONE GOOD!

WE’VE FOLLOWED SOME RAD LITTLE DUDES

OVER THE YEARS – HERE ARE SOME OF 

THE BEST SUCCESS STORIES!

Little Rippers

JOSH
BRYCELAND

That was then…

At Wharncliffe Woods,

Sheffield, in late 2000,

a young lad from near

Manchester turned

up for an MBUK

masterclass with

Steve Peat, sporting a

Royal jersey down to

his knees and riding 

a hardtail. Even at

this early stage Peaty

noticed his talent and

commented that if his

dad ever bought him a

downhill bike, then one

day he’d be World Cup

champion. After putting

in some solid results,

Steve gave Josh a ride

aboard the Royal/

Orange team alongside

Brendan Fairclough

and Marc Beaumont,

and over the years his

charismatic style has

grown and grown…

along with his hair!

And this is now!

Fast-forward a few

years and Steve’s

prediction has come

true, with Josh winning

the World Cup overall

in 2014. ‘Ratboy’ has

become the rock’n’roll

face of DH, mucking

around with his mates,

getting rowdy and still

winning races. He’s one

of the most likeable

riders on the circuit

and plenty cheer ‘The

Rat’ down the hill as he

takes on the best with

his lazy flat-out style.
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That was then…

Danny’s life on two 

wheels began early. 

As a kid he was 

constantly out riding, or 

chasing his dad at the 

motocross track. Aged 

seven he started racing 

BMX and competed in 

America at the World 

Champs before his 10th 

birthday. As his interest 

turned to mountain 

bikes he finished fourth 

in his first race against 

riders 2ft taller than 

him. The next year he 

rode for the MBUK/ 

Scott team, mentored 

by Will Longden.

And this is now

He’s become one of the 

best downhill riders the 

UK has ever produced. 

In 2011, after cracking 

the top five at World 

Cups, he went on to 

win the World Champs 

in Champéry, France, 

in wild style and by 11 

seconds. As humble 

as ever, Danny has 

continued to chalk up 

more top results. 

That was then…

Sam first appeared on 

MBUK’s radar in the 

mid 2000s when he 

entered a dirt jump 

competition in the mag. 

Nicknamed ‘Leopard 

Head’ because of the 

pattern on his pisspot 

helmet, he blew the 

judges away with his 

style and tricks. Aged 

14 he won his first 

contest, and since 

then his backflips have 

only got higher and his 

whips more sideways.

And this is now!

Sam’s one of the 

best dirt jump and 

slopestyle riders in the 

world, with victories 

at Vienna Air King, 

FISE and other major 

contests. The jewel in 

the crown came in 2013 

when he won the FMB 

World Tour overall title, 

beating the likes of 

Martin Söderström and 

Brett Rheeder. He also 

spends time filming for 

Sam Pilgrim’s Bangers 

Tour, a web series 

where he tours Europe 

in a converted bus with 

other top freeriders.

DANNY 
HART

SAM PILGRIM



That was then…

The Athertons have

been dubbed ‘the

fastest family in

mountain biking’, and

for good reason, with

Dan, Gee and Rachel

all having raced and 

won at World Cup level.

Gee’s success is due

in no small part to

brother Dan’s gnarly

trail creations in the

depths of the Welsh

backcountry. A regular

on old MBUK feature

trips abroad, Gee was

just 16 years old when

the Athertons joined

Muddy Fox and three

years later he won his

first World Cup on the

infamous slopes of

Schladming, Austria. 

And this is now!

Two World Champs and

a World Cup overall title

later, Gee’s grown into a

race winning machine.

It’s no secret he trains

hard, and combining

this with the skills that

have taken him to the

Red Bull Rampage

podium twice, he’s a

danger man on any

track. In 2016 Gee is

riding for Trek World

Racing and hungry for 

more success.

GEE
ATHERTON





LEARN
THE LINGO
IF YOU’RE STRUGGLING TO UNDERSTAND
WHAT YOUR LITTLE CHERUB IS TALKING
ABOUT WITH THEIR MATES, DON’T
WORRY – WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK

Little Rippers

Booter
A jump with a serious
angle of elevation, likely
to send anyone who
tackles it to the moon
and back. “That booter
just sent me sky high!”

Cutty
We’re not talking about

slicing things with a knife
but the simple pleasure

found from forcing your
bike to drift without using

your brakes. Finding the
fine balance of back tyre

braking traction is a good
skill to take to the trails.

“Let’s learn some cutties 
in the car park.”

Gas to flat
Nope, this isn’t about
your flatulence, it’s

common diction for
landing beyond the

downslope of a jump, on
flat ground. This normally

happens when your child

has been egged on by 

mates and is guaranteed
to impress until it ends in
them crumpling into the
top tube. “Go on, don’t be
a wuss, gas to flat!”

Gnarly
Pronunciation: /nar-lee/

When the track they’re

riding gets steep and
rocky or sh*t gets out of

hand, your kids will be
saying, “That was pretty 

gnarly, man!”

Props
Positive accolade, and
a good sign that you’re
teaching your kids the
right way. “Mad props

dude for sending that 
massive booter!”

Scrub
Invented by motocross

star James ‘Bubba’

Stewart Jr, the scrub is a
move where you turn your

bike across the
take-of of a jump, causing

you to stay as low and fast
as possible. “Did you see
how low I scrubbed that 
jump, dude?”

Sender
Describes a massive
jump or drop – you know
your ofspring could be
coming home in a plaster
cast as soon as ‘sender’ is
part of their vocabulary.
“Check me out on this
massive sender, Dad!”

Shred
Cycle, spin or pedal are
probably words you’d use

to talk about going out on
your bike, but when the

apple of your eye says
they’re going for a shred

or a rip this is what they
mean. Shredding can

also describe how well
someone has ridden. “You

shredded the hell out of 
that section, dude!”

Shreddit
Calm down, we’re not

talking about skin and
bones. It’s more than
likely your kid is trying to

make their own ‘shreddit’
at their local riding

spot. Video views and

showcasing their riding
skills are the aim of the

game. “Did you see my 
latest shreddit  

on YouTube?”

Steeze
Pronunciation: /steez/

We hope your kids have
steeze. No, it’s not an STI,
but riding in a way that
makes it look both stylish
and easy. “Bro, you’re  
so steezy!”

Stoked
If your kid is getting
stoked, they’re having
a good time. Kids get
stoke from a lot of things 
– popping a wheelie,
hitting a big jump or
just having an awesome
day with their mates.
Symptoms are similar
to feeding them a bag of
sweets. If you see them
jumping around and
shouting, then it’s likely
they’re stoked. “I’m so
stoked on doing that!”

Whip
One of the steeziest
tricks out there, whipping
involves kicking the back
end of the bike out when

airborne for ultimate

style points. If your kid
wants to learn whips,

then you’re going to be
spending plenty of money

on back wheels for the

foreseeable future (or at
least until they master it). 
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